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DIRECTO R NOTES

The rate of development of new science and technology continues to increase
both in the United States and abroad. It has been estimated by some that 60%
of all new developments originate outside the United States. Whether or not this

~ timate is correct is not really relevant. What is of concern is whether new tech-
nology flows as readily into the United States as domestically financed research
results are made available to our friends abroad. This does not appear to be the
case.

About 75% of all scientific and technical papers produced in the United States
are offered for sale by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Ap-
proximately 10% of NTIS sales are to foreign countries, indicating an aggressive
pursuit of U.S. technology by key countries around the world. Most other coun-
tries have nothing resembling NTIS. They cannot be criticized for this, nor can
the U.S. government be criticized for establishing NTIS. Rather , these facts provide
a signal that the United States, in its own best interest, should change its present
indolent pursuit of foreign technology into a very active program.

There is ample evidence to support this need. Dr. Ruth M. Davis in the keynote
address at the DoD Materials Technology Conference, February 1978, said. “In
a global sense, it must be concluded that the U.S. is no lon er the world leader
in Materials Technology.” Dr. Alan M. Lovelace said at a recent meeting of the
AIAA, “Vet , we see a growing overseas competition in areas where the United
States has traditionally been a leader; high power transmitters , low-cost space
systems, efficient small receivers, effect ive use of very high frequencies — these are
becoming the problems of other national industries , such as the Japanese, the
Germans, and the Canadians.”

Is the U.S. at the forefront in all phases of shock and vibration technology? I
think not. Are there developments in other countries that would assist us in ad-
vancing our own shock and vibration programs? I think so. We should try in every
way possible to promote efficient international technology exchange.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE

A NEW PUBLICATION POLIC Y

A recent issue of the Fluids Engineering Division News (ASME) introduced a new
policy dealing with the publication of research and engineering results in the
Journal of Fluids Engineering (JFE). Discussions of the Executive Committee
of the Fluids Engineering Division indicate some serious reflection by the com-
mittee with respect to publication costs. Interestingly, however , the proliferation
of publications seems to undergo examination only when money has become an
issue.

Recently (May 1978) I noted that much of the published technical material is
already available in government reports (available from NTIS). conference pro-
ceedings, theses, and special publicat ions of collected works. Policies that have
allowed multiple (often two and three times> publication of technical material
have helped to cause the information expiosion -. and the increased printing costs
and retrieval problems associated with it. The editors of the JF E have now charged
that specialists within a specific technology usually read the proceedings, reports,
or theses long before any paper appears in a techn ical journal. Because the special-
istsdo not need the paper , there is no justification for publishing it.

Some individuals do need to know about the special technology published in
detailed technical reports -- design/development engineers, research specialists
in other disciplines, and novice workers. The editors of the JFE have correctly
noted that these readers are most interested in knowing about technological prog-
ress made, its practical relevance, the methodology involved, and supporting data.
An extended summary or review of the technical report would therefore be more
useful to such individuals than a complete article. If the novice or designer requires
more information he can go back to the original report.

The editors of the JIE are suggest ing a revised policy : when a report or proceedings
is available, the paper published in the Journal will be about 2,000 words in length
and in the format of a summary. In addition, when the article is submitted for
review , copies of the original report will accompany it.

In my opinion this is ’~’t~eative solution to an ongoing problem. Not only does it
deal with ever-increasing puMicat ion costs arid retrieval problems but also makes
available to practicing engineers a valuable summary of new technical work. The
execut ive committee of the Fluids Engineering Division are to be congratulated
for their work . It is hoped that other ASME Technical Divisions and other societies
will also develop cost effective publication policies that serve practicing engineers.

R.L.E.
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SOUND ATTENUATION OVER GROUND COVER

K. Attenborough’

Abstract - This review covers recent developments that the measurements come through a spikey acous-
in the solution of the problem of a point source tic f ilter over the ground, the characteristics of Which
above an absorbing plane with particular reference could be important [61 . In the next sect ion, recent
to the approximations whith have been made in developments in solutions of the fundamental theo-
order to simplify numerical calculation. The physical ret ical problem are reviewed .
significance of these approximations is outlineo~Various assumed models for the ground surface are SPHERICAL WAVE REFL ECI’ION
class ified and explored. FROM A FINITE IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY

INTRODUCT ION A straightforwa rd interpretation of spherical wave
reflect ion from a boundary between two semi-infinite

The last three years have seen a considerable upsurge fluids is that all the reflected waves are travelling
in interest in sound propagation over absorbing ter- from an image source located within the reflecting
rain. In our previous review (11, we mentioned the medium at a depth equal to the height of the source
prediction scheme for the calculation of road traffic above the boundary. The sound field at the receiver
noise in the UK . Currently in the USA, predicted wi ll then depend upon the phase difference between
noise levels to be used in assessing highway noise im- the direct and reflected waves. The phase difference
pact s shall be obtained from either of two methods is the sum of that introduced as a result of the path
(2, 31. A factor for ground attenuation is included in difference between the direct ray and the ray from
one of these methods ( 1.5 dB per doubling of dis- the image source and the phase change on reflection
tance) irrespective of receiver height, in excess of the This simplified model can be used to explain many
loss to be expected from free-field cylindrical spread- observed results (61 particularly those obtained
ing (3 dB per doubling of distance). It has been sug- over an acoustically hard boundary (7) or over
gested (41 that the use of a constant ground attenua- paths high above the ground.
lion factor for highway noise should be reconsidered
since the free-field propagation loss is significantly af- An equation for the far field pressure distribution
fected by the nature of the ground cover and that , which derives from this model and for the geometry
furthermore, slight errors in the assumed propagation shown in Figure 1 is
loss factor will translate into major errors in the noise p 1k 1 r1 p.eik
levels predicted at distant locations. In addition, fur- u

ther research is necessary on the propagation of traf- P~ + R~ (1)
ic noise over terrain with different types of ground r1

cover . Finally, it has been indicated that the line
source assumption is not correct under low flow con-
ditions. In these circumstances, the fundamental the- where P1 is the incident wave amplitude, k1 is the
oretical problem concerns reflection of a spherical propagation constant in air , r1 is the length of the
wave over an absorbing boundary. Recently improve- direct path from source to receiver, r2 is the length
ments in the methods for predicting aircraft noise of any reflected path, R~ is the plane wave reflec.
have been suggested based upon developments in the tion coefficient , Z~ and Z2 are the characteristic
solution of this fundamental theoretical problem (5) impedances of the air and ground (treated as a
These impro ved methods are recommended both for semi-infinite fluid), and 0~ and 02 are, respectively,
lyover noise predictions and in correcting static test - the angles of incidence and reflect ion.

stand data to free-field conditions. The recommended
procedure for measuring the noise from highway ye- R 

Z2 cosO1 - Z ,cos82
hid es and embodied into much legislation ensures ~ Z 2 cos01 +2,cosO2 (2)

Facu$ty ol Tschnology, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MX? BAA , England (On study sews at die Nobo Control Labors.
tory, Department of Machanical EngIneering, The Pennsylv ania Stats UnIver sity , UnIversity P~ k, Pennsylvania 11501)
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Figure 1. Source Receiver Geometric Configuration

Time dependence e”~
)t has been suppressed, separations of source and receiver and/or high fre-

quencies ~e.g., it requires separations of the order
For large angles of incidence (grazing incidence) of 100 m at 50 Hz and 1 m at 500 Hz). As we shall
equation (1) breaks down because of the assumption show later, the form of the third term of equation
of plane waves. Angles between 85° and 90° in- (3) is appropriate only for a relatively hard boundary
cidence are c~tten of importance in the propagation ,(5 J.
of traffic noise. At grazing incidence, 9~ ~ 900 and
A1, • -1. This value signifies a phase change of 180° It is usual to solve the problem of spherical wave
on reflect ion and a cancellation of incident and re- propagation above a boundary of finite impedance by
flected waves at grazing incidence even though their expanding the incident and reflected spherical waves
path lengths are equal. Thus, the simple model into cylindrical harmonics and by contour integra-
suggests the disappearance of the geometric acoustic tion of the resulting integral of complex variables
pressure and the formation of a shadow zone near for the total field. The complex variable of integra-
to the ground plane. Consequently, the classical tion chosen is either the wave number or the angle
solutions to the theoretical problem 11) include an of incidence and the possible contours for integra-
extra term which does not allow complete cancel- tion are many (8-1 1) reflecting the different math-
lat ion of direct and reflected waves at grazing in- ads of solution of the analogous electromagnetic
cidence and suggests penetration of the shadow problem ,
zone. Hence, the field above an absorbing plane is
written Many of the classical solutions to the problem which

Pt e~~i’i 
eIkO’2 are suitable for numerical computations (1) have

— = + (R~ + ( 1— R 1,)F) (3) been shown to be in error at low frequenci es and forP~ r1 r2 conditions where the bounda ry admittance (or
where F is termed the “boundary loss factor”. This impedance) is purely imaginary (5] . The required
form of solution is appropriate usually for large correct ion modifies the value of F and stems from the
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E path of Integration chosen in this typ e of solution, locally feacting, i.e . the refracted waves travel normal
It has been interpreted physically as a surface wave; to the bounda ry irrespective of the angle of m ci-
i.e., an air-borne wave which is confined to a region dence. An essential pre-requisite for this assumption
near the ground surface with a resultant decrease is that the ground is the lower velocity medium. As
in amplitude with distance determined essentially such, it should not be possib le to generate lateral
by cylindrical spreading. An additiona l attenuation waves of the seismological kind . Indeed , it seems
of the surface wave vertically away fro m and parallel hardly likely in a physical sense for a wave to be
to the ground surface results from dissipation of able to travel along a bounda ry in air but closely
energy at the bounda ry due to coupling with the coupled to the boundar y , if the boundary permits
grou nd surfa ce and depends on the value of the motion only normal to the surface. The assumption
normal impedance of the surface. The surface-wave of loca l reaction is explor ed further in the next
term appears only for certa in values of the real (Rn) secti on. It has been po inted out that the identifica-
and imaginary (X,,) parts of ground impedance and t ion of a surf ace wave term in the so lutions based
the angle of incidence . Although the correction ter m upon contour integration is not a consequence of
has the physical attr ibutes of a surface wave (for physical realities but of choice of particular integra-
Rn = 0), it is hard to justify physically since surface tion contours for numerical purposes (10) . Choice
waves usually propagate w ithin the refracting medium of a different but valid path of integration would let
(12 ),  i .e. the medium of higher sound speed . As the individual surface wove term disappear but still
such, its ex istence is controversial , although model present the com plete and correct total field .
experiments have lent support to the concept (131 .
The simplest typ e of surface-wave which emerges When the source and receiver are on the boundary
fro m a theoret ical analysis is the Rayleigh wave (i.e. O~ = 90°) and the impedance of the ground
(basi cally a typ e of shear wave) which occurs at and surface is purely resistive but not inf inite (i.e., the
within the free boundary of a solid, i.e. a solid/ phase chang e on reflection is zero ) FeIkI o/r 0 can be
vacuum boundary. This was first introduced as a interpreted , by direct analogy to the propagation
degenerate case of reflection of plane waves , of electro-magnetic waves above the earth , as a

ground wave (1 5, 16) . As such , it suffers no ex cess
When an impulsi ve source and a receiver are located attenuation compared with propagation over an
in a lower velocity medium separated by a distance infinitely hard surface but for long er distances
large comp ared with the distan ce of other from a exhibits a loss of 6 dB/dd in addition to that provided
plane of conta ct with a higher velocity medium , by the inverse square law.
it is observed that the first disturbance arrives at a
time which can only be due to traversal of part of the Another method of solution has been advocated
path at the higher velocity. This is known is seis- recently which does not explicitly require a surface
mology as the refraction arri val [131 . It can be under- wave interpretation [17) and the possibi lity of
stood by a simple physical argument based upon ray obtaining exa ct expressions without the assumption
acoust ics. Rays incident from the lower velocity of local reaction has been outlined 1181 . Howeve r ,
medium will be refracted away fro m the nor mal in so far , numerical calculations from this solution
the higher velocity medium . There will be a certain have only been carried out for the limiting case of
limi ting angle of incidence , known as the crit ica l source and receiver in the absorbing plane . Furt her-
angle beyond which there is no refraction , only more , experimental verificatio n has been limited to
“internal” reflect ion. At the cr itical angle , the re- the frequency range 4-6 kHz .
frac ted/reflect ed ray travels along the surface to
re-emerge into the medium of lower velocity at the The important practical test of any solution ~s its
critical angle . This ground or latera l wave has been ability to predict excess attenuation. Good agree-
investigated t heoretically with regard to seismic merit has been shown between theories which allow
refraction experiments to determine the acoustic for a surface wave and measurements of excess at.
properties of the ocean bottom (141 . tenuation for source-receiver separat ions of up to

300 m and for various heights over flat grass land
However , the assumpt ion shared by the solutions 110, 11 , 15, 161 . The correspondence between
examined so far II , 5, 7-11) is that the ground is theory and experiment is valid only for relatively
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limited data sets (NRC, Canada; BRE; England and grazing angle (or angle of incidence) and boundary
the Lund Institute, Sweden ) obtained over “ instit u- impedance.
tionel” grass and an airfiel d . It may not hold true ,
_____ 

Asymptotic series expansions of erfc (-i ‘./~~
) arenecesis ri ly over other types of sur face .

available both for large and small w . For (WI << 1 ,
we must have small grazing angles . Thi s follo ws fromAt the stage prior to integration , the integr al repre-
equati on (5) since the appr oximat ions k 1 r2 > 1 andsernations of the tota l field [11 1 may be considered (Z 1 /Z3 )~ << 1 are implici t already. Then the powerexact , although it has been suggested that many of
series expansion quoted incorrectly in referencethese representations are fun damentally in error
1 and reference 5 is appropr iate , hencesince they rely on far-field expressions for a spherical 2wave and hence do not adequately predict the field F = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ (6)neer the source, i.e. where r 1 and r2 • 0. The ac-

curacy of numerical comparison with experiment With the extension of this assumption to place both
then depends partly on the assumption of a locally- source and receiver on the boundary , i.e. S h =
reacting semi-infinite or layered model of the ground 4, = o and for (w( << I the bracket in the third term
end pertly upon the method of evaluating the inte- of equation (6) can be neglected, the resulting F
grals. The evaluations usually require asymptotic inserted into equation (3) with 4, 0 in equation (5)
series expansions of the boundary loss factor F, and r 1 - r 3 - r0 to give w ik 1 r0 (Z 11Z 2) ’/ 2  and
The various approximations have been explored
thoroughly (191. They relate to source/receiver 

~ ~~~~ r0 2,rk1 Z 1
separation; boundary impedance; and the grazing —=  + i(~~~~)Y~ . . . ~~i [k 1r0((Z ,/Z 2 ) 2 1)
angle. Some of these approximations were stated P1 r0 r0 Z2
in our earlier review [11 however they are restated When both source and receiver are on the ground,
here for completeness. Noting again that equation the solution in equation (7) has been called the
(3) is valid strictly only for horizontal separations ground wave 115, 161. The first term attenuates
(r0) of source and reciever that satisfy k1 r0>>1 according to the inverse square law and the second
ft.e., k 1r2>>1) and for a high impedance or acous- term may be interpreted as the contribution of a
tically hard boundary (i.e., Z2 >> Z 1 ), then we have surface wave the attenuation of which is given by

both the (~~‘2 factor and the real part of the ex-
F — 1 + is/i - 8-w .  erfc(—i ’~/~T’) (4) ponent viz. k1 lm( Z1/Z 2) 2 . A slightly different

expression is given in ref erence 19, however it be-2 &‘t’dt comes the same as equation (7) If the approximationswhere ertc(- i~/~ )
k 1h(Z 11Z3( << 1 and (Z 11Z 2) 2 << 1 are made
which are consistent w ith approximations already

2ik1r2 Z1 2 k 1 2 stated . For (w( >> 1, i.e., very large source/receiver
and w u’

(1—R~ )2 —~~~(1 — —j- cos2 4,) separations so that $Z 1/Z 2l2 k 1r2 >> 1, wh ich is a
less reliable approximation in view of those im-
plicit already, the appropriate expansion for F is

and is known as the numerical distance . k 2 is the (5, 191
propagation ~~nstant in the ground and 4, is the graz- 1 3

(8)Ing angle a — 8~ - For a locally reacting boundary F 2i~/i~~)S(lm y”~ }e -w - 
~

_

~~~

_ ‘~
_j s

(i.e. 8~ =0 in equation (2))
where S(lm ~fT )  is the unit step function such that

w i k ,r5( s in4 ,+(Z1/Z ,)J2/2 (5)
1if lm~~~~>O

Reference 15 uses r 1 in place of r2 in the above
expression for w. The solution due to lngard [1) S(lmsJ ) ~4if lm’/~~— 0
uses a different expression for w , however it has been
shown to lead to the same result under the approxi- 0 if Im ~J <  0
motions for which it is valid (19) . Hence w and F
are osmplex fun ctions of source/receiver separation; This differs fro m equation (14), (11 by the first
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term which may be interpreted as the contribution .!!.. = A + B when u2 <-f (v 1 , 0~) (12b)
due to the surface wave. With the additional condi-
t ion that source and receiver are on the bounda ry where Z 1 /Z2 = v u 1 + iv3 (the specific boundary
and curtailinq equation (8) after the first two terms admittance).
we have

f(u1, 01)=cosec0 1 (cosO 1 i- vi )( 1 +u3 oosO1)
Pt 2e~~O’o 2irk1 , 2
— =  + 2iS( lm ’~/ ) (  r (1 + 2v1 cos0 +u 1 )~
~i ikr ,~

2 (Z 1/Z 2 ) 2 °

2iv 14-vcosO 1 e~ 2 t2

(__ le’ [ k I r O (Z I / Z 2 ) 2 —1 )  — ir/4) . 
A = (Rn -i- —--— 

(cos8 1+v)~
’ r 3z2

B=~~k ive k I(~~’s)H0
(1) (( 1 —  v~)~ k1 r3J

Again, this may be interpreted as a ground wave --

this time containing a term decaying as r 2 and in- H00) ( ) denotes the Hanke ’ funct ion of zero’th
cludes a surface wave which exists only for Imy’~~ order and the first kind. Here the second term of A

~ 0. For grazing incidence 4, 0, this condition may be taken to represent the wave attenuating
implies that as r2 2 and B may be taken as a surface wave con-

ik 1r tribution.
mO 2

° )“Z1IZ2)~~ 0 . 
(10)

More exact expressions for A and B have been derived
If we write Z 1/Z 2 = (R~ + iX~ )’~ cons istent with which allow for any value of the ratio (Z 2 1Z3) and
the local reaction assumption where Rn and X n are for k 1r2 ~ 1 [10) and may be written
the real and imaginary comp onents of the specif ic
normal impedance , then this condition reduces to A’ = 1 + 2k 1v e~~1 r2 j  C~~ e~~Ir2 t dt

0
-ir/2~~ tan~~(-IXn(fR n)<-1r/4 B’ = A’ +B

(quoted incorrectly in reference 5) where C = (cosO 1 + v)2 + 2i(1 + ucos 1) t -

or These expressions retain integrals which may be
computed numerically rather than requiring power

~ X~l> Rn (11) series expansions. At grazing incidence, the more
exact condition for the existence of a surface wave

(see also reference 8) may be deduced from equation (46) (10) viz.

This condition is satisfied up to 1100 Hz according Re(1 — v2 )~~> lm (v)
to some ground impedance measurements (11 and
up to 800 Hz for other measurements (15, 16) IX~ I Rn
(see Figures 2 and 3). which reduces to j ~j > 

(2R 2 + Xn2)
~~ 

(13)

For an acoustically soft boundary, i.e. where Z1/ which is slightly less stringent than the condition

~ 
1 and non-grazing incidence (but k 1 r2>’>l) imposed by inequality (11) since the right-hand

the basic expression for the sound field is best writ- side of inequality (13) is always less than 1 .
ten in the form [51

~ e~klI’2 From equation (9) and (10), noting that the decay
— —— + A when v2 > - f (u1 , O~) is dominated by the exponential terms, the decay
P1 r 1 (1 2a) of the surface wave depends upon the magnitude

Most typical resu lts of measurement ihow that X,~ is nag.-
tive (15 , 161 however , It may el~ be positlv .

7
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2k 1 RnX nof k 1 lm(Z, /Z2 ) 2 = 
2 2 1 kHz suggests that ground surfaces may not be

(A + X ’ 2 + 4X Rn n’ n n locally reacting at low frequencies. Sound speeds
in sand deduced from mechanical (rather than acous-

This will be small under the condi t ions necessary ticaI~ excitation are higher than in air . Using a typical
for the existence of the surface wave and wil l  become value for the characteristic imped.3nce of sand and
smaller as 1 ~I is increased. Typicalk’ IX nI has its assuming that the “ acoustic ” density is the same at
largest values at the lowest frequencies [1 , 151. the actual density, it has been shown that the local
Thus, where the surface wave contribution exist s, reaction assumption could lead to considerable errors
its attenuation will be small. A corollary of th is IS in the ground reflection coefficient where the veloc-
that where IX~I is large, the excess attenuation will ity of sounid within the ground is greater than that in
be small . The nearer the value of IX nI approaches air and where the angle 01 incirlcoce fa ls below
R~, the greater the excess attenuation until the sur- 900

, i .e . non-grazing.
face wave is cut off altogether according to inequal-
ities (11) and (13). Use of averaged data for surface impedance [15J

in theories which omit surface wave terms 111 has
shown that mere is very little difference between

MODELS OF THE GROUND SURFACE the predictions of a theory which allows extended
reaction and one which assume s local reaction [201 -

Locally Reacting Semi-Infinite Fluid Models In the absence of consideration of surface wave type
All of the good agreement between theory and terms , this work cannot be regarded as definite proof
outdoor experiment that has been quoted in the of the adequacy of the local reaction assumption .
literature (1 , 11, 15, 16) has been obtained with
the simplifying assumption that the ground surface
behaves acoustically as the surface of a $oc&ly react~ Fluid or Solid Layer Models
ing fluid; either of semi-infinite extent or of finite It has been recognized that there are situations in
thickness with a rigid backing. Consequently, recent which the locally reactwig semi-ir~f%nite model (some-
reviews [5, 161 maintain that it is an adequate times called the impedance model) is inadequate
approximation to regard a flat grass-covered soil , (1] -

sand or clay surface as semi-infinite and locally
reacting. A multi-layer fluid model has been investigated in

order to explain certain measured values of normal
Local reaction is a feasible approximation to the impedance, i.e. consistently positive imaginary parts
behavior of some rigid-framed fibrous absorbents of the surface normal impedance (using the con-
since they have a very high internal damping and vention that a negative imaginary part of impedance
her~,e a low speed of sound prop agation within them. represents a stiffness reactance).
Let the pro pagation con stant be k 1 a + ib in a
medium (assuming a time dependence ~~~~~ Then The model consists of a top layer (0.05 iii ) of sand

~, c~,(a- ib) backed by a semi-infinite layer of finite impedance
= — —  2 2 (cl ay). Although the layered model has not yet

k 1 a +b yielded precise quantitative agreement with experi.

— 
wa ment due to lack of data of the physical characteris-

he C1 — 

a2 + b2 tics of the ground, it does explain certain qualitative
features.

If the damping (b) is large, then Re c1 will be small.
Semi- Infinite Porous Medium or Finite Porous

Typical values of real and imaginary parts of nor~ Layer Models
malized. normal or char acteristic impedance for grass An alternative explanation of the observed values of
covered flat open ground (1 , 15) are an order of imag inary part of impedance wou ld follow Irorn
magnitude greater than the characteristic impedance a ro rous semi-infinite model of the ground surlace
of a typical fibrous medium below 1 kHz (Figure 2) . since this implies an acoustic density p~ = d + j e
The appreciable difference in impedance below which is complex . Hence

10 
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c~,(d + ie)(a - ib) a university band field. However, other measurements
= made over grass and clay and the forest floor [11

a2 + b2 give rather different forms for the frequency depen-
dence of ground impedance (Figure 3). Indeed, the

~,[ad + eb + i(ae - bd)] pronounced flattening of the resistive component
= at low frequencies [11 is precisely the effect pre-

a2 +b 2 dicted [21] for the rigidly-backed porous layer
model . In reference 21 the idea of modeling the

The imaginary part rn p1c 1 would change sign where ground surface as a rigid-framed porous layer with a
bd > ae. Typically for a porous fibrous absorbent rigid backing is dismissed . However, reference
a and b have similar magnitudes at low frequencies uses exactly this approach, It is found possible to
while e is small . model the rigid-framed porous layer with four real

constant parameters which are related to the real
The physical meaning of a complex density has not and imaginary parts of the effective compressibility,
been made clear in the literature. The concept of a the porosity, the dynamic density of air in the
complex density was first justified physically with pores and the thickness of the layer, It is accepted
reference to the conceptual mode) of a capillary that some of these “constants” may be frequency
pore medium. For such a model it is attr ibuted to dependent and no method of measuring or calculating
the change in inertia of , and the frictional drag these “constants” directly from knowledge of the
suffered by, the air as it moves through the pores. physical and struc:ural nature of the ground surface
The complex density is intended also to include is offered. Instead, reliance is placed on an mdi-
inertial effects due to movement of the fibres and rect phenomenological (trial-and-error) method. The
the orientation of the pores. source and receiver are located close to the ground

surface and a relatively small distance apart and the
A porous medium with a rigid frame and pores that excess attenuation spectrum is measured. Reasonable
do not interconnect in directions parallel to its sur- values of the parameters are then tried in a theory
face will be locally reacting by definition . A semi- of propagation above a locally reacting boundary
infinite rigid-framed porous model does not ade- (101 by computer iteration until satisfactory agree-
quately explain the form of the normal impedance ment between calculated and measured plots is
vs. frequency plot of some measured values of normal obtained. The corresponding best fit values of the
impedance [21] .  It has been suggested that a semi- parameters can then be used to predict excess atten-
infinite flexible porous model might be adequate. uation over longer distances. It is concluded that the
A calculation based upon a model with an expon- locally reacting propagation constants of both the
entially decaying porosity with depth (but a rigid airborne wave and the structure-borne wave in
frame) seems to give the best fit to experimental flexible porous absorbents are critical in determining
results for grass-covered ground (below 1 kHz) whether or not the absorbent is locally reacting.
[211. Although it seems likely that the compression Local reaction will be a successful approximation
and compaction of the ground will increase with only if the energy content of the structure-borne
depth there is no data available as yet to justify this wave is small . This has been shown to be the case
assumption, in certain fibrous absorbents [271 . However , there

is little evidence in the literature of measurements
The conclusions in reference 21 with regard to the of propagation constants in typical ground media
various possible models for the ground surface are as a result of airborne excitation .
based exclusively on the NRC ground impedance
data (Figure 2) and hence, are relevant essentially
to “institutional” grass. This i~ truc also of reference CONCLUSIONS
20 where good agreement between the NRC data
and the predictions of a power law relationship The refinements to the theory of spherical sound
between impedance and flow resistance (based upon propagation above an absorbing boundary made
data for fibrous absorbents) is found. These results during the last few years have made it possible to
have been supported recently by measurements over predict dB(A) attenuations of traffic noise over
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certain ground cover almost exactly. With improve- 7. Piercy , J.E. and Ernbleton, T. F .W., “Effect of
ments in traffic noise legislation , however , more Ground on Near-Horizontal Sound Propegs-
detailed (spectrally) emission limits are likely to be tion,” SAE Trans., 83, pp 928-936 (1974).
set using more sophisticated noise units as are al-
ready used for other types of noise source (aircraft , 8. Donato , R.J., “Propagation of a Spherical Wavr .
industry) and will require more exact predictions of Near a Plane Boundary with a Complex lrn-
the acoustic filtering due to ground cover . In this pedance,” J. Acoust . Soc. Amer ., 60 (1), pp 34-
event , the current situation is unsatisfactory. Most 39 (1976).
of the solutions currently available require extensive
approximations in order to permit numerical evalua- 9. Donato. R.J., “Spherical Wave Retiection from
tion. Furthermore, the physical basis for them is a Boundary of Reactive Impedance Using a
not yet completely or satisfactorily expounded. Modification of Cagniad’s Method,” J Acoust .
Finally, it should be noted that the role of any Soc. Amer ., 60( 5), pp 999-1002 1976).
structure borne (frame) wave or sideways pore
connections in the ground have riot yet been explored 10. Thornasson, SI ., “Reflection of Wa ves from a
and their influence on the prevalent ad questionable Point Source by an Impedance Boundary,”
local reaction assumption has not been checked . J. Acoust. Soc. Amer ., 59 (4), pp 780-785

(1976).
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LITERATURE REVIEW ~2~$~Z
The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture, consists of two to four review articles each month, 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digest” of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor, this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas, Review articles include technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, ~nd
recommendations. Review articles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.

Recent research on the dynamic response of fluid-filled shells is reviewed by Pro-
fessor DiMaggio of Columbia University. Papers considering gravity effect s or
fluid flow are not reviewed.

The series of review articles on seismic waves by Dr. De continues with a desa-ip-
tion of mathematical methods.
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RECENT RESEARCH ON THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF FLUID-FILLED SHELLS

F.L. UiMaggio

Abstract - This article reviews papers, published for k(~~) were obtained for both low ad high fre-
between 1975 and 1978, involving me dynamic quencies. Numerical values for intermediate fre-
respon~ of fluid-filled shells. Papess considering quencies were plotted as dispersion curves for mate-
gravity effects or fluid flow are not reviewed. rial parameters that characterize arterial blood flow .

Extensive asymptotic results are presented for the
special case of a rigid tube. The authors point out

In an earlier paper (11, the problems of steady state the the root
and transient responses of fluid-filled shells were
formulated and discussed, and publications involving k = (i ~~w)~

#’2 (1)
analytical invest igations were rev iewed . The present
article reviews investigations published from 1975 introduced by Scarton ad Rouleau (21 is false ,
1977 . Studies involving gravity effects on free fluid E p0
surfaces (e .g., sloshing problems) and those involving a=— — ( 1 _ 0 2 ) (2)
motion of either the fluid or container are excluded, ~.L 40~

No claim is made of definitive coverage , but the E is Young’s modulus, p the shear viscosity coef-
references cited and the bibliographies included with- f icierit, p0 the f luid density, Pi the shell density,
in them include most of the important contributions, and a Poisson’s ratio . In addition, they found a

previously unknown root , denoted by k —
‘ 

for an
elast ic shell . The root is proportional to ~, at low

CYLINDRICAL SHELLS frequencies. They also showed that a nonuniformity
exist s in the dependence of the phase velocities

Invest igations of the propagation of waves in cyl in- of the propagating modes on p and ~, at p = 0,
drica l tubes have been motivated by possibfe ap- ~., = 0.
plicat ions to arterial blood flow , acoustic delay lines,
and water hammer in pipes. Barclay, Moodie , and Haddow [51 studied the

response of fluid in a semi-infinite tube, the circular
Two major studies have been concerned with small cross-sectional area of which varied with length -
amplitude steady-state axisymmetric waves in infinite according to either an exponential or power law.
circular cylindrical shells. Scarton and Roulea u [2] The tube was filled with an inviscid incompressible
used the method of eigenvalleys to calculate the liquid , and a disturbance was present at one end.
first 32 fluid modes and plotted dispersion curves The use of a one-dimensional approximation for the
for the case of a rigid tube containing a viscous, fluid equations means that the shell response is not
compressible fluid. This excellent paper also reports coupled to that of the fluid. Thus, insofar as the
the discovery of backward propagating waves; bound- fluid motion is concerned, the tube does nothing
aries between low , high, and intermediate frequen- more than provide the geometry, as would a rigid
cies; and a new type of boundary layer . tube. When the disturbance is an oscillatory func-

tion, a high-frequency expansion is assumed. For
An equally impressive study for thin viscoelastic a Heaviside disturbance, expansion in the form of
tubes of constant thickness containing a compres- a progressive wave is chosen. The numerically exact
sible viscous fluid is that ,of Rubinow and Keller solutions and asymptotic expansions were corn-
(3 1 . It is an extension of an earlier paper concerned pared.
primarily with an inviscid fluid [4] . The dispersion
equation relating the propagation constant k to the The design of such internal reactor system corn-
angular frequency ..i was solved using analytical ponents as shrouds and thermal liners must provide
nd numerica l methods 13] . Asymptotic formulas for vibrations induced by fluid flow . This need Piu
Prof.sgor arid Chairman , Dept. of CMI Engineering end
E ngineering Mechanics, Columbia University , Niw YOrk ,
New York
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led to a series of studies involving infinitely long steel shell stiffened with elastic steel T-beams. Di-
pairs of coaxial circular cyl indrical shells separated Maggio, Bleich, and McCormick [151 studied the
by a f luid. Stokes 16) determined the fluid virtual dynamic response of this model to the axisymmetric
mass -- also referred to as added mass or entrained cylindrical pressure pulse exerted on the outer shell
mass -- for a r igid cylinder translating within a rigid wall when all discharge pipe valves were released.
cyl inder with incompressible liquid between them. Bending moments and shears along the outer shell

wall caused by these pulses had the spatial and
Chen , Wambsganss, and Jendrzejezyk (7) solved the temporal variations shown in Figures 1 ad 2 re-
problem of the damped harmonic oscillations of a spectively.
rigid rod in a rigid shell separated by an incom-
pressible linear viscous fluid, They obtained closed _______

form solutions for the virtual mass and damping SYMMETRY
- ~~OIJT FREE WATER SURFACEfactors that represent the effect of the fluid on the - __________ ___________________

vibrating rod. 
_1-.___ 

‘

~

‘

~~~~~

‘

The frequency-dependent virtual mass effect for 
~~1 —

. - . . - 
. z ’2, SHELL

prescribed non-axisy rnmetric harmonic motion of wALL
an infinite cylindrical surface inside a rigid cylindri- ~~~~

i
~~~~~~~E

RICAL

cal surface separated by a compressible, inviscid
fluid, obtained earlier in closed form [8) , has been __________ ______

rederived [9] . Yeh and Chen [101 considered two
elastic shells (governed by Fl’t~gge ’s equations) sep-
arated by a viscous fluid , thus generalizing an earlier
paper (1 1) , in which an inviscid fluid was assumed.
They presented [10) numerical resi.’ ~or the added Figure 1. Model of Containment Vesse l and Variation
mass and damping effect for an incor ., essible fluid. of Incident Pressure with Depth

Self- and mutual-added mass coefficients for a group
of (parallel) rigid circular cylinders in a rigid cir- Most studies of head injury have been based on
cular cylindrical channel containing an inviscid, spherical and spheroidal shells . Liu and Chandran
incompressible f luid have been obtained [12, 131 . [161 , however , used a rigid, finite cylindrical con-
The introduction of a finite element procedure ta m er to model the skull . They simulated the brain
allowed the consideration of noncircular geometries as a compressible, inviscid , f luid , and attached a
[13] . spring and dashpot externally to the container to

account for hair , skin , ad a helmet. Numerical
The axisymmetric response to a ring load traveling results were based on an infinite series solution for
axially at a constant speed has been studied for the impact of this model on a rigid wall .
an elastic , infinite , circular cylindrical shell fi lle~
with an inviscid linearly compressible fluid [14) .
The effect s of shear and rotatory inertia were in- SPHERICAL SHELLS
cluded in the shell equations. Extensive numerical
results confirmed that , as the speed of the load The papers on fluid-filled spherical shells that have
increased , the effect of the internal fluid became come to this reviewer ’s attention during the past
more significant. three years appear to be part of a continuing re-

~earch effort to establish mechanical models for
An interesting application has to do with coaxial scull ad brain injuries to the human head [1) .
cyl indrica l shells of finite length that represent
the lower part of a nuclear reactor containment A closed for solution for the potential functions
vessel (see Fig. 1). Water , assumed to be linearly ijoverning the response of an incompressible elastic
compressible, occupies the space between a corn- medium in a rigid spherical shell subjected to an
paratively rigid pedestal and a linearly elastic thin acceleration in the form of a Dirac delta function
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Figure 2. Time History of Incident Pressure P1 (z , t)

has been obtained (17) . Numerical solutions, using SPHEROIDAL SHELLS
finite difference techniques, have also been pub-
lished for the case of a Maxwell fluid subjected to
translational and rotational acceleration of its rigid Rand and DiMaggio (231 obtained frequency spectra
spherical container (18) and of only angular ac- for elastic prolate spheroidal shells filled with an
celeration with a Kelvin material modeling the iriviscid , linearly compressible liquid; flexural effect s
brain (19) . in the shell were neglected. Lee and DiMaggio (241

have generalized these results by including the effects
A kkas (201 considered a thin, elastic , three-layered of bending. Figure 3 is a comparison of the new
shell filled with an inviscid compressible fluid. A spectra with those obtained previously. As has been
finite di’Terence scheme was used to determine the discussed (11. the inclusion of bending affects only
shell stresses and fluid pressures for an axisy mmetric the lowest branch , involving essentially radial motion,
impact. Numerical results have been presented by eliminating the unrealistic cut-off frequenc’ir
for loading with spatial and temporal variation predicted by membrane shell theory. The symbols
previously used [211 - in Figure 3 have been defined (241; their values

are characteristic of a human skull and brain .
An approximate solution for a hemispherical rigid
shell having a flat bottom filled with a viscoelastic
fluid (satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations) and The transient response of an extensional elastic
subjected to a sudden rotation has been published piolate spheroidal shell filled with an inviscid corn-
by Ljung 1221 . He first obtained the solution for prassible fluid to a uniformly distributed Heaviside
an infinite cylindr~cal shell and a semi infinite cylin- p~assure pulse has been studied (25) - The results
drical shell with a f lat end and determined the effect h ,ve been generalized by considering the response
of the fIat bottom. He then applied a similar correc- of thick shells of viscoelastic material to excita-
tion to his results for a spherical shell. tio ns having various time histories (26) .
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ON SEISMIC WAVES
PART Ill: MATHEMATICAL METHODS

S. De

Abstract - The frequency equations for the R.yIe4if, solved in terrns of standard transcendental functions
and Love waves in various models of the earth - from has been described (61 . The frequency equation for
a single half-~,ace to multilayered semi-infinite SH-wave propagation in an anisotropic, nonhomo-
media - are wall known. Some of the layers are geneous, layered stratum lying between two isotropic,
considered to be heterogeneous or aniwtropic. Be- homogeneous half-spaces has been derived using the
cause suitable solutions for the equations of motion Thomson-Haskall matrix method 171 .
for most cases of lateral nonhomogeneity are not
possible, the principl, of constructive interference Love wave propagation in a trans versely isotropic
au~ciated with the ray theo,y is used to derive the nonhomogeneous medium has also been studied by
frequency equation. The Thomsen-Haskell matrix defining elastic parameters in the equivalent iso-
method has been applied to multilayered media, tropic case (81 . The effect of anisotropy on the
This article and the last article in the series dexribe cut-off frequency of Love-wave dustering has also
various mathematical methods used to study seismic been consi dered [9) . The propagation of Love waves

has been based on fin ite strain theory (101 . Primary
Love waves were associated with secondary Rayleigh

In 1934, Jeff reys (1] attempted to determ ine Love waves and tertiary Love waves,
and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves for media with
vert ical heterogeneity; he used Rayleigh’s principle The principle of constructive interference has been
to obtain approx imate results. Ii 1961, he showed used to derive the frequency equation of Love

4 that Rayleigh’ s principle can be used to deri ve small waves prop agating in an elastic layer overlying a
correctioqs in the theory of surface waves ( 1 ] - semi-infinite elastic medium [5, 11, 121 . The equive-

lence between the acoustic waves in a fluid layer
Rayleigh used the variational method to estimate and the SH waves in a solid layer over a rigid half-
eigenvalues — particularl’;’ the periods of normal space was also studied (12) .
modes or oscillation of a bounded vibrating system .
During the past 20 years , theorems relating to vectors Finite deformation theory was used to show (131
in Hj lbert space have been used in variational prob- that the propagation of primary Rayleigh waves is
lems for estimating such quantities as the trans- accompanied by the propagation of secondary Ray-
mission coefficients for diffracted or scattered waves. leigh waves with half the wavelength and period of

the primary one. The amplitude of the secondary
Methods that Utilize Rayleigh Waves wave is small comp ared to that of the primary one.
The propagation of Rayleigh waves over the free A simple numerical method has been developed
surface of nonhomogeneous semi-infinite medium [141 to analyze generalized Rayleigh waves in multi-
in which density and elastic parameters are fun ctions layered elastic med is. The method avoids displace-
of depth has been considered [2 , 31 - The loci that merit pot entials and leads to a simple eigenvelue
govern the limits to which a Rayleigh wave can problem that can be solved with computer codes.
penetrate a half-space have also been examined [41 .
Both interior and surface sources were considered . The outerlayer of the earth contained several regions:

oceanic , cont inental , ridge, and arc. The multiple
The freq uency equation for Love waves in a homo- regression method has been applied (151 to greet-
geneous layer overlying a vert ical heterogeneous circle Rayleigh-wave data to obtain the dispersion
semi-inf inite medium has been described [5) .  A characteristics of each region. Measurement of
method for determining all vertical nonhomoge- phase and group velocities for two paths circling the
neities for which the SH-wave eQuation can be earth have been given [161 . p values for Rayleigh
01d Engln..rlng Off los (On), Ssntlnikstan, Birb4~um,
West Bsngsl, m di.
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waves with periods from 15 to 50 sec have been pertaining to the propagation of Rayleig h waves
determined from frequency-averaged spectral den- along perturbed boundaries have been considered
sities obtained at pairs of stations along great circle [ 251 . The effect of a layer on surface wave prop-
paths [1 7).  Isolated Rayleigh waves R3, Rs ,  or agation on a half-space has also been studied [261 .
R 7 fro m the Rat Island earthquake of February 4,
1966, were used to investigate the variation of Waves at the interface of two isotropic solid half-
ell ipt icity as a result of path differences [181. spaces subject to stress and di splacement have been

studied [27 , 28) - Calculations for waves at the
A finite difference iterat ive formulation, applied interface of two anisotropic media -- namely, two
successfully to acoustic surface wave scattering in crystall ine half-spaces in cubic symmetry but with
homogeneous, layered-isotropic, and nonlinear media different orientations -- have been given [29 1 - The
was extended to Rayleigh mode propagation in ani- results indicated that many geometrical dispositions
sotropic materials [1 91. Rayleigh waves on elastic a llow propagation of a generalized Stoneley wave,
crystals have been considered (201 - The equation The interface chosen is a (0, 0, 1) plane for each
for unattenuated Rayleigh waves traveling on a free crystal; waves either have a real phase velocity of
surface of an anisotropic elast ic half-space could travel slowly along an arbitrary direct ,-~r. in the
always be reduced to one purely rea l equation. It interface of angles of •~ and •2 to the (1 , 0, 0)
was also shown that surface waves are impossible axes of the crystals. The angles between the two
on a fixed boundary. ( 1,0,0) axes are 

~~ 
and 4’2 .

The finite element method in two dimensions was The magnetoelastic surface waves particularly Ray-
modified to study Rayleigh waves in an oceanic leigh. Love, and Stoneley waves, in an initially
model [211. It is necessary to determine horizontal stressed conducting medium have been considered
displacements within finite elements of water from [30) . The Thomson and Haskel matrix method has
vertical displacements and the condition of irrota- been used to obtain the dispersion relation for
t ional motion. The finite element method leads to generalized surface waves in multilayered media;
a discontinuity in horizontal displacement at the the layers can be either isotropic or anisotropic
ocean bottom. Phase velocities of Rayleigh waves [31]. Experimentally determined Rayleigh-wave
calculated by the method of Haskall and Dorman dispersion curves for group velocity have been given
were within 0.2 percent of those measured by a for five po,.~ts [32) .
seismometer on the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.
The finite element method can also be used to cal- The existence of Rayleigh waves in an anisotropic
culate the variation with depth of the horizontal elastic semi-space has been investigated [331 . John-
and vertical amplitudes of Rayleigh modes, son [34) considered wave prop1q~tiu ’~ along a plane

of symmet ry in an anisotropic medium. (The maxi-
Rykunov (22) studied the propagation of Rayleigh mum number of independent elastic constants was
waves , given a layer the thickness of which changes therefore reduced from 21 to 13.) Stoneley waves
abruptly. He also studied the characteristics of the at solid-solid interfaces are possible only for certain
Rayleigh-wave field in a half-space containing a elastic constants and density parameters. Regions
disturbance in the form of a vertical slit and the in which waves might occur were calculated for
effect on the Rayleigh-wave f ield of topographic waves traveling in various directions and for med ’ia
charac terist ics of the free boundary, with cubic , orthorhombic , and monoclinic sym-

metr ies; these regions in anisotropic media were
Basic equations for the theory of Rayleigh waves similar to those calculated by Scholte [351 for
traveling through the shallow layers of a homoge- isotropic media. For certain elastic constants, the
neous and isotropic half-space have been presented region from one direction of wave propagation to
[231 - The variational theory of perturbations of another varied greatly. The phase velocities of various
eigenvalues, or phase velocity, was briefly considered waves -- solid-solid Stoneley waves , liquid-solid
(24) . A procedure for simplify ing computation Stoneley waves, and Rayleigh waves -. were cal-
was given for perturbations of group velocity, or culated for the three symmetries as a function o~ the
spectral amplitude. The theory and exper iments direction of wave prop agation for specific substances
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136, 371 . principle for Love waves -- especially those with a
long period -- propagating in a layer of variable

The propagation of Rayleigh waves along a trac- thickness overlying a half-space has been formulated
tion-free surface of a semi-infinite anisotropic elastic [45] . An averaging procedure was used to determine
body, has been applied to interfacial waves in an the wave modulation due to the gradual variation
infinite body composed of two anisotropic elastic in thickness. The wave number and amplitude modu-
half-spaces welded together. An 0ppropriate equation lation for both a monoch romatic wave and a transient
was constructed directly from complex vectors wave train due to an impulsive source were also

provided by the analysis of free Rayleigh waves in determined.
the constituent half-spaces. This equation was re-
duced to a single real relation, conf irming that The possibility that Love waves can propagate in an
Stoneley waves, when they exist are not confined electrostrict ive dielectr ic medium has been inves-
to discrete directions of propagation. tigated [461 . Such waves can propagate, but the

electric surface potential has some effects. Love
Long-period Love waves in a medium consisting of and Rayleigh surface waves were studied using large-
layers of various thickness have been discussed base quartz extensometers [47) . Group velocities
[38) . The excitat ion of Love waves with a period of both Rayleigh and Love waves with periods from
of 100 sec has been studied as a function of mag- 30 to 150 sec have been a ..curately determined by
nitude in the earth’s mantle [391. The spectral band-pass filtering and group-delay time methods.
densities of 153 measurements of Love waves during Raileigh waves in an elastic medium with two hori-
earthquakes since 1930 ranged from 6.0 to 8.9; zontal layers overlying a semi-infinite elastic medium
they were used to determine an excitation curve, above which lies a liquid layer have been discussed
Fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh-wave dis- [48 1 -

persion computations for multilayered, perfectly-
elastic media have been studied (401 . Extremely rapid changes in Love-wave velocity have

been observed in some tectonic areas. Two non-
The continuum theory has been used [41 1 to study uniform channels with exponential velocity and
surface wave propagations in layered media. Exact variable rigidity in vertical and lateral directions
dispersion curves were also worked out for a relative- were used to consider Love-wave disperison charac-
ly simple laminated medium. The continuum theory teristics in such areas (49) .
was also used to stud y Rayleigh-wa ve disp ersion
on a laminated half-space for which exact disper- Analysis of a sum of 13 auto-corre lograms of hori-
sion equations cannot be obtained. zontal component seismograms have predominantly

transverse motion revealed that fundamental-mode
Conditions for experimental studies of seismic Love-wave data can be contaminated by higher
waves have included a medium in which wave velocity torsional modes [50) . Phase velocities of Rayleigh
increased slightly with depth and heterogeneities waves have been measured worldwide for waves with
caused small velocity changes (421 - The phase periods in excess of 160 sec for a number of pro-
velocity dispersion curve was com plic ated. The fi les and many geologic structures 1511. The propa-
correlation between this curve and various harmonies gation of such waves in the earth has been inves-
of the inverse square of layer velocity was analyzed. tigated for waves with periods ranging from 60 to

590 sec (521 .
A finite element technique has been developed [43]
to study the propagation of Rayleigh and Love waves The influence on Love-wave propagation of a dis-
across two-dimensional nonhorizontally-layered me- continuity at a vertical boundary in a medium has
dia. A layered model with latera l nonhomogeneity been considered (531 . Two surface waveguides were
was constructed [44) for the Himalayan region investigated, and interactions between Love waves
where , according to plate theory, a mobile continent were shown. It was also shown that earthquakes
collides with a relatively stationary crustal block, could excite the first higher mode of Love surface
Love-wave dispersion characteristics of such a model waves with periods ranging from 30 to 90 sec; the
were evaluated using the ray-theory. A variational mode cou ld travel at a group velocity comparable
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to that of the fundamental mode [54] - These results half-space has been considered (651 , as has the
are applicable to the effect of multipath interference propagation of SH waves using the velocity dis-
of two waves of similar mode traveling at an angle tribution function compatible with the actual dis-
with respect to each other . Propagation of Love tribution of shear-wave velocity inside the earth
waves in a multilayered anisotropic medium with [661. The constants involved in the velocity dis-
hexagonal symmetry has been studied [551 . The tribution function were calculated fro m the Guten-
dispersion of Love waves that propagate in a later- berg-Birch model .
ally heterogeneous layer lying over a homogeneous
semi-infinite medium has been studied using con- A unique root corresponding to Rayleigh exponential
structive interference [5, 56) . The dispersion charac- wave was obtained for a general form of the Ray-
teristics of Love waves in a transversely isotropic leigh equation 167) - The group velocity of Rayleigh
and laterally nonhomogeneous surface layer lying waves for ten seisms from different regions has been
over a homogeneous half-space was also considered studied experimentally [68] - The beginning of the
using constructive interferences [~7] .  The propa- recordings show two predominant groups separated
gation of Love and Rayleigh waves along an approxi- by a minima l amplitude. A sharp maximum of the
mately north-south section of the San Fernando energy spectra corresponds to a wavelength near the
Valley has been studied (58] . depth accepted for the low velocity layer.

Dispersion curves for leaking modes of Love waves Crampin [69) reported that a phase relationship
have been computed for a single-layer crust-mantle between vertical and transverse horizontal motions
model [591. Group velocities well below the Airy exists for second-mode seismic wave trains along
phase of normal modes were determined . No phase many paths in Eurasia; such relationships are not
velocities occurred between the velocity of the half- possible with elastic waves in isotropic layered media,
space and that corresponding to the Brewster angle. These coupled, or generalized, surface wave trains
The Thomson-Haskell matrix method was used to are caused by an anisotropic layer immediately
derive the following: response spectra of a multi- beneath the crust . Crampin suggested that the aniso-
layered elastic half-space to plane body waves, tropy results from an orientation of crystalline
dispersion equations for both Rayleigh and Love mant le material by convection currents. Surface-
waves , relative excitations of surface waves at any wave propagation in unlayered and multilayered
depth , and pa rticle motion conditions for Rayleigh anisotropic media was examined numer,cally using
waves at a free surface and at any depth [601 . an extension of the Thomson-Haskell matrix method

1701 . Surface wave propagation in an isotropic earth
The influence of primary stress upon the propagation model containing an anisotropic layer in the upper
of Love waves in a welded layer and half-space was mantle differed little from propagation in a purely
examined by the theory of nonlinear elasticity isotropic model . The propagation of the third gener-
[61). Multipath propagation of Love waves was alized mode, corresponding to the second Rayleigh
analyzed (621 from data obtained from three in- mode in isotropic structures , was an exception;
struments at the Large Aperture Seismic Array particle motion in this mode differed considerably
(LASA). In most cases, the propagation paths tor from motion in isotropic media. Interesting prob-
both Love and Rayleigh waves could be associated lems regarding surface waves have been studied
with refractions and reflect ions at the continental [71-100, 102) .
margins .

It has been reported [103) that oceanic surface
A method has been proposed to detect one Rayleigh waves can be altered by low rigidity sediments
wave in the presence of the coda of a larger Rayleigh along the propagation path. Love and Rayleigh waves
wave [63 ] The quasi-linear stress-strain relations from mid-Atlantic riige earthquakes are so affected.
were used to study the propagation of finite Love Thin sediments disperse short-period Love waves.
waves in a heterogeneous elastic half-space lying over Sediments thicker than two km remove energy from
a homogeneous elastic half-space [641 . SH-wave surface waves having periods up to 40 sec . These
propagation n an anisotropic nonhomogeneous sediments also alter the particle motion of Rayleigh
crustal layer lying on a yielding and rigid isotropic waves and complicate the dispersion relationship,
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Such thick sediments substantially reduce the phase pure Love waves exist for certain sy mmetry condi-
velocity of surface waves with per iods exceeding 100 tions [ 111] .  If the sagittal plane isa symmetry plane ,
sec Some problems of interest regarding wave phe- the Rayleigh wave is piezoelectrically coupled and
nomena in nonhomogeneous media have appeared the Love wave is not. If the sagittal plane is noriiial
(104 , 105]. to a binary axis , the Love wave is piezoelectrically

coupled and the Rayleigh wave is not.
For a given direction of propagation on the free sur-
face of a half-infinite anisotropic crystal , the phase The propagation of waves in an initially stresseo
velocity of the surface wave will always be less than magnetoelastic conducting layer has been considered
the limiting velocity except when the bulk wave that [1121 . as has the propagation of the thermoelastic
defines the limiting velocity satisfies the condition waves in an infinite transversely isotropic circular
of a free surface [106] . cylinder [113] . In the latter study the theory of

thermoelasticity was used to account for the inter-
An elastic half-space containing a surface obstacle action between the field of displacement and tern-
with elastic constants different from those of the perature. The propagation of small amplitude waves
half .spa ce and only slight deviation in boundary in an incompressible elastic medium subjected to a
shape has been studied (107] . A perturbation meth- large homogeneous equibiaxial stress has also been
od and a finite difference solution were combined investigated [114] .
to calculate the motion of the half-space due to an
impulsive source. Results showed that Rayleigh and A method for solving the dynamical axisymmetric
reflect ed waves are influenced by the obstacle. This problem in a nonhomogeneous elastic body has
property could be used to screen elast ic waves. It been given [1151 - Rayleigh surface waves were
is known that small variations in the elastic parame- considered in a body bounded by a plane; a parallel
ters of a solid cause scattering of elastic waves and plane surface bound a thin surface layer with dif-
thus a reduction in their amplitudes. The attenuat ion ferent properties.
coefficients associated with reduction in amplitude
have been calculated for surface waves [1081 . Ex- Propagation of Lamb and Love waves in an infinite
pressions have been derived for waves , the lengths homogeneous micropolar elastic plate bounded by
of which are long compared with the mean wave- two parallel free planes has been considered [1161 .
length of those whose elastic parameters have been The displacement field u1, u2 , 0 and a microrotation
varied in space . The attenuation coefficients were field 0, 0, 

~~ led to Lamb waves. A displacement
those that would be expected if the attenuating field 0, 0, u3 and a microrotation field Ø~. ~~~~~. 

0
mechanism involved viscoelastici ty . led to Love waves,

The radiation of Rayleigh and Love waves from two The conditions for propagation of interface or
different horizontal circular sources of stress has Stoneley waves between two thermoelastic half-
been studied 1109] . The dispJacement on the free spaces have been studied (117] . The possible exis-
surface -. deduced from the equation of motion and tence of a Stoneley mode at an unbounded interface
the boundary conditions -. was integrated over a between two elastic half-spaces has been investigated
finite radius to simulate a disturbance that propagates theoretically [1181 . The Stoneley wave equation
with a constant finite velocity. An explicit expres- for solid-liquid interfaces was also investigated
sion for the layer matrix , which serve s as the basis [119) . The ray theory was used to obtain an ap-
for calculating spheroidal oscillation eigenva lues proximate solution to the elasto-plastic wave prob-
using the Thomson-Haskel l matrix method was lem 1120] - The propagation of shock and accelera-
obtained by an analytical inversion of the charac- tion waves in an isotropic viscoelastic homogeneous
teristic matrix fro a spherical homogeneous layer medium has also been studied [1211 , as have mag-
(1101 . The formulation was applied to an interpre- netoelastic waves and disturbances in initially stressed
tation of the observed dispersion of Rayleigh waves , conducting media [1221 . Rayleigh, Love, and Stone-

ley waves were included in the latter study. The
In stratified piezoelectric media a pure Rayleigh propagation of small-amplitude plane waves through
wave with displacements in the Sagittal plane and a homogeneous, isotropic elastic medium, having a
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particular strain-energy function and subjected to a by the nonlinear properties of the medium, The
large primary deformation produced by a homogen- dependence of damping on frequency was also
eous biaxial stress has been considered [123] - analyzed.

S~ ‘~ locities of a short period shear wave in the A method for determining the displacement and rota-
lithosphere have been analyzed [124] . Wa ves with tion field that forms in an infinite micropolar elastic
a long pericwi car travel well below the M-discontin- medium as a result of the action of body forces and
uity as they seek a least time path. Propagation of body couples has been presented (1 59) . Axisym-
ground waves over a nonuniform overburden having metric deformation of the body is also discussed.
an arbitrarily variable complex dielectric coefficient Two-dimensional propagation of time-harmonic plane
and depth has been analyzed (125] . waves through a plants horizontally-layered visco-

elastic medium has been described (160] . The
The propagation of Rayleigh waves in a half-space problem was formulated directly in terms of stresses
and the propagat ion of Love waves in a welded layer and displacements and was solved with matrix meth-
and half-space have been examined when initial ods.
tensile or compressive stresses are present [1261 .
A modified Rayleigh equation and a modified Love The propagation of shear (or compression) waves in
equation were obtained from perturbed and linear- a plane-parallel layer of finite thickness was studied
ized equations of elasticity that included the effects by Sabodash [161 1 - The waves were excited by an
of initial stress. The phase velocities of the waves instantaneous displacement of points on the lower
changed under initial tension or compression. A plane, allowing for multiple reflections of the fronts
similar problem in crystalline media has been ana- from both boundaries of the layer. The material
lyzed [1271 . Some interesting problems have been in the layer obeyed the laws of linear viscoelasticity;
reported (7 , 126-1521. that is , the Kelvin-Voigt and Maxwell models, Sabo-

dash investigated stationary vibrations of the layer ,
The effect of microstructure on the propagation of allowing changes in the physicomechanical properties
plane waves in a micropolar elastic half-space and that af~ect the thickness of the nonhomogeneous
their reflections from a stress-free flat surface have medium, and determined resonance frequencies.
been studied [1531 - Waves on the free surface and on
the division surface that originate as a result of action A discrete continuum theory for periodically layered
of arbitrary disturbances of the ba~,.n bottom have composite materials has been formu lated [162] . It
also been investigated ( 1541 . Long and short waves is based on a two-term truncated power series expan-
were treated separately. A cylindrical shear wave sion of the displacement field about the middle
has been analyzed [1551. Three approximate meth- plane of each layer . Two-dimensional equations of
ods were proposed to solve the system of partial motion were obtained for each layer . Appropriate
differential hyperbolic equations of the first order cont inuity conditions were introduced at the inter-
with two independent variables; Courant ’s iteration faces between neighboring layers before the governing
method, involving finite differences along charac- field equations for periodically layered media were
teristics; direct integration of the relations along derived as a system of differential-difference equa-
characterist ics; and the method of trapezoids. tions. The propagation of plane harmonic waves in

an unbounded layered medium was also examined.
Head waves in a large number of two-dimensional
and inclindec layer seismic models have been de- The Boltzmann constitutive representation is a
scribed [1561 . Expressions for the P- and S-wave consistent way to incorporate dispersion effect s into
displacement field resulting from finite dynamic mathematical models of wave behavior in layered
Volterra dislocations have been derived [157). A elastic media. Christensen [79 1 considered long
second order approximation has been given for cal- wavelengths with waves propagating normal to the
culeting the excitation of finite amplitude standing planes of layering. He derived special forms of a
waves (without dissipation) in a solid layer (1583 . general Boltzmann law for periodic layering and
The method allows for detection of amplitude/ one-dimensionally random layering. He also re-
modulated longitudinal and transverse waves caused ported that no attenuation of harmonic waves oc-
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curred in periodic media and presented an analysis perturbation method. The response of a layered
of attenuation in random media. elast ic half-space to a progressive exponentially de-

caying normal surface pressure has been evaluated
The surface wave in a semi-infinite micropolar elastic (172] . The constant velocity V of the moving pres-
solid embedded in a constant primary magnetic field sure was greater than that of the P and S waves,
has been studied [163] . It was assumed that the respectively, in the upper layer (super ,~c’rmic) and
reduced frequency wave is so small that its fir st and smaller in the underlying half-space (subseismic).
higher order terms can be neglected.

Simplified one- and two-dimensional models of
Exact solutions have been obtained for the displace- time-dependent propagations of disturbances on
ment field in an elastic half-space composed of two glaciers have been analyzed by Lick (1731 . He gave
quarter spaces welded together [164] - The conf igura- limiting solutions for short- and long-wavelength
tion is excited by a plane SH wave impinging upon disturbances and showed that short-wavelength
the discontinuity at an arbitrary angle. The Kontoro- disturbances diffuse but do not travel relative to the
vich-Lebedev transform was used to obtain two glacier surface. He calculated surface height and
simultaneous integral equations that were solved speed for specific conditions at the ice-rock inter-
exactly. The discontinuity could enhance spectral face.
displacements up to a factor of two.

The transmission of stresses associated with Rayleigh
An intrinsic theory of wave propagation in linear waves has been considered [1741 . The possibility
elastic surfaces has been developed [165] , and used of using the ellipticity of Rayleigh-wave particle
to calculate various wave properties -- velocities motion for determining earth structures has been
shapes, and decay strengths for a three-dimensional studied [175] , as have surface displacements in the
linear elastic solid. Equations describing an elastic near field due to an arbitrarily oriented fault model
isotropic Cosserat continuum have been presented in a multilayered medium [1761 .
[166, 167) . Solutions for various modes of plane
harmonic waves in an infinite medium are discussed, A dispersion equation has been derived [177] for
and the surface-wave solution for straight crested surface waves of small amplitude for a semi-infinite
waves on a Cosserat half-space is developed and incompressible elastic medium subjected to a large
interpreted, A wave analogous to the classical Ray- primary extension (or compression) in a direction
leigh wave exists except that it is dispersive . The Ox 1 parallel to the free surface 0x 1x 2 . When the
phase velocity of the surface wave could increase direction of propagation approached Ox2 , the sur-
or decrease with frequency, depending on the relative face wave displacement was a lmost parallel to Ox 1;
magnitude of the micromaterial moduli. i.e., nearly transverse to the direction of wave propa-

gation.
A method for calculating the surface elevation
associated with long waves on a rotating earth when The parametrization of the seismic rays in an elastic ,
fluid is created or passes over geometrical boundaries heterogeneous isotropic medium was derived from
has been published (1681 . Tables for spectral dis- the eikonal equation and used to formulate equations
placements of seismic surface waves from shear for travel time and energy per unit area of wave
dislocations in flat multilayered earth models have front [178) . The cases of sub-shear , super-shear,
been prepared (169] , and dynamic photoelastic subsonic , and supersonic propagation of a crack were
measurements of Rayleigh-wave propagation in a considered [ 179) . Applications of the solution to
series of 17 seismic models of wedges have been earthquake problems were discussed .
described [170) .

In a st udy of dispersion effects on uniaxial propaga-
Heat is exchanged when fluids flow through frac- tion in spat ially heterogeneous periodic elastic
tures in impermeable rock. The fundamental equa- media [18O] ,the frequency dependence of the wave
tions governing the transport of heat in such systems phase velocity was a power series valid for small
have been der ived [17 1] . The occurrence of weak frequencies. A simple algorithm for rapidly and
oscillations in the flowing fluid were studied with a exacting computing the attenuation factors of tor-
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sional free modes has been developed (181). Cal- the normal stresson the transverse wave .
culations for torsional modes having radial order
numbers (j) from 1 to 10 and angular order num- A model for the mantle allowed the shear velocity
bars (u) up to 300 show that, for periods less than to attain a minimum and then increase in accordance
120 eec, the attenuation factor (but not p) is ap- with Lehmann’s observations [1861 . If the small
proximately independent of the radial order number variation were periodic, it would generate G waves.
when the angular order number is less than 20. For But in the model , the waves were fi ltered , P- and
low angular order numbers and a radial order number S-waves travel-times from shallow- and deep-focus
greater than one, both period and attenuation factor earthquakes at a distance of 5° to 25° have been
are roughly independent of angular order number interpreted , and surface waves have been observed
for a given value of j. [187) . T, or seismic water , waves generated by

deep-focus earthquakes have been observed by
The propagation of compression waves in a weakly sensitive ocean-bottom seismographs in the basin
conducting magnetoelastic medium in a magnetic of the western Pacific.
field, to which a distributed load in the form of a
Heeviside function is applied, has been studied Seismic interference waves corresponding to a layer
(1821 . Laplace transforms were used and an asymp- in which wave velocity increases and which h~d a
totic solution was obtained for small time intervals thickness from one to several wavelengths have been
by expanding inverse transform parameter indices studied [1881 . The focus and origin of an earthquake
in the image space and revert ing to the original and the (apparent ) velocity of an elastic wave were
solution, calculated from measurements of arrival times. The

dynamic characterist ics of surface Rayleigh waves
The two-dimensional propagation of Stoneley waves were used in a study of heterogeneity of crustal
along a perturbed interface between two semi- structure and the existence of fractured zones within
infinite isotropic media has been considered [1831 . the mountainous region of the Crimea [1891 - The
The interlace was perturbed by potential functions; propagation of elastic waves in a porous, saturated
perturbation technique was used to obtain the role elastic (or anelastic) medium has been investigated
of the perturbation in the propagation. Expressions [190] - The stress equations of motion were solved
for the components of the total strain due to per- by the power series method [191) for a nonhomo-
turbed and unperturbed contributions were obtained, geneous, isotropic, elastic semi-space . The period
and, the period equation for the perturbed interface equation for Rayleigh waves was also derived.
was considered.

Elast ic properties of the media were assumed to
Ptane harmonic waves in a rotating elastic medium change slowly along the horizontal directions and
have been studied [1841. When centripetal and boundaries of the layers were slightly bent in one
Coriolis accelerations were included in the equa- study t192) . The vertical distribution of the wave
tions of motion, the medium behaved as if it were intensity was described by an eigenfunction of the
dispersive and anisotropic. The general techniques Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem, The propa-
for treating anisotropic media were modified , to gation of the wave along the surface was studied by
obtain results for slowness, surfaces, energy flux , the ray theory. Transfer equations describing a
and mode shapes. The concepts were applied in a change of intensity along the rays were solved.
discuasion of the behavior of harmonic waves at a
free surface. A linear long-wave equation was solved for arbitrary

ground motion on a uniformly sloping beach (193] -

The propagation of nonlinear waves in a semi-space Near-shore large-amplitude waves were also inves-
when a stepwise and moving material with super- tigated using nonlinea~ theory. A waveguide problem
sonic velocity loading acts at the boundary was of a surface wave was solved using the antisymmetry
studied [185) . It was assumed that the mater ial principle of infinite space [194] - The closed form
(soil) obeys the deformation theory of plasticity, solution was obtained in an asymptotic form. The
The non-linearity of the material of the semi-space appearance of the surface wave was also determined.
and the elastic problem create a jump variat ion of The change of velocity of two shear waves propa-
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gating in an isotropic elastic body with initial uni- Similar problems have been approached with dlf-
axial stresses was investigated using second order ferent techniques and simpler models (242-2443 . In
elasticity theory [1951 . Wave velocity was measured one case [2453 a finite difference approximation
in steel specimens in axial tension and compression, of the elastic equations of motion was used to solve
The properties of simple elastic media in motion various wave propagation problems that had been
differ from those not in motion because of the solved analytically. The method was extended to
compressional and shear wave velocities produced the problem of Love waves propagating across an
by the motion. ocean continent.

A WKB solution was derived for elastic waves propa- The perturbation technique was used (2453 to study
gating into a nonhomogeneous elastic medium (1961 , the propagation of Love waves in a layer of non-
Both plane harmonic waves in unbounded media uniform thickness lying over a half-space. A simple
and Rayleigh surface waves propagating along a but rigorous derivation was given for wave scattering
half-space consisting of linearly elastic mater ials incident at the nonhomogeneity. The theory is
that conduct heat have been considered [197] - applicable to a northomogeneity of any shape. A
Harmonic P- and SV-plane nonhomogeneous waves f inite element technique was developed (2431 to
that propagate in linear viscoelastic media have study the propagation of Love waves across non-
been investigated 11981 Miscellaneous problems of horizontally-layered structures.
interest have been studied 187 , 181, 199-234] ,

Takahashi [2451 solved the eigenvalue problem
A 1970 seismic survey at the reclaimed Port Island for Love waves at a hyperbolic interface between
of Kobe Harbour included measuring the velocity the upper layer and the mantle. Knopoff and Ma)
of shear waves propagated in near-surface layers [2461 discussed Love-wave propagation in a single
consist ng of reclaimed granite soil alternating w ith layer of variable thickness overlying a half-space;
silt , sand, and gravels [235) - A model showing they assumed that both the layer and the half-
the dist~ibution of P-wave velocities in the upper space are composed of homogeneous materials
mantle beneath the Australian Shield was constructed and that either the interfa ce or the free-surface is
to fit the trave l times of the first waves to arrive plane.
from major regional earthquakes.

Reflection by irregular surfaces has been considered
Irregular Boundaries and Wave Propagation [247-251). De [252] examined the influence of
The effect of irregular boundaries on the propaga- boundary perturbation on the propagation of Love
tion of waves in an elastic medium is important waves in a medium containing various irregularities.
in seismology. Because of the complex mathemat ics The propagation of Love waves over the circular
involved, however investigations have been con- cylindrical surface of a layered earth model con-
centrated on slightly curved boundaries. The dis- ta m ing cylindrically aeolotropic material has been
placement vector therefore consists of two parts studied [2531 , as was change in the dispersion
one is the same as that for plane boundaries and the equation due to harmonic variation in the thickness
other accounts for additional effect s due to nonzero of the cylindrical crustal layer when the earth is
curvature of the boundary, composed of anisotropic material. The effect of

periodic irregularities of a boundary on scaler waves
Sato (2361 studied the propagation of Love waves has been discussed [254) . Fourier transforms were
in a layer with an abrupt change in thickness; De- used to obtain a double integral that was approxi-
Noyar (237 1 considered propagation in a layer over mated by the saddle point method to produce a
a half-space with a sinusoidal interface . Kuo and Nate geometr ical picture.
(2381 investigated the propagation of Rayleigh
waves in a similar model, Obukov [239 1 considered Handelman (255) studied surface waves over a
the effect of a wavy boundary, slightly curved elastic half-space with the perturba-

tion technique. The first order correction terms are
The effect of a curved boundary in the presence of a sum of three waves: one is the ordinary surface
a buried line source has been studied (240, 241 3. wave, the second is a cylindrical shear wave with a
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diminishing amplitude, and the third is a cylindrical approximate and numerical methods have been
dilatation wave with a diminishing amplitude . Simila, applied to practical seismological problems when
problems of interest have been published [178, analytica l solutions fai l (271) The ray m ethod is
247, 255-267). used to calculate rays , travel times, amplitudes, and

seismograms. The numerical finite difference method
The exa ct solutions for some elastodynamic problems has been combined with the perturbation met iod
involving circular cylinders have been published to study diffraction of elastic waves on elastic wedges
[2661; the Rayleigh wave contribution was isolated, and hollow cylinders. These m ethods have advantages
Propagation velocity diminished as the ratio between and limitations [271 1. The Wiener-Hopf technique
wavelen~. 

- 

~d radius of curvature diminished arid has been used 12571 to examine diffraction by a
reached an asymptotic value at zero wavelength. nonplanar boundary.
By comparison, the small-wavelength asymptotic
approach of Keller and Karal (2681 does not account A formal asymptotic theory valid at high frequencies
for dispersion, and a critical or cutoff wavelength has been developed by Gregary 12581 to account for
exists above which no proper Rayleigh wave can the propagation of time-harmonic Rayleigh surface
exist . Thus, a Rayleigh wave that propagates toward waves over the general smooth free surface ~ of a
a point of minimal radius on an interface with var ,- homogeneous elastic solid. He showed that these
able curvature can be scattered and partially trans- Rayleigh waves ‘-an be described on ~ by a system
formed into body waves, of surface rays that are geodesics of ~~~. The waves

are dispersive . Gregary derived an explicit first-order
Certain theoretical studies of the propagation of dispersion formula
Rayleigh waves on a cylindrical surface have shown
that the curvature is more important for waves with The method of matched asymptotic expansions has
very short periods (264] . Experimental verifica - been used [267] to study scattering of plane SH
tion on two-dimensional models confirmed these waves by topographic irregularities of a restri cted
results. On a concave cy imndrica l surface . Rayleigh range in an otherwise plane half-space when the
waves with complex wave numbers are damped and characteristic length of the irreqularity is much
undergo inverse dispersion in the dnection of propa- smatter than the wavelength of the incident wave .
gation [263] - Results are given for irregularities in the shape of

triangles , trapezoids , and semicirc ies. The scattering
Th~ diffraction of normally incident longitudinal of surface waves by mass defects has been estimated
and antiplane shear waves by two parallel and co- as a function of frequency and defect depth [272] .
planar Griffith cracks embedded in an infinite , Attenuation of surface waves of microwave fre-
isotropic, and homogeneous elastic medium has quencies on polished surfaces is also discussed. Most
been investigated [2601 . Dynamic propagation of the energy was scattered into other surface waves - -
of screw-like crack in relation to a crack-resistance rather than body waves - -  so that the energy of the
force has also been examined [269) . Experiments surface waves passes into the interior relatively
have been conducted on the influence of differential slowly. (This could explain the duration of seismic
pressure on the passage of longitudinal and trans- signals on the moon after the lunar excursion module
verse waves across fractures 12701 . crashed during the Apollo 12 mission .)

It has been suggested (265) that the dispersion of An integral equation for the transmission of SH waves
surface wave propagating along a rough plane surface across a step-l ike irregularity in the surface of the
of an elastic solid is attr ibutable to perturbations elastic half-space has been derived (2731 . A perturba-
caused by the roughness in the deeper region of tion method was used [2741 to study the scattering
the solid. The arguments in favor of this suggest ion of plane waves by small surface im perfections on an
are based on the Rayleigh principle, elastic half-space . The solution of the first order

approximation is given as convolution integrals of
The crust and mantle are nonhomogeneous in both the surface imperfection with kernel functions de-
vertical and horizontal directions and contain curved fined by Fourier inversion integrals. The scattered
seismic interfaces and block structures. Several far-field displacements are obtained explicitly for
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BOOK REVIEWS

LIMIT ANALYSIS USING FIN I T E  to various triangular and quadrilateral elements
ELEMENTS for two-dimensional problems.

Biron ’s paper is concerned w ith a lower bound ap-
proach to shells, For rotationally symmetric shellsProceedings of a symposium presented at the 
he uses a nonlinear y ield condition, and his methodASME Winter Annual Meeting, December , 1976
provides a true lower bound for the shell . An essentialEdited by R.H. Mallet t 
feature of the approach is that the equilibrium equa-
tions can be solved exactly for the circumferentialFinite element methods for elastic/perfectly-plastic
stress and moment , He points out that this feature(EPP) models are available, but they are expensive ,
does not extend to more general shell problems;time-consuming, and in some cases provide for
therefore , a lower bound approach no longer providesmore information than is desired. If the simpler
a true bound for the shell, although it may furnishrigid/perfectly-plastic (RPP) model is used, ordinary
a good approximation,solution methods break down because stresses in a

rigid region are not generally unique. In the third paper, Hutala points out that , rather
than regard the yield condition as constraint , anyIn pro-computer days, the theorems of limit analysis equilibrium solution can be used and the maximum

were used to obtain upper and lower bounds on the yield function found; then parameters are chosenyield-point load of an APP model which, in many to minimize this maximum . Assuming the Mises yield
applications, is a good approximation of the true condition and using a de Veubke quadrilatera l ele-
carrying capacity of a real structure . The six papers ment with a cubic stress function, he reduces this
in this volume are concerned with the use of the corn- max-m m problem to a sequence of steps involving
puter as a means for efficiently finding good bounds solut ion of linear equations and minimization with
on the yield-point loads of complex structures. The respect to a single parameter . He also formulates anpapers differ in their emphasis on upper and/or upper bound approach that is mathematicallly
lower bounds, in the type of problem considered, similar and can use the same computer program . Both
in the finite elements used, and in the extent to approaches give true bounds on the continuum
which the bounding principle is conserved, Several solution.
of the papers point out that when a nonlinear yield
condition is used, a lower bound approach may not A paper by Zavelani-Rossi , Peano , and Binda gener-
provide a true lower bound on the model , and for alizecj the de Veubke element to the general rotation-
any yield condition it may not provide a true lower ally symmetric problem by adding a secondary linear
bound for the original continuum. stress function. A piecewise-linear yield condition

is assumed. The lower bound approach is reduced
The paper by Anderheggen defines the element to a linear programming problem that provides a
arrangement and then considers both stress and true lower bound for the continuum.
velocity fields. A piecewise-linear yield condition
i, assumed. The two bounding theorems lead to a I n  the fifth paper Peano uses a lower bound approach
primal-dual formulation of a linear programming with piecewise-linear yield conditions. He is con-
problem. The primal and dual each lead to the exact cerned with the computational comparison of several
yild point load for the model, and intermediate different element models, all of which are essentially
steps provide upper or lower bounds, but there is triangular with linear stress fields, and all of which
no guaranteed relation between the model and yield true lower bounds via the dual formulation of
continuum yield-point loads. Applications are given a linear-programming problem, As a simple measure
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of computat ional efficiency, he def ines a number MECHANICS OF VISCO-ELASTIC
~ as the number of degrees of freedom F per vertex MEDIA AND BODIES
(for an inf inite domain) divided by the number of
independent parameters; i.e., by F minus the num- IUTAM Symposium, Gothenburg, Sweden, 1974
bet of equilibrium constraints E per vertex , 0 = Springer-Verlag, 1975, Editor , Jan Hult
F/( F—E). The smaller value of fl, the more eff icient
the model. He examines seven models, beginning This reviewer, having attended the Symposium, is
with the simplest one, in which vertex stress corn- now also reviewing its proceedings. The Symposium
ponents are the independent variables that lead to was intended as a forum for specialists from various
a fi value of 7. The basic goal is to reduce the num- countries with common interests in the subject of
ber of free parameters and constraints by auto- viscoelasticity and was not restricted to the area of
mat ically satisfying certain equilibrium require- shock and vibration. Indeed, of the 34 articles pub-
ments; various ways of doing this lead to fi values lished, perhaps six have to do with shock and vibra-
of 6, 4, 3, and 1 .6. This last value is again the de tion.
Veubke model in which triangular elements are
formed from quadrilateral ones by construction of Johnson considered the smell amplitude vibrations of
the diagonals. Two further models use stress func- prestrained viscoelastic solids. This basically involves
tions rather than stress components as the starting an analysis of small disturbances about equilibrium
point. The de Veubke quadrilateral with stress states that are given a general definition. The con-
funct ion gives ~ = 1, which is optimal. However, stitutive relation considered seems sufficiently general
certain problems can occur for multiply connected to include the responses of most real materials. Datta
domains, considered the behavior of progressive waves in an

elastic medium with fluid-filled cavities. The fluid is
The final paper, by Robinson , differs from the viscous, and , in a two-dimensional context, the
others in that it is concerned more with results than cavities are cylindrical. The problem seems somewhat
with methods. He considers the problem of two idealized, however, and the possibility for real appli-
intersecting cylindrical shells under internal pressure. cations are limited. Habip considered the behavior
He computes approximate lower bounds for a wide of progressive waves in particulate composites con-
variety of the parameters a/A , t/T , and B/T (a and sisting of elastic and viscoelastic solids. In particular ,
A are radii of the two shells; t and T are their thick- he gave attenuation and phase velocity as functions
nesses) and compares them with available experi- of frequency and the properties of the constituents.
mental and theoret ical upper bound results.

Nonlinear considerations are given in two art icles —
Taken as a whole, this volume is a valuable addition one by Ting, Chen , and Schuler and the second by
to the literature. All of the art icles concentrate on Engelbrecht and Nigul. The latter paper was not
the essential ideas presented and refer to other presented at the Symposium, as is the common
sources for details. The bibliographies appear per- practice of Russians.
tinent. Anyone interested in the challenge of using
finite element models for direct information on Ting considered the evolutionary behavior of propa-
the yield-point load of structures should certainly gating singular surfaces of all orders in nonlinear
start with this volume, The use of listed references viscoelastic bodies. The constitutive relation is
for details related to a particular problem of interest general, and the results reflect its influences on the
should provide a good background for either the behavior of the singular surfaces. Chen and Schuler
solution of practica l problems or further research gave an experimental procedure whereby some of
in this area, the properties of the stress-relaxation function can be

determined using the prooerties of composites
without explicit constitutive relations. Engelbrecht

Philip G. Hodge, Jr . and Nigul summarized the evolutionary behavior
Professor of Mechanics of shock discontinuities in various media including

University of Minnesota viscoelastic ones. Their results are by no means
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 original and have been published elsewhere.
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The proceedings also contain articles concerning INDUSTRIAL NOISE CONTROL
nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive relations, aging, HANDBOOK
creep, and a f inite element method for two-dimen-
sional problems. These articles contain both theore- P.N. Cheremisinofi and P. Cheremisinoff
tical and pract ical material. Ann Arbor Science, Ann Arbor , Ml, 1977

$29.50
Peter J. Chen

Explosives Physics Div. 5131 The authors state that this book was designed for use
Sandia Laboratories by consultants, planners, students, and engineers

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115 faced with industrial noise problems, Unfortunately,
it really does not meet the needs of any of these
groups, Although the book is designated as a “hand-
book ,” it is really better described as a survey. The

RESONANCE OSCILLATIONS IN 19 chapters -- including subjects such as noise legis-
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS lation , personal safety devices, noise reduction with

lead , fundamentals of vibration, and noise level
R.M. Evan-Iwa nowski interpolation and mapping -- treat many specific

Elsevier Scientific Pub., The Netherlands, 1976 topics in an extremely superficial way.

This book presents, in eight chapters, a compre- This reviewer chose several problems that might be
hensive treatment of resonance oscillations. The encountered in industry so that the book’s usefulness
chapter headings are: as a handbook could be demonstrated . For example,

I tried to find solutions to, or guidance for , the
Chapter 1. Background . Basic Concepts following “typical” situations: quieting a noisy
Chapter 2. Method of analysis induced-draft fan; reducing noise transmission be-
Chapter 3. Dynamic resonances, u = (p/q)c~ tween offices; determining the source of noise in a
Chapter 4 . Parametric main resonance compressor/gearbox pair and eliminating the prob-
Chapter 5. Combination resonances lem; surveying and controII~ng community noise;
Chapter 6. Combination differential resonances initiating a noise control and/or a hearing conserva-
Chapter 7. Internal resonances tion program with regard to equipment, personnel,
Chapter 8. Parametric main and combination etc; obtaining information on various noise control

resonances oscillations in structures materials; finding further references. These prob-
lems are not uncommon and one would expect a

The methodology applied throughout the book , handbook to provide answers to most of these
whi’~h is based in large part on the research of Profes- problem s. Unfortunately, there is nothing in the
sor E~’an-lwanowsk , and his students, is that of asymp- index on “gears,” “diagnostics,” “materials ,” “ref.
totic analysis However , the mathematics is based on erences,” “community noise ,” or “fans.” On the
both physical intuition and experimental results, other hand “compressors,” “construction site noise,”

and “nylon gears” are listed . Thus, for some topics
The book product ion is somewhat disappointing This the reader might find some information by the use
reviewer , at least , is not wildly enthusiastic about of the index , while other topics would require either
expensive ($29.75), hard-cover books that are not a more refined descriptor or a thorough browsing.
type set but photographed from (apparently) author~
prepared typescript . Nevertheless, for t hose interested As one looks at the text it is quite obvious that
in nonlinear resonant responses of discrete systems, some of the treatments of those items found in the
this book will be usefUl . index are very sketchy. For example, the “com-

pressor” topic has about one and a half pages total
Clive 1. Dym coverage; one and quarter pages on a compressor

Department of Civil Engineering noise abatement installation (which seems to be
University of Massachusetts taken from a consultant’s brochure) and one quarter

Amherst , Massachusetts 01003 page on the advisability of using a “float ing floor”
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for a compressor when it is mounted on the top are clear, and many of the exp lanations are reason-
of a building. This is definitely not sufficient informa- ably simple. However, the book does not do two
tion to develop any noise control technique for major things: it does not tell you how to pick noise
compressors, Most of the other topics ment ioned control components correctly, and it leaves out
above are similarly treated, although there are a few several important concepts that would be of use to
topics that are covered thoroughly. noise control engineers or acousticians who need

information on component or system noise control.
Many of the chapters have been written by “con- It appears that the majority of references are not to
tr ibutors” and are very specific in their discussion, basic journals , magazines, or texts in the field but
For example , the chapter on enclosures includes rather are references to sales brochures. This reviewer
only the use of lead and there is a chapter discussing was surprised to see no mention of the major jour-
only noise reduction by glass. The former was taken nals , magazines, or associations that are valuable to
mostly from brochures of lead industries and the those who need information on noise control.
latter was authored by a glass company employee .
The chapter on additional sound control materials Cyril Harris is planning to issue a new edition of
includes foam, polymer fills, acoustical panels, and his Handbook of Noise Control. It is recommended
nylon (used only in reference to gears). There is no to the reader contemplating the purchase of a hand-
mention of the use of plywood, sheet steel, gypsum book in noise control that he or she wait for Har-
board, aluminum, glass fiber , and several other ris’s new book. This Industrial Noise Control Hand-
commonly used materials for noise control. Further- book can be of some use as a reference source if one
more , some of the more recent works on noise does not have access to a collection of articles or
control materials are not cited , textbooks that have appeared in recent years. This

reviewer , however, would prefer to scan t~e indexes
The chapters dealing with fundamentals seem too of the magazines/journals that relate to the field.
basic and are actually too short to give the reader
a thorough understanding of the physics involved . Richard J. Peppin
If one is familiar enough with the field to use a 1711 Westwind Way
handbook and not require an elementary text , one McLean , Virginia 22101
would expect a rather sophisticated approach to the
“fundamentals” to refresh the reader’s first know- Reprinted from JASA, 63 (2), p 645 (Feb 1978)
ledge or to provide information as to where the
reader can obtain elementary knowledge. Some of
the figures are too simpl istic. For example , in one
figure , there is a box that surrounds the word “noise”
attached to an arrow that leads to a box that sur-
rounds the words “protective device” which then is
attached to an arrow that leads to a box surrounding
the word “ear ,” illustrating the “acoustic problem
in general .” The book is also filled with so-called
case histories, not in enough detail to reproduce
the solutions, but rather to show, superficially,
what others have done. Most of the case histories are
complete with brand names and the companies
that make them, Normally this would be very handy
but it appears more to be an exercise in company
exposure than a means of technology transfer . Many
of the references found at the end of most chapters
are merely engineering brochures or sales brochures
of materials- (and/or applications-) oriented firms.

There are some useful chapters , the figures in genera l
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SHORT COURSES

JULY and propagation, vibration of structures, and inter-
act ion of structures and sound. The vibration of

NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING simple structural elements and the relation of these
Dates . July 31-August 4, 1978 vibrations to interaction with the sound field will
Place : Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml be covered. The general approach is based on engi-
Objective: This course provides engineers and neering concepts rather than theoretica l analysis.
managers with comprehensive knowledge of noise-
control engineering and criteria for application to Contact: Office of the Summer Session, Room
practical problems, E19-356, Massachusetts Institute of Tech,, Cam-

bridge,MA02f39-(617)253-2~cj1,
Contact: Engineering Summer Conferences, 200
Chrysler Center , North Campus , The University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor , Ml 48109 - (313) 764-8490, SEPTEMBER

7TH ADVANCED NOISE AND VIBRATION
AUGUST COURSE

Dates: September 11- 15, 1978
PYROTEC HNICS AND EXPLOSIVES Place : Institute of Sound and Vibration Re-
Dates: August 14-18 , 1978 search, University of Southampton, UK
Place: Philadelphia, PA Objective: This course is aimed at researchers and
Objective: This seminar combines the subjects of development engineers in industry and research es-
pyrotechnics and solid state chemistry along with tablishments, and people in other spheres who are
explosives and explosive devices. It will be pract ical associated w ith noise and vibration problems. The
so as to serve the men working in the field, Presenta- course , which is designed to refresh and cover the
tion of theory is restrict ed to that necessary for an latest theories and techniques, initially deals with
understanding of basic principles and successful fundamentals and common ground and then offers
application. Coverage emphasizes recent effort , a choice of specialist topics. The course comprises
student problems, new techniques, and applications, over thirty lectures including the basic subjects of
The prerequisite for this seminar is a bachelor of acoustics , random processes, vibration theory, subjec-
science degree in engineering or equivalent. tive response and aerodynamic noise which form the

central core of the course. In addition, several special-
Contact. Registrar , The Franklin Institute Re- ist applied topics are offered , including aircraft noise,
search Labs., Philadelphia, PA 19103 - (215) 448- road traffic noise, industrial machinery noise, diesel
1236. engine noise, process plant noise and environmental

noise and planning.

FUNDAMENTALS OF NOISE AND VIBRATION Contact: Dr. J,G. Walker or Mrs. 0G. Hyde, lnst ;
CONTROL tute of Sound and Vibration Research, The Univer-
Dates: August 21-25 , 1978 sity , Southampton, S09 5NH, England.
Place : Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Oblective This program is designed to provide a
background in those aspects of sound and vibration MACHINERY VIBRATION
that are important to noise control engineering, Dates : September 20-22, 1978
The major subjects of discussion are sound generation Place : Cherry Hill, New Jersey
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Objective: Lectures and demon3trations on rotor- Contact : Mr. P.E. Babson, Mktg. Mgr ,, Machinery
bearing dynamics, turbomachinery blading, and Diagnostics, MTI , 968 Albany-Shaker Rd , Latham,
ba’ancing have been scheduled for this Vibration NY 121 10 -(518) 785-2371.
Institute-sponsored seminar. The keynote address on
the development of balancing techniques will ba given
on the f irst day along with sessions on modal analysis ,
oil whirl, and computer programs. Simultaneous NOVEMBER
sessions on rotor-bearing dynamics and turboma-
chinery blading will be held on the second and third DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
days. The following topics are included in the rotor- Dates: November 6-10. 1978
bearing dynamics sessions: critical speeds, stability, Place: The George Washington University
fluid film bearing design and analysis, balancing Washington, D.C.
sensitivity, generator rotor balancing, gas turbine Objective: The course is designed for engineers,
balancing, and industrial balancing. The sessions on scientists, technical managers, and others who desire
turbomachinery blading feature excitation and forced a better understanding of the theory and applications
vibration of turbine stages, structural dynamic as- of digital signal processing. The objective of this
pects of bladed disk assemblies, finite element analy- course is to provide the participants with the essen-
sis of turbomachinery blading, steam turbine avail- tials of the design of IIR and FIR digital filters,
ability, metallurgical aspects of blading, torsional- signal detection and estimation techniques, and the
blading interaction, and field tests of turbogenerator development of Fast Fourier Transform Algorithms.
sets. Each participant wil l receive a proceedings coy- The applications of digital signal processing to speech
ering all seminar sessions and can attend any combin- processing will also be discussed. The mathematical
at ion of sessions, concepts needed for understanding this course will

be developed during the presentation,
Contact : Vibration Institute, 101 W . 55th St.,
Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 - (312) 654- Contact : Continuing Engineering Edu ation Pro-
2254 . gram, George Washington University, Washington,

D.C. 20052 - (202) 676-6106 or toll free (800) ~24-
9773.

OCTOBER
VIBRATION AND SHOCK TESTING

MACHINERY VIBRATION SEMINAR Dates: November 6-10, 1978
Dates: October 24-26, 1978 Place: Washington, D.C.
Place: MTI , Latham, New York Objective: Lectures are combined with physical
Objective: To cover the basic aspects of rotor-bear- demonstrations: how structures behave when me-
ing system dynamics. The course will provide a funda- chanically excited, how input and response forces
mental understanding of rotating machinery vibra- and motions are sensed by pickups, how these electri-
t ions; an awareness of available tools and techni- cal signals are read out and evaluated, al so how
ques for the analysis and diagnosis of rotor vibra- measurement systems are calibrated. The relative
tion problems; and an appreciation of how these merits of various types of shakers and shock machines
techniques are applied to correct vibration problems. are considered. Controls for sinuso idal and random
Technical personnel who will benefit most from this vibration tests are discussed.
course are those concerned w ith the rotor dynamics
evaluation of motors, pumps, turbines, compressors, Contact: Wayne Tustin, Tustin Institute of Tech.,
gearing, shafting, couplings, and similar mechanical Inc., 22 East Los Olivos St., Santa Barbara, CA
equipment. The attendee should possess an engineer- 93105 - (805) 963-1 124.
ing degree with some understanding of mechanics
of materials and vibration theory. Appropriate job
funct ions include machinery designers; and plant ,
manufacturing, or service engineers.
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NEWS BRIEFS~~~~~~~.VS, I
SAE MEETING be submitted to the Conference Chairman.

TO FEATURE DYNA MIC SESSIONS
Complete manuscripts , in quadruplicate, are due by

The SAE Technical Committee G-5 , Aerospace 1 December 1978 to the Subcommittee Chairman .
Shock and Vibration, is organizing two sessions to Accepted papers will be preprinted for the conference
be presented at the 1978 SAE Aerospace Engineering and will also be considered for publication in the
& Manufacturing Meeting November 27-30, 1978. Journal of Mechanical Design.
Town and Country Hotel. San Diego, California.
The titles of the two sessions are: Modal Vibration
Testing/Analysis and Seismic Testing/Analysis. lnfor- Conference Chairman
mation on the finalized program may be obtained Professor F.C. Nelson
from R.W. Mustain, Rockwell International Space Department of Mechanical Engineering
Div., M.S. AB97 , 12214 S. Lakewood Blvd., Downey, Tufts University
CA90241. Medford ,MA02155

(617) 628-5000 Ext . 240

CALL FOR PAPERS Overseas Representatives
SEVEN TH V IBRATION CONFERENCE United Kingdom

DESIGI~I ENGINEERING DIVISION Dr . Di . Mead
American Society of Mechanical En~ineere Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics

University of Southampton
The seventh biennial ASME Conference on Mechani- Southampton S09 5NH, England
cal Vibration is scheduled to be held as part of the Europe
1979 Design Technical Conference in St. Louis, MO Professor M. Lalanne
on September 9-12, 1979. The St. Louis Section of Laboratoire de Mecanique des Structures
ASME will be host. Institut National des Sciences Appliquees

de Lyon
The theme of this conference , like the past confer- 69621 Villeurbanne, France
ences, will be the applied aspects of vibration engi-
neering. Emphasis will be on technology and exper- Representatives will also be appointed for
ience associated with real apparatus, systems and South America , India , and Japan,
problems .

Rotating Machinery
Technical papers are solicited in the areas indicated Balancing; stability; foundation interaction;
below, Abstracts should be submitted to the appro- crack propagation and fatigue; synchronous and
priate Subcommittee CI~airman on ASME Form non-synchronous response; vibration control
M & P 1903 by October 1, 1978. Form M & P 1903 with damped rotor-bearing systems; torsional
is available from ASME , 345 E . 47th Street , New vibration
Yor k , NY 10017 - (212) 644-7722 or from the Sub-
committee Chairmen, Dr . E.A. Bulanowski

Research and Advanced Product Development
Oversees contributors may obtain this form fro m DeLava l Turbine , Inc .
the appropriate overseas representatives listed below. 853 Nottingham Way
Abstracts of papers of very broad interest or which Trenton , NJ 08638
do not fall into the topic areas listed below should (609) 587 5000 Ext . 3526
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Vibration Reduction and Control Machinery Noise
Passive and act ive vibration isolators; vibration Prediction methods; control of noise sources;
absorbers; design of dampers and damping determination of noise paths; coherence and
treatments correlation methods; spectral methods; acoustic

radiation; techniques for noise reduction of
Professor C.B. Basye machines and machine components
UMR Graduate Center , St. Louis

Dr. L.L. Faulkner8001 Natural Bridge Rd.
BatteHe-Columbus LaboratoriesSt. Louis, MO 63121
505 King Avenue(314) 453-5431
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 424-5280Structural Dynamics

Advances in the solution of vibratory systems; Blade Vibration
sub-structure methods; synthesis of vibrating Excitation mechanisms; blade and blade group
systems; the use of calculators and mini-corn- vibration; blade-disc interaction; experimental
puters measurements in stat ionary and rotating con-

dit ions
Professor V.H. Neubert

Professor N.F. RingerDept . of Engineering Science and Mechanics
Department ~f Mechanical EngineeringPennsylvania State University
Rochester Institute of TechnologyUniversity Park , PA 16802
One Lomb Memorial Drive(814) 865-6161 
Rochester, N Y 14623
(716) 475-2874Finite Element Vibration Analysis

Finite element application to industrial prob- Fluid-Structure Interaction
lems; state-of-the-art reviews for particular Vortex-induced vibration; flutter; vibration caus-industries or technical areas; novel applications ad by oscillating flows; turbulent buffeting of
of the method structures; instabilities in tube arrays; leakage-

flow-induced vibration; design applicat ions
Dr. J.A. Wolf , Jr .
Dr . MM. Kamal Dr. S.D. Savkar
Engineering Mechanics Department General Electric Co.
General Motors Research Laboratory Research and Development Center
Warren , Ml 48090 Building K-I , Room 5B20
(313) 575-3357 (Wo ’f) Schenectady, NY 12301
(313) 575-2929 (K,,mal) (518) 385-8053

Mechanical Signature Analysis Recent Developments in the Acquisition and Analysis
DIagnostic techniques; defect identification; of Vibration Data
analytical and computational methods; applica- Acoustic emission; ultrasonic testing; holographic
t ions to rotating machinery , structural testing, measurements; signal analysis; data reductionprocess monitoring and noise abatement via spectral methods; shock response analysis;

industr ial applications
Dr. S. Braun
Research Staff Mr. H. Saunders
Ford Motor Company General Electric Co.
24500 Glendale Ave. Building 41 , Room 319
Redford, Ml 48239 Schenectady, NY 12345
(313) 533- 1035 Ext. 352 (518) 385-0251
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Special Problems in Vibration
Nonlinear vibration; random vibration; im-
pedance methods; statistical energy analysis;
seismic induced vibration; machine tool chatter

Professor J.F. Hamilton
Purdue University
Ray W. Herrick Laboratories
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(314) 749-6317

THE XIITH CONFERENCE
ON MACHINE DYNAMICS

• The conference will be held between April 23-27,
1979 . in the High Tatra Mountains, with international
participation, by the Institute of Machine Mechanics
of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, in cooperation
with the Institute of Thermomechanics of the Czech-
oslovak Academy of Sciences, the Polish Academy
of Sciences and under the ~,onsorship of IFToMM.
For further information contact the Organizing
Committee, Xl lth Conference on Machine Dynamics,
Institute of Machine Mechanics, Slovak Academy
of Sciences. 809 31 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia,
Di~bravsk~ cesta.
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN gradient prolection optimlution approach is presented .
Finite element analysis methods are applied for solution of
the system dynamic and adjoint differential equations.
Displacement constrained beam and plate minimum weight
examples are solved, with a variety of boundary conditions.

ANALYTICAL METHODS
78-909
An Advanced Structural Analyia/Syndseeis Capab~

.
ity ..ACCESS 2
L.A. Schmit and H. Miura

78-907 Univ. of California , Los Ange les , CA., Intl . J. Numer.
On Least Squares Appruzimationa to Indefinite Methods Engr., 12 (2), pp 353-377 (1978) 8 figs ,
Problems of the Mixed Type 5 tables , 18 refs
G.J. Fix and M.D. Gunzburger
Dept . of Mathematics , Carnegie-Mellon Univ ., Pitts- Key Words: Minimum weight design, Finite element tech-
burg h, PA , Intl . J . Numer. Method s Engr., 12 (3), nique, Mathematical programming, Computer-aided tech-
pp 453-469 (1978)12 figs , 7 refs niques , Design techniques

An advanced automated design procedure for minimumKey Words: Least squares method , Flutter weight design of structures (ACCESS 2) is reported. Design
Variable linking, constraint deletion , end explicit constraintA least squares method is presented for computing approxi- approximat ion are used to effectively combine finite elementmete solutions of indefinite partial differential equat ions and non-linear møthematical programmi ng techniques. Theof the mixed type such as those that arise in connection with approximation concepts approach to structu ral synthesistransonic flutter analysis. In this work the method is for - Is extended to problems involving fibre composite structure,mulated and numer ical result s for model problems are thermal effects and natural frequency constraints in additionpresented. Some theoretical as pects of least squares approxi- to the usual static stress and displacement limitations. Samplernetions are also discussed , 
resu lts illu strati ng these new features are given.

INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS PERTURBATION METHODS
(See No. 954) (See No. 984)

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES STABILITY ANALYSIS

78-9 10
~8-908 Nonlinear Behavior of Flutter Unstable DynamicalOptimal Den~n of Dynamical3 Loaded Continuous Systems with Gyroseopic and Circulatory ForcesStructures P.R. Sethna and S.M. Schapiro
E.J. Haug, Jr . and T.-T. Feng Dept of Aerospace Engrg. and Mechanics. Univ. ofCollege of Engrg., The Univ. of Iowa , Iowa City, IA , Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN., J. AppI. Mech., Trans.Intl. J. Numer . Methods Engr., !. ~~ 

(2), pp 299-317 ASME, 44 (4), pp 755-762 (Dec 1977) 4 figs, l8 refs(1978) 7 figs, 2 tables, 18 refs —

Key Words: Flutter, Dynamic stability
Key Words: BesmL Plate,, Transient response, Minimum

Postf lutt er behavior of nonlinear discrete dynamical systemsweight design
having a combination of gyroscopic and circulatory forces

A computational algorithm i. developid and applied for are studied. The study leads to Hopf bifurcetlons. The
opt Imization of beam and plate structures , subject to con~ method of analysis is based on the method of Hopi and the
stralnts on transient dynamic response. A continuous design method of Integral manifolds. The results of the analysis
formulation Is retained, with dynamic response governed are applied to en example and th. accu racy of the analysis
by partia l differential operator equations. Adloint equations Is checked against numerical solutions of the equations of
are employed fo r sensitiv ity analysis end a function space motion.
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78-911 Key Words: Mathematical models, Coupled systems, Reso-
Dynamic Instability of Certain Conservative and nant frequencies
Non-Conservative Systems
G T C r~ ne nd A “ rn son The properties of the secular determinants which sri,, In

- o a . ~ i p the stt.dy of harmonically coupled systems are fu rther ix-
Univ. of Edinburgh, UK , J. Mech. Engr. Sd ,, i.a plor,d by extending the analysis to externally coupled
(6), pp 251-263 (Dec 1977) 5 figs , 13 refs systems. This treatment complete, the modelIng of such

vibrating system s as long chains of point-muses with free
Key Words: Dynamic stability, Mechanical systems or fixed ends. The results of the present and esrllsr analyus

provide compact expressions for the normal frequencies of
This paper is concerned primarily with the analysis end systems that in fact may be quite complex. The modeling
resolution of the problems and contradictions that arise In of such vibrati ng sy stems in terms of known resonant fre-
the classification as conservative or non-conservative of a quencie s and of the constants occurring in th~ e expre ssions
certain type of dynamica l system . The sy stems concerned 

prov ides a new technique for the description of such systems.
hats equations of motion of gyroscopic typ . when the de-
flect ions are expressed with reference to particular co-ordi-
nate axes , and they exhibit dynamic instability. Three
examples are considered which possess their own special DIGITAL SIMULAT ION
characterist ics and subtleties; these are the rotati ng flexible (Also see No. 1046)
asymmetric shaft , the helicopter ground resonance system
and the clamped clamped flexible tube conveying fluid.
For each of these cases, the energy input mechanism is
examined and the problems of class ification resolved . 78-9 14

Digital Processing of System Responses
D. Rees

78-912 Dissertation, Ph.D., Polytechnic of Wales, UK, 250
On the Application of the Energy Method to the pp (1976)
Stab~ity Problem of Nonconaervative Autonomous UM 1 /2957c
and Nonautonomous Systems
H.H.E. Leipholz Key Words: Measurement techniques, Dynamic propertit ,
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Waterloo , Waterloo , Digital techniques, Spectrum analysis, Fourier transformation
Ontario , Canada N2L 3GL, Acta Mech., 28 (1-4),

113 138 ‘1977’ 10 fi 8 f 
— This thesis deacribes en investigation into the development of

pp - , gs , re S techniques for the measurement of system dynamic charac-
teristics based on digital processing methods. Th. techniques

Key Words: Energy methods , Stabili ty methods , Mechanical are developed to meet the requirements of rapid maui,-.-
systems mans time, noise and harmonic rejection capability and au

of interpretation of resu lts. A computational procedure using
The energy approach is exte nded to cover the stability prob- spectral methods end bu.d on the fast Fourier transform is
lam of nonconservative mechanical systems. The eig.nva lue descr ibed, which considers a pseudorandom binary sequence
curve Is obtained by the condition that a certain matrix be as a ries of sine wr~es of ‘discrete’ frequencies of wsl~singular, and flutter loads follow from the requirement that defined amplitudes and phais relationships. Three comput e-
the derivative of the determinant of this matrix with respect tional algorithms have been considered, the discrete Fourier
to the frequency of the motion be zero. transform, the redix.2 fast Fourier transform, and the mixed

rxdi* fast Fourier transform.

MODELING 78-915
Dewl..pmeat of a Unified Approach to the Slinda-
tin. of Static and Dynamic Behavior of Large Mob~e

78-913 Hydr..hc Systams
• . . . . S.K .R . lyengarVibration of Fixed-Ended Linear (Issue of Discrete

Ph .D. Thesis, Ok lahoma State Univ., 125 pp (1977)Point - Muses and Tn-Diagonal Secular Determmsnta 
UM 7801269OR . Ainsworth ,C.K. Liu, and R.A. Mann

Univ. of Alaba ma , University, AL, J. Franklin Inst.,

~~~ (2/3), pp 101 -1 19 (Aug/Sept 1977) 4 figs, 2 refs ‘tc ‘Words Hydraulic squ~ ment, DIgital simulation
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This study cons iders the digital simulation of Ia~~ mobile ity analy sis of U.& Na~~ small craft.
hydraulic systems. The objective is to develop a unified
approach to the portrays1 of static and dynamic behavior
of such systems A digital simulation program b.asd on th
new canonical forms is developed end an example system SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES
analysed to illustrate its effic acy. A method for qualitative
appraisal of large systems is developed and uaed to examine
the behavior of the example system. 78-918

Rule and Handling Dyssamica of Road Vehicles
(A Review of Recent Literature)

DESIGN TECHNIQUES F.D. Hales
(See Not. 909,9301 Univ. of Tech., Lo ughborou gh Leicesters h ire LEI 1

3TU , UK , Shock Vib. Dig., 10 (3), pp 3-8 (Mar 
I

1978) 59 refs

CRITERIA, STANDARDS, AND Kay Words: Reviews. Ground vehicles, Ride dynamics,
SPECIFICATIONS Human response

(Also tee No. 1042)
This is a brief review of road vehicle ride and handling
dynamics since 1975. The literature is grouped as follows:
ride quali ty, including vehicle design, measurements of

78-916 quality, human response to mot io ns , and evaluation tech-
SeianIc Qualification of Systems. Structures, Equip- niques; and handling, including tires, bicycles, automobiles,
unent and Components and trucks. The art icle concludes w ith a discussion of trends
E.G. Fischer in vehicle ride and handli ng dynamics.

Mechanics Dept., Westinghouse R & D Center ,
Pittsburgh , PA 15235, Nuc I. Engr. Des., 46 (1),
pp 151-168 (Mar 1978) 22 figs , 10 refs 78-919

Linear Elastic Wave Propagation. An Annotated
Key Words: Nuclear power plants , Standards and codes, Bibliograp hy: Part II
Seismic design R .A. Scott

Dept. of Applied Mechanics and Engrg. Science,Th. purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor , MI 48109. Shockvarious qualification procedures available to the vendors

of nuclear power plants and equipment for hopefully achiev- Vib. Dig., 10 (3), pp 11-39 (Mar 1978) 429 refs
ing NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commiss ion) plant licensi ng
and overall guaranteed safe operation. These procedures Key Words: Reviews, Elastic waves , Wave propagation
usually involve computer-aided analyses for large sy stems
and structures, but trend toward shaki ng table tests for This su rvey of the literature on linear elastic wave propaga-
smell equipment and components. t ion consists of two parts. Pert I covers homogeneous lao -

tropic media. Part II covers discretely nonhomogeneous
media, contmuous nonhomogeneous media, snisotropic
media , and diffraction.

78-917
Procedures Manual. Dynamic Stability Analyaa
for U.S. Navy Small Craft

78-920J .G. Koelbe l
Asset Inc., Fairfax , VA , Rept. No. 23095-1 , 80 pp Parametric Vibrat ion. Part IlL Current Problems (1)

R.A. Ibrah im(Jan 1977)
AD-A047 493/2GA Ar ab Organisation for Industria lisation , Sakr Fac-

tory for Developed Industries, P.O. Box 33, Hello-
polis , Cairo, Egypt, Shock Vib. Dig., j..Q.(3), pp 41-Key Words: Manuals and handbooks , Ships, Dynamic

structural analysis 57 (Mar 1978) 204 refs

This manual presents the procedures and background in- Key Words: Reviews, Parametric vibrat ion, Structural
formation necessary to pirform a trsnsvarss dy namic stabil - members, Rods, Beams, Pipes (tubes ), Plates, Shells
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This survey of the theory of parametric vibration and its Key Words: Test facilities
related current prob lems consists of five review art icles.
The titles are: I. Mechanics of Linear Problems, II. Much- Activities are reported in the following fields: fluid dy-
anics of Nonlinear Problems, Ill. Current Problems (I). namics and acoustics, automotive noise, operational acoustics
IV. Current Problems (2), V. Stochastic Problems. Current and audiology, structural dy namics , and industrial noise
problems having to do w ith the free surface of liqu ids in and condition monit oring.
closed containers; rods , beams, and pipes, plates; and shells
are reviewed in this article.

MODAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
78-921
Automobile Safety: Seat Belts (A Bibliography 7&9~~with Abstracts) A Modal Aaalyia for the Damped Linear Gyro-M.E. Young acopic Systems
National Tech . Information Service , Springfield , VA , H.B. Hablani and S.K . Shrivastava191 pp (Dec 1977) Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore 560012, India ,NTIS/PS 77/1 14618GA 3. AppI. Mech., Trans. ASME, 4~~ 

(4),  pp 750-754
(Dec 1977) 2 figs , 10 refs

Key Words: Bibliographies. Automobiles, Seat belts , Col-
lisio n research (automotive)

Key Wo rds: Damped structures, Modal analysis
The development and use of passive safety restr eint systems

A modal analysis of a flex ible linear damped gyroscopicin motor vehicles are abstracted in the bibliography.
system is developed here. The simple structure of the cor-
responding reel const ant generally nonsymmetric dynamic
matrix allows the use of the biortho gone lity relation and

78-922 dual.expansion theorem for a linear operator in a vector
space. A closed -form response to both periodic forces andAutomobil e Safety: Bumpers (Citations from the general initial conditions is thus obtained. The method isNTIS Data Base) illustrated by deriving the response of an inertially coupled

M. E. Young gravi ty-stabilized pervasively damped satellite.
National Tech . Inf’ rrnation Service , Springfield , VA ,
56 pp (Dec 1977)
NTIS/PS-77/1 147/6GA

78-925
Key Words: Bibliographies, Automobiles, Bumpers, Energy Dynamic Responae of Linear Damped Continuous
absorption, Crashworthiness, Collisio n research (automo tive ) Structui-al Members

J.S. Strenkowsk i
The energy absorption qualities of automobile bumpers Ph .D. Thesis, Univ. of Virginia , 244 pp (1977)play an important part in vehicle safety programs Federally- UM 7800446funded reports on bumper tests, design, materials, and
crashworthiness are cited in the bibliography.

Key Words: Modal analysis , Structural members, Damped
structures, Beams, Plates , Shells, Shafts

This dissertation Presents a comprehensive theory for theTUTORIAL dynamic response of continuous damped structural members
using a modal analysis. The theory involves a general formula-
tion which depends only on the equations of motion and is
independent of any part icular structural member. This

78-923 general framework includes all present linear models of
Research Activities of the Inst itute of Sound and dampi ng, non-homogeneous boundary end in-span condi-
Vthration Rewards. Annual Report for ~~ 

y~~ t ions , and arbitrary forci ng fu nctions , all of which are ap-
propr iat. for both self-adloint or non-self-edjoint systemsEnding Mardi 1977 of equations. Several structural members are presented toInst . of Sound and Vibration Research , Southampton Illustr ate application of this general theory in determining

Univ. UK , 43 pp (1977) the dynamic response. These members include beams, plates,
N78- 14446 shells, and rotatIng th fts.
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ACOUSTICCOMPUTER PROGRAMS (Also see Moe. 949,989,1009,1010.1013)

78-928
Optimum Deagu of Structures of Compoite Mate-
rials in Reaponae to Aerodynamic Noise and Noise

GENERAL Tranuniaeion
J.C.S. Yang and C.Y. Tsui
Maryland Univ., College Park , MD , Rept. No. NA SA-

78-926 CR-i 55332, 48 pp (Dec 9, 1977)
Hybrid Structures of Revolution N 78-13132
D. Bush nell
Palo Alto Research Lab., Lockheed Missi les and Key Words: Sound waves, Wave propagation, Wave a tenua-
Space Co., Inc., Palo Alto , CA , Rept. No. LMSC- tion, Composites
D564369 , 75 pp (Sept 1977)
AD-A047 982/4GA Elastic wave propagati on and attenua tio n in a mod I fiber

matrix was investigated. Damping char acteristic s in ç~sphlte
epoxy comp osite materials were measured . A sours trens-

Key Words: Eigenvalue problem s, Computer programs, mission test facility suitable to incorporate into NASA
BOSOR (computer program ) Ames wind tunnel for measurement of transmission l,u due

to sound generation in boundary layers was co nst ructed .
This repo rt consists of a brief description of the imple- Measurement of tran sm ission loss of graphite epoxy corn-
mentat io n of a new equation solvi ng and elgenva lue ext rac- posite panels was also included.
tion package into BOSOR6 (a program for the analysis of
hybrid structures of revolution ) and a new user’s manual
for BOSOR4.

78-929
Aircra ft Noise and Structural Vibration

78-927 J. Wesler
The Effecta of External Store e on the Flutter of a SN, Sound Vib. , 12 (2). pp 24-28 (Feb 1978)
Non-Unifonn Cantilever W ing 8 figs , 1 table , 7 ref s
V.C. Sherrer
School of Engrg , Air Force Inst. of Tech ., Wright . Key Words: Aircraft noise , Acoustic excitatio n, Vibration
Patterson AF B, OH , Rept. No. AFIT/GAE /AA/ response, Buildings

77D.13, 104 pp (Dec 1977) Noise-induced structural vibration is one potential impact
AD-A048 360/2GA from Concorde SST operations Into U.S. airports. Noise

measu rements made during the fir st 12 months of Concorde
Key Words: Wing stores , Aircraft wings , Flutter , NASTRAN SST operations at Dulles International Airport are examined
(computer program ), Computer programs , Finite element to compare the potential for such impacts by the Concorde

SST end conventiona l subsonic Iong.range aircraft, for atechniques
“worst-case” locat ion directly under the approach path.

A computer study of the effects of external stores simu lated
by lumped masses was co nducted with a finite element ,
cantilever, nonuniform wi ng model. The NASTRAN (Level
16.0) computer program flutter format was used to obtain 78-930
flutter speeds and frequencies. Coupled Vib ration of a Cylindrical Shell for Ra-

diating Hugh lntenaty Ultrasound
F .  Mon and K . Yamakoshi
Research Lab . of Precision Machiner y and Electron-
.cs , Tokyo Inst . of Tech ., Nagatsuta , Midoriku,
Yok 3hama 227 , Japan , Ultr asonics , 16 (2) . pp 81-

ENVIRONMENTS 83 (Mar 1978) 5 figs , 3 refs
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Key Words: Cylindr ical shells , Acoustic radiation, Coupled PERIODICresponse (See No. 1056)
The coupled vibrations of a cylindrical shell were analyzed
by a new method that we called the apparent-elasticity
method’. Several types of radiators using cylindrical shells
were designed on the basis of analytic al results and several SEISMICacoustical characterist ics were measured. The analytical (Also see Not 916, 959, 985, 986, 1022, 1023,results were compered to experimental data. 

1024, 1025, 1026, 1038. 1043. 1044)

78-931
Radiated Power and Radiation Loading of Cylin- 78-933
drical Surfaces with Nonuniform Velocity Di. . Simulation of Strong Earthquake Motion with
tributions Exploive Line Source Arrays
P.R. Stepanishen G A .  Abrahamson, H.E. Lirtdberg, and J. R . Bruce
Dept. of Ocean Engrg. . Univ . of Rhode Island , Stanford Research lost., Men lo Park , CA , Rept.
Kingston, RI 02881, J. Acoust . Soc . Amer ., 63 No. NSF/RA.7 70306, 52 pp (Oct 1977)
(2). pp 328-338 (Feb 1978) 11 figs , 12 rels PB.275 220/2GA

Key Words: Interaction: solid-fluid, Cylinders , Vibrati ng Key Words: Simu lation , Earthquakes
structures, Fluid -induced excitation , Sound waves

This report describes an experim ental investigation of the
A general approach is presented to evaluate the rad iat ion feasibili ty of simulati ng strong earthquake motion with
loading and radiated power from a nonuniform harmon ically contained explosive line source arrays. The techniqu e consists
vibrating surface on an inf init e cylinder. The approach of detonating a plane array of vert ical line sourc es placed
utilizes a combined Green’s function and Fourier integral in the s ic inity of the structure to be tested. Reusable hard-
technique to develop integral expressions for the general ized were was develop ed for producing cont ained explosions in
radi.tion impedance and power radiated from the surface. a 1/3-scale source, instrumentation was incorporated for

hardware diagnostics and output measu rements , reasonable
acceleration and frequencies were obtained in soil with the
1 /3-scale source, and repeatable renilts were demonstrated.

78-932
Sound Radiation from an Accelerated or Decelerated

~ ~~se SHOCK
(Also see Not 956,999, 1000, 1021, 1049)A. Akay and T.H. Hodgson

Cente r for Aco ustica l Studies , North Carolina State
Univ., Raleigh, NC 27607, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer ., 78-93463 (2), pp 313-318 (Feb 1978) 6 figs ,2o refs Reflectionleas Passage of a Hyperdetonatson Shock

Wave Through a Jusnp-U~e NouhomogeneityKey Words: Spheres, Sound waves, Wave propagation s. Kali ski
A careful review of the currant literature hai led to a more Inst . of Plazma Physics and Lazer and Microsynthesis,
comp lete theoret ical analysis of the sound radiation from P .O. Box 49, 00-908, Warsaw 49 , Poland, Bull. Aced.
an acceler ated or decelerated sphere. The acoustic field Polon . Sci., Ser . Sci . Tech., 25 (10), pp 333-336,has been calculated for an accelerated sphere in an arbitrary 953-956 (1977) 6 refsfluid medium , which ihows the effect of the fluid density
on the radiated sound pressure. The radiated sound pressure
from an impu lsively accelerated sphere has been compared Key Words: Shock wave propagation
with a finite acceleration case in order to emphasize the
effect of the rate of change of veloc ity on the pressure Condit ions of reflectionless passeg. of a plane hyperdeton.-
waveform. Energy calculations have been made In both the tion shock wave through • )ump-llke nonltomog.nelty are
t ime end frequency domain s In order to identify the source s established. Analogous solutions for an ordinary ihock wave
of radiated acoustic energy and the stored nurf laId energy are diicu*sad as a limIting case. The problem considered reand also to demonstrate conclusively that the energy lost auxiliary problems for thermonuclear microtusion of thein the accelerat ion or deceleration is dissipated as b end, ex plosion type.
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18-935 tanc . of damping In the dynamic structural response analyses
Tactical Implication. of Air Bled Vatiationa from ~~ &fCI’itt kflj,eCt loading. Results are presented from brief
Nuclear Tests studies involving response of linear and nonlinear simple

systems to short-duration Impulsiv. loadIngs of the aircraftJ.E. Cockayne and E.V. Lofgren intpact type. An extensive literature su rvey Is carried out
Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA , Rept. No. on several major topics pertinent to the aircr aft Impact
SAI-76-677-WA , DNA-4246F, AD-E300 069, 160 pp problem , encompass ing various disciplines of engineering.
(Nov 30, 1976) Results end discussions on the basis of thIs literature survey
AD-A048 802/3GA are presented for major topics

Key Words: Nuclear explosion effects, Damage prediction

The objectIve was to aesase the rational. for addItional
nuclear tests which would produce a better predictive cap- L Vability far tactical blast environments. The work described
hereIn includes the followIng: refinement a,~i concIse synop-sis of the theoretical and empirical basis for the rationale
sseesa’nent; testing of the assumption of a logno msal dis-
tribution for the measure ments; and an analys is of variance
for some blast data to ascertain if systematic errors (biases) COMPOSITE
could exist which might require additional measurements (Also see No. 953)

78-936 78-938
Fesd thty of U g HE in Model Tests of Stn.ctures Lon~studs~al Heat Propagatio, is Three-Phase Lseni..
S.J. Hung, J.L. Merritt , and K . D. Seifert ~~~ COiiiPO~tes at High Ezciting Frequencies
Merritt Cases, Inc.. Redlands, CA, Rept. ~~ ~~. 

G, Horvay, B. Gold , and E ,S. Kaczensk i
Oil-Ti , DNA-4219F , SBIE~AD-E300 061, 71 pp Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst , MA. ASME Paper
(Apr 1 , 1977) NO. 77 WA /HTi0
AD-A047 976/6GA

Key Words: Composite materials, High frequency excItation,
Kay Words: Underground structures, Model tasting, Ex- ‘~armonic excitation
ploslons, Underground explosions

The rapid variation of temperature near the Interfaces In a
This report presents the resu lts of examining the feasibility 2’41,aterial MFMFM....-typs composite, harmonIcally excited
of using gun prapellants to obtain desirable pressure sources at the edge is examined with a binder layer B, of volume
for model tests of desp.band facilities. Numerous c.lcula- fraction f~ . between matrIx M (volume fraction 

~~~~~ 
and

tionsand experiments were performed. filler F (volume fraction 
~F~’ creating an MBFBMB. ...-sype

composite. The role such a binder plays In affecting heat
propagation is discussed.

78-937
An Overview of Major Aqsecta of the Aircraft Impact 78.939
Problem A Mechanical Model for Fiber-Reinforced and Par”
H. Kamil , N. Krutzik, (3. Kost, and A . Sharpe ticulate Compoates
Tech. Dev., Engrg. Decision Analysis Co., Inc. D. Turhan
(EDAC), 480 Cal iforn ia Ave., Suite 301, Palo Alto, Dept. Engrg. Sciences, Middle East Tech. Univ..
CA 94306, Nucl. Engr. Des., 4~~~ 

(1), pp 109-122 Ankara, Turkey, Acta Mach., 28 (1-4), pp 219-
(Mar 1978) 13 figs, 60 refs 238 (1977) 5 figs, 78 refs

Kay Words: Crash research (aircraft), Nuclear power plants Kay Words: Composite materials, Fiber composites, Math.-
matical models, HarmonIc wsves, Wave propagation

ThIs paper identifies the major aspects of the aIrcraft Impact
problem sod spotlights th. moat rslevunt topIcs for future A set of displacement equations of motion suitable for
l.weatlgaslone. The emphasis I. on three main topics: model- describIng site dynamic behavIor of compo site materials Is
lag technIques, influence of non-lInear behavior, and Impor- derIved, The composite material may be a fiber.relnforced
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composite or a particuiat~ composite. The composite Is 78-942
represented by a lattice model In whIch the continuous mass HjIs.Frequency Toruonal Osc~Iationa - L Penny.
distribution of the actual body is replaced by a system of 

~~ in an labomogeneotsa Mediumsprings attached to small rigid masses, Effect ive values are
determined for the masses of the rigid bodies and the ,tin- O.D. George
n.sses of the springs. Dept. of Mathematics, Univ. of Calabar , Calabar,

Nigeria, Intl. J. Engr. Sci., 16(2), pp 109-122 (1978)
14 ref s

ELASTIC
Key Words: Torsional vibration, High frequency response,
Cracked media, Dlacontlnuity.contslnlng media

78-940 The problem of an inhomogeneous medium, whose sheer
The Tomonal Analyã of Steady State and Tranient modulus and density vary exponentIally with radius, con-
Wave Propagation in Elastic Cylinders tunIng a penny-shaped crack undergoing high-frequency

torsional oscIllations Is reduced asymptotically to Wiener-
C. Ni Hopf integral equation and solved by Carlemen’s method.
Ph .D. Thesis, Tennessee Tech. Univ., 103 pp (1975) UnIfo rmly valid asymptotic results ar. obtained. Explicit
UM 7801450 expressIons are derIved for the normal displacement gradient

outsIde th. crack region , the stress-Intensity factor and the
Key Words: Torsional response, Wave propagation, Cylin- energy of the crack.
dsrs, Elastic properties

A number of different investigations concerning torsional
wave propagation In elastic materials were developed. The 7&942
propagation of transient tuss in a iaml4nfinite circular Higk.Frequency TorionsI Osc~Iations . U. The
rod was examined In detail, both analytically and numer- Reiamer.Sagocci Problem at High Frequescies
Ically. A double-integral transform was presented as a means O.D. George
of formulating an exact solution in which a torsIonal sheer Dept. of Mathematics, Univ. of Calabar , Calabar,
stress was applied to the end surface for $ cylindrical rod.
The numerical solution was obtained based upon the method Nigeria, Intl. J. Engr . ScL, j .~~(2), pp 123-129 (1978)
of characteristics. The resulting compatibIlIty equations were 10 refs
In a form suitable for solution by a method of finite dif-

Key Words: Torsional vibration, High frequency response,
Discont inulty~cont.lnIng media

The Reissner-Sagoccl problem at hIgh-frequencies for an
FATIGUE elastic medium with exponentially varyIng than modulus

and density In the radial direction is asymptotically reduced
to a Wlsnsr-Hopt integral equation whose solution is do-

78-941 tam ed by Carlsman’s method. Uniform asymptotic results

Random Load Sinulation in Laboratory Fatigue are obtained. ExplicIt results are given for the displacement
outside the rigid disc, the moment of the applied forces

Testing necessary to oscillate the disc, end the amplitude of oscil-
J.M Lee and KG. McConnell lationof thedlsc.
Seoul National Univ., Seoul, Korea, SAE Paper No.
780101, l6pp, l3figs ,21 refs

FLUID
Key Words: Fatigue tests, Random excItatIon, Simulation (Also see Not 907, 975, 976, 1033)

This paper presents the theory end hardware to simulate
non-logllns.mr spectre (th, typical fIeld case), IncludIng a
unIque method of elImInatIng low amplitude raveruls so that 78-944
any service toed history ot high cycle fatIgue can be slmu- Added Ma. Computation by lbs Boundary Integral
lated In a laboratory fatigue test. The feasibilIty of the Methed
prcpoaad c~asl-statIcstery random process to simulate the JA, Deruntz and T.L, Geersthree standard SAE load hIstories on a statistical basis Is

on both ~~ -.~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab., Palo Alto, CA,

basis, Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr., 12 (3), pp 531-549
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(1978) 9 figs, 3 tables , 16 rets tes’flate design criteria are offered.

Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Submerged struc.
turn , Finite element technique 78-947
Computational techniques for the treatment o~ flu id-struc- Flow-Induced Tubs Vibrations in Shell-and-Tube

ture interaction effects by discrete boundary integral r~~th- Heat Exchangers
ads are examined. Attention is focused on the computation J.M. Chenoweth
of the added mess matrix by finite element methods for a Heat Transfer Res., Inc., Alhambra, CA, Rept. No.
structure submerged in an Infinite , inviscid, incompressible SAN-1273~1 , i~~ pp ~~oi 1917)
fluid. A general computational procedure is presented that is N78-1 3487based upon s variational approach involving the assumption
of constant source strength over each surface element. This
is followed by en analysis of the discretization error for Key Words: Heat exchangers, Shells, Tubes, Fluid-induced
a spherical body that is then used to develop a hierarchy excitation
of computational schemes. These schemes are then evaluated
numerically in terms of ‘fluid boundary modes’ for a sub’ ‘The results of the presentations and discussions on flow-
merged spherical surface. induced tube vibrations among fourteen panelists end the

audience are summarized. Areas for both short term and
long term research were identified and recommendations
made. Prepared statements by each of the panelists, state-

78-945 ments by others, a background tactsnical report, a bIbIlo-
The Effect of Fhsid V iecoity on Coupled Tube/ graphy, and a list of workshop attendees are included as

Fluid Vibrations appendices.

T. Yeh and S. Chen
Components Tech. Div., Argonne National Lab.,
Argonne, IL, Rept . No. ANL-Ct-77~24, 37 pp (Apr

78-9481977) 10 fi gs, 6 refs Po ibdities of Reducing Noise from Hydraulic V alves
Sponsored by Div . of Reactor Dev. and Demonstra-

G. Schmid
tion , U.S. Energy Res. and Dev. Administration 

British Library Lending Div., Boston Spa, UK , Rept .
No. BLL -NEL~TT- 2737~(6075.461), 13 pp (1977)

Key Words: Interact ion: structure-fluid, Fluid-induced ( Engi trans l . from Oelhydrau lic and Pneumatic,excit ation, Nuclear reactors
21 (2),pp 89-91, 1977)

Many reactor systems contain small gaps between various N78.1 4405
structural and mechanical components to accommodate
thermal expansion. These gaps uwal ly contain viscous fluid. Key Words: Hydraulic valves, Fluid-induced excitation ,
which affects dynamic characteristics of the components. Noise reduction
The authors investigate the effect of fluid viscosity on
coupled vibration. Noise emission from hydraulic valves cased by intermittent

flow processes which arise at restriction point and/or by
pressure pulsations csused by the pump was examined.

78-946 
A simple procedure is described for calculating the acoustic
response level of a hydraulIc valve through liquid sound.

Predicting Sonic Vibration in Cross Flow Heat
Exchangers - Experience and Model Testing
J .D. Rogers and CA. Penterson
C-E Power Systems, Combustion Engineering, Inc., 78-949
Windsor, CT , ASME Pa ,er No 77~WA/DE~28 Piediction of Noise Aerodynstuically Generated by

Control V alve.
Key Words: Heat exchang ers, Fluid-Induced excitation , N. Mirizz l , A . Stella , and D. Marino
Modal tasting Uni~~~sita di Ban , Ban , Italy, ISA Transact ions,

16 (4), pp 19-22 (1977) 3 f igs, 6 retsIn this paper, the currently accepted sonic vibration design
criteria are reviewed and then compared to boIler field data.
The initial results from a laboratory test program that wet Key Words: Vslvei~ Noise prediction, Fluid-induced excite-
undertalren to Improve design criteria era pruiented. Al- tion
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An analysis of control valve noise is developed. The study bearings is analyzed for the case of flex ible support with
considers the total sound pressure level aerodynamically viscous damping. The analytical solution Is obtained by
generat ed by the fluid flow through the control valves. In using the concept of ‘forced mode’. The condition, as well
this analysis the noise generated is assumed to be part of the as a possible procedure to balance such a rotor is theorri-
mechanical power lost from the inlet to the outlet section of cally demonstrated.
a valve. The analysis starts with a mathematical formulation
of the mechanical power lost, expressing it only in meenur-
ahle quantities.

DIAGNOSTICS
(Also see No. 957)

SOIL
78-952

78 950 
Using Signature Analyas for Maintenance Planning
Turbomachinery International , 19 (2), pp 42-45

Sod-Pile Interaction Under Vibratory Loading (Mar 1978)
T. Nogarni
Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Western Ontario (Canada) .Key Words: Signature analysis, Rotating structures, Diag-
(197 7) nostic techniques

Key Wor dt : Interaction: soi l-structure , Pile foundations , Troubleshooti ng rotat ing machinery dynamics related prob-
Stiffness coefficients, Damping coefficients lems throu gh observation and analysis of vibration charac-

teristics, ~.r signatures , is a widely accepted and rapidly
When dynamic loadings are applied to the struct ure eup developi ng procedure. As the skills and instrumentation
ported by a pile foundation , the pile foundation resist , the used to analyze ever more complex problems emerge, more

movement of the structure relative to that of the ground. emphasis is being placed upon systems and techniques wh ich
Thus , the pile foundation provides the stiffness and dampi ng identify incipient failure modes of operation.
to the structure. The cha racteristics of stiffness and dampi ng
resulting from dynamic soiI’pile interaction were not known.
This work was concerned with this prob lem.

78-953
The Characteristics of Acoustic Emission Pulse from
Fiber-Reinfor ced Composite
E. Altus and A. Rotem
Faculty of Mech. Engrg., Technion -- Israel Inst . of

EXPERIMENTATION Tech ., Haifa , Israe l, Israel J. Tech., 15( 1-2), pp 79-
87 (1977) 12 figs, 1 table , 6 refs

Key Words: Fiber composites, Failure analysis , Acoustic
techniques

BALANC ING . .The failure process of f iber-reinforced materials us analyzed
by acoustic emission. The energy emitted from crack davel’
opment is predicted by analyzing a micro-mechanic model

78-951 of fracture.
Balancing of a Flexible Rotor (The Fifth Report,
Vibration and Bala ing of a Flexible Rotor on
flexible Hearing with V iscous Damping) EQUIPMENT
K . Shimada , S. Miwa .and T. Nakai
Aoyama-Gakuin Univ., Tokyo , Japan, Bull . JSME.
21 (151), pp 44-50 (Jan 1978) 7 refs 78-954

Dynamic Analysis of a High-Speed Electrobydraulic
Key Words: Balanci ng techniques , Flexible rotors, Rotor- Transient Rod Drive System
bearing systems , Viscous damping FE,  LeVert
Unbalanced vibration of a flex ible rotor supported on two Argonne Nationa l Lab., Argonne, IL , ASME Paper
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No. 77-WA/F lcs-8 -10% for the peak levels and plus or minus iO% for the
pulse durati ons . The subject shock test system was to be
capable of accepting test art icle sizes of up to 4 feet byKey Words : Spectral energy distribution, Fast Fourier 
4 feet mountIng surface by 4 feet in length.transform , Electrohydraulic system

A nonlinear model tor a fast-response •)u~t . olsydraulic
servosystem is developed which allows for both large and INSTRUMENTATION,nall signal analyses. The model is designed to simulat e
piston operations at and away from the vertical center of
the actuator column, The system model is subjected to a
variety of inputs to determine its dynamic characteristics. 78-957
Spectra densities of acceleration time histories generated for A Practical Vibration Primer. Part 7- £nstrumeniatior,
various input step demands era examined using the Fast for AnalysisFourier Transf orm Technique.

C. Jackson
Monsanto Chemical Intermediates Co., Texas City,
TX , Hydrocarbon Processing, 57 (3), pp 1 )9-12478.955 (Mar 1978) 19 figs

A New Test Rig for Truck Tire, under Extreme
Cond itions (Em neuer Priilstand fur Nutzfalsrzeu - Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, Test equipment andgreifen) inst rumentat ion
B . Heissing and H. Miksch
Meerssener Str. 8. 5100 Aachen , Germany , Auto- The amount and type of instrumentatio n necessary to per.

form vib ration analysis of rotating equipment is discussed,mobiltech . Z ., ~~ (1), pp 5~8 (Jan 1978) 7 figs ,
4 refs
(In German)

SIMULATORS
Key Words: Test stand,, Truck tires (See No. 933)

At the Institute for Automobile Engineering of the Tech-
nical University of Aachen a 40 kM Research Facility has

TECHNIQUESbeen installed to measure the charec~eristics of truck tires
uniter normal and ext reme conditions, Its construc tion has (See No. 936)
been carried out especially to test tires on concave, f lat
and convex tracks,

COMPONENTSFACILITIES
(Also see No. 1039)

78.956
BEAMS, STRINGS, RODS, BARSWater Impact Shock Teat System 

(Also see Not, 908, 977 , 979)SECO-DYN , Inc., Pomona , CA , Rept . No. NASA
CR-150473, 85 pp (Nov 10, 1977)
N78~13365

78-958
Unstable Vibrat ions and Buckling of Rotating Flex-Key Words: Test facili ties , Shock tes ts
ibk Rode

The bn c ob(eclive was to design, manufacture , and install W .D. Lakin and A. Nachman
a uhock test system which, in part, would have the ability Jniv . of Toronto , Canada. 0. App l . Math., 35 (4),
to subj ect test articl es wighing up to 1 000 pounds to both 

~~~~ 479.493 (Jan 1978) 4 figs , 16 refshalf sine and/or full Sine pulses having peak level s of up to
50 O s  with hal f sine pulse durations of 100 milliseconds or
full sine period durstio n of 200 milliseconds. Th. tolerances Key Word s: Rods, Rotating structur es, Flexura l vibration,
associated with the afore ment ioned pulses were +20% end Rotors
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A group of fourth-order boundary-value problems associated 78.961
with the small vibration s or buckli ng of a uniform flexible Introduction to W ienes’.Hopf Methods in Acousticsroc which is clamped at one end and rotates in a plane and Vibrationperpendicular to the axis of rot&ti on is considered. The

D.C. Crightonvibrations may be in any plane relative to the plane of
rotation and the rod is off-clamped, i.e., the axis of rotation Dept. of Mech , Engrg. , Catho lic Univ. of America ,
does not pess through the rod’s clamped encj . Washington, D.C., Pept . No. DTNSRDC-77~0112,

92 pp (Dec 1977)
AD-A048 766/OGA

78-959
Theoretical Study on Earthquake Response of a Key Words: Wiener-Hopt technique, Stri ngs, Beams. Wave
Reinforced Concrete ~~~ propagation, Elastic waves , Vibration response

T. Y . Yang, L.C. Shiau , and H. Lo The report deals with the application of Wiener .Hopf meth-
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics , Purdue ods to one-dimens ional wave motions on stri ngs and beams,
Univ.. Lafayette , IN, Rept . No. NSF/RA-760716 , and in particular w ith the reflect ion and tran sm issi on from
96 pp (June 3, 1976) discontinuities in the mechanical prop erties of a string.

Also included is a section illustr ating how a generalizedPB-274 820/OGA Wiener -Hopf problem can be set up for a three-part problem
involving a stri ng of finite length.

Key Words : Chimneys Reinforced concrete, Earthquake
response

A detailed dynamic analysis , presented in a series of reports, 78-962
was conducted on the seismic response and structural safety Forced Flexural Vibrations of an Elastic Beamof key subsystems (steam generator , high pressure steam Supported by an Elastic Half-Spacepiping, coal handling equipment , cooling tower , chimn ey)

H. Saito and H. Wadaof Unit no. 3 of TVA at Paradise , Kentucky . Analytical
and experimental methods are used on the chimn ey and its Faculty of Engrg., Tohoku Univ ., Sendai, Japan,
dynam ic responses were analyz ed by modal superposition. Bull. JSME , 21 (151), pp 51-55 (Jan 1978) 5 figs ,

6 refs

78-960 Key Words: Forced vibrations , Flexural vibrations , Beams,
Theoretical Stud y of the Earthquake Response of Elastic properties, Half-space

the Paradise Cooling Tower This paper analyzes the plane stress problem of flexura l
TV . Yang , C,S. Gran, and J .L. Bogdanoff vibrations of an elast ic beam supported by art elastic half-
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue space and subjected to a sinuso idelly varying force at the
Univ., Lafayette , IN, Rept . No. NSF/RA-760715 , frse endof the~~~m.
81 pp (June 1976)
PB-274 816/8GA

78-963
Key Words: Electric power plants , Cooling towers , Earth- Transverse Vibrations of Cantilever Beams Havrng
quake resistant Structure, Unequal Breadth and Depth Tapers

A detailed dy namic analysis , presented in a ser ies of reports, 3. Downs

seas conducted on the seismic response and structural safety Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Loughborough Univ. of
of key subsystems (steam generator , high pressure st~~~ Tech., Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE1 1 3TU, U K ,
piping, coal handli ng equipment , cooli ng tower, chimney ) J . App I. Mech ., Trans. ASME, 44 (4), pp 737-742
of Unit no. 3 of TVA at Paradise, Kentuc ky . A nalytical (Dec 1977) 6 figs , 9 tables , 27 refsend experimental methods are used. In this study, the dy-
namic behavior of the cooling tower is analyzed, using
quadrilateral plate and beam elements oriented arbitrar ily Key Words: Cantilever beams, Variable cross section, Wed-
In space, followi ng analysis and confirmation of their pee- gas, Flexural vibration
dictiva value. Response to 1940 El Centre earthquake param-
eters is studied, and aseimed viscou s damping coefficients Natural frequencies of doubly symmetr ic cross section,
are considered. Comprehensive results, based on this re- isotropic cantilever beams, based on both Euler and Timo-
Lonse,. are given. shenko theories, are presented for 36 combin ations of
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linear depth and breadth taper. Resu lts obtained by a new various devices used to suppress vortex-induced mot ions of
dynamic discretization technique include the first eight cables and circular cylinders In the ocean. The types of
frequencies for all geometries and the stress distribution devices discussed herein include ‘fringe ,’ ‘hair ,’ and ribbon
patterns for the first four (six) modes in the case of the flexible fairings and helical ridges.
wedge. Comparisons are drawn wherever possible with exact
so lutions and with other numerical results appearing in the
literature.

78-967
Dynamic Moduli of Contin uous Filament Yarns
Subjected to Low Frequency Excitation Super.

Numerical Simulation of the Air Blast Response of 
~~~~~~ on High Initial Longitudinal Strain

Tapered Cantilever Beams Z.P. Smith
G.V. Price Ph.D. Thesis, North Carolina State Univ. at Raleigh ,
Defence Res. Establishment , Suffield , Ralston, Y~4 pp (1977)
Alberta , Canada , Rept. No. ORES-TECHNICAL UM 7729645
PAPER-447. 46 pp (Nov 1977)
AD-A048 356/OGA Key Word s : Strings , Viscoelast ic properties, Low frequencies

Key Words: Antenna s, Cantilever beams , Variable cross The results of an experimental and theoret ical investigat ion
section, Blast response Into the dynamic vi.coelastic properties of twisted con-

tinuous filament yarn subject to low frequency longitudinal
A numerical procedure is developed to predict the elastic strain superimposed on high initial strain are reported. The
response of variable cross-sect ion cantilever beams when object is to relate the effective dynamic mechanical prop-
subjected to a transient air blast load. erti es of twisted yarn to the dynamic mechanical proper-ties

of the constituent filaments and the geometry of the fila-
ments in the structure.

78-965
Blast Response of 35 Ft. Fibreglua Whip Antenna -
Event Dice Throw BEARINGS
CV. Price and C.G. Coffe y
Defence Res. Establishment , Suffield , Ralston,
Alberta, Canada, Rept. No. ORES-TECHNICAL
PAPER-448, 48 pp (Nov 1977)
AD•A048 357/8GA - 

78-968
The Active Magnetic Bearing - A RevolutionaryKey Words: Antennas , Blest response, Cantilever beams . -Pnnciple

The blast response of 35 ft fibregla ss Whip Antennas was H. Habermann and G. Liard
investigated in a tree-field blast trial and in numerical simula - Ball Bearing J., 192 , pp 1- 7 (1977) 5 figs
tion experiments.

Key Words: Bearings, Electromagnetic properties

‘0 The active electromagnetic bearing consists of a moving
body (the rotor ) which is kept in the desired position relative

Cable Strumming Suppreason to a stationary body (the stator ) by means of a magnetic
BE. Hafen and O .J. Meggitt f laId , produced by electromagnet s mounted on the stator.
Civil Engrg. Lab. (Navy), Port Hueneme, CA., Rept . Integral sensors monitor the positio n of the rotor contin-
No. CEL-TN-1499 , 103 pp (Sept 1977) uously. The sensor signats adjust the cuccentspsningthreugh
AD-A047 996/4GA the electromagnets and thus the strength of the magnetic

field by means of an electronic contro l system . The actIve
magnetic be.ring is charac terized by rotat io n without mach-

Kay Words: Cables, Vortex-induced vibration , Vibration anicel contact , resulting In noiseless operation and no wear.
dumping Very high speeds can be permitted and excellent runni ng

accuracy achieved. The bearing can operate in a vacuum
This report presents a consolidation of existing data on as well as In a corrosive environment and can also withstand



extreme temperatures. pressure end rotating speed are reported.

78-969 78-972
Experinental Studies on Ball Bearing Noise The Journal Bearing Conaldenug Cavitation and
V .0. Jayaram and F. Jarchow Dynamic Stability
Lehrstuhl fi~r Maschinenelemente und Getr iebe- G. Lundholm
technik , Ruhr -Univ ers it ’át , Bochum , Germany . Wear , Disse rtation Ph .D., Lunds Universitet , Sweden,
46 (2), pp 321-326 (Feb 1978) ? tigs,9 refs 8 pp (1972)

UM1/2932c
Key Words: Ball bearings, Noise generation

Key Words: Journal bearings, Dynamic stability
The effect of the operating speed and the imposed load
on the noise characteristics of commercially available ball The investigations presented hare ar. the summaries of two
bearings was studied at different speeds and loads using pepers, and concern the following: hydrodynamic lubrication
various lubricants. . of the circumferential groove and axial groove journal bear-

ings. Locations of cavitation regions are determined by
continuity-of-flow conditions. All bearing characteristics,

78.970 Including bordarlines for dynamic stability are determined
for a large variety of cases. -A Finite Element Dynamic Analyis of Preasare Dam

and Tilting Pad Bearings
J .C. Nicholas
Ph.D. Thesis , Univ. of Virginia, 256 pp (1977)

BLADESUM 7800439

Key Words: Fluid film bearings, Finite element technique

78-973System s of finite elements are organized using matrix nota-
tion for finite length bearings. Most fluid film bearings have The BARBEY Report. An Investigation into Con-
surface areas which can be divided into a grid of elements trollable Pitch Propeller Failures from the Stand-
whose nodes are labeled in matrix form . The resulting aqua- point of Full-Scale Underway Propeller Measure-
tions for nodal press ures are block tr id iagonal end the so lu- maniation is easily obtained with direct methods.

C. Noonan , C. Anton ides , A. Zaloumis , B. Corbin,
and A. Schauer
David W . Taylor Naval Ship Res. and Dev. Center.

78.971 Bethesda, MD, Rept. No. DTNSRDC-77-0080,
Effect of Receaa Geometry on Shock Wave Forina- 293 pp (Aug 1977)
tion in Circular Cu Bearings AD-A047 851/ISA
E. Salem and W . Kamal
Faculty of Engrg., Mech . Engrg. Dept., Alexandria Key Words: Marine prcp.Ilars, Propeller blades, Failure
Univ., Alexandria . Egypt , Wear , 46 (2), pp 351-366 snaiysis, Experimental data
(Feb 1978) 13 figs , 7 refs

This report reviews experience with Controllable Pitch
Propellers (CPP). Two th~ s of the FF-1052 class were fittedKey Words: Gas bearings, Shock waves , Mathematical out with CPP s for test and evaluation.models

An analytical method, based on the concept of shock wave
formation in the bearing clearance, is used to develop s 78.974
mathematical model by which the pressure distribution Effect of Slip on Resposae of a Vibrutlig Coin-
along the fluid film can be predicted. Based on this model, pmsor Blade
the limiting conditions for shock free operation are deter- D.l.G. Jonesminid. The affects of recess geometry and inlet gas condi-
tions are analyzed. Experimental presuurs distributionsalong Wright-Patte rton AFB , OH, ASME Paper No. 77-
the fluid film at different values of film thickne ss, supply WA/GT 3
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Key Words: Compressor blades, Vibrating structures, Modal 78-977
analysis . Harmonic excitation Beware of Resonance

J. WajcfeldThe aim of this paper is to develop a simple analytical model
of a vibrati ng blade, using modal analysis and allowi ng for Logetronics , Inc., Springf ield , VA , Hydraulics &
slip at the root and to show that the analys is accurately Pneuma t ics , 31 (2) , pp 62-63 (Feb 1978)
predicts the observed behavior of a specific blade under
harmonic excitation. Criteria are obtained for determining Key Wo rds: Cylinders, Beams. Resonant response
the minimum frictional force needed to avoid infinite am-
plitudes under high level excitation. The effect of natural frequency is considered when selecti ng

a cylinder in addition to compressive and buckling loads.

CYLINDERS
DUCTS

78-975 78-978
Crosdlow-.lnduced Vibration of a Row of Circular A Diffe rentiai Microphone for In-Duct Acoustic
Cylinders in Water Measurements
H. Halle and W .P. Lawrence C.M.E. Riley
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, I L , ASME Paper Dept. of Engrg., Cambridge Univ., UK , Rept. No. -

:
No. 77-JPGC-NE-4 ARC-R/M-3799; ARC-36800, 17 pp (1977)

Sponsored by M m .  of Defence , Rolls -Royce (1971),
Key Words: Cylinders , Submerged structures, Flow-induced Ltd., and Sd. Res. Council —

v Ibratio n N78-14875

A row of five flexible-cylindrical test elements was exposed
to cross (transverse ) flow of water as pert of a program to Key Wo rds: Ducts , Acou stic measurement
study the dynamic response of heat exchanger tubes. The

A brief description is given of a technique using a differentialamplitudes and frequencies of the flow-induced vibrations
were measured as a function of flow velocity. A total of microphone to measure the sou nd field structure within the
nine test cases, obtained by combinations of different ale- duct of a rotor. The advantages and problems of direct in-
marc spacings and element natural frequencies , were inves- duct, as opposed to far-field, measurement are discussed,
tigeted. end the present approach presented. The construction and

calibration of the differential microphone are briefly de-
scribed, and results from some of the experiments in wh ich
it was assessed are used to demonstrate its application.

78-976
Flow-Induced Vibrat ions of Circular Cylindrical
StruCtures FRAMES, ARCHES
S. Chen
Components Tech. Div., Argonne National Lab.,
Argonne , IL , Rept. No. ANL -CT-77-32 , 47 pp (June 78-979
1977)1 fig, 234 refs
Sponsored by Div. of Reactor 0ev. and Demonstra- Experineets on Dynamic Plastic Loading of Frames

S.R. Bodner and P.S. Symondstion , U.S. Energy Res. and Dev. Administration Div. of Engrg., Brown Univ., Providence, R I , Rept.
No. N0014-0860/4 ,41 pp (July 1977)Key Words: Circular cylinders, Fluid-Induced excitat ion
AD-A048 687/BGA

This report reviews the problems of flow-Induced vibrations
of circular cylindrical structures. The general method of Key Words: Frames. Beams. Dynamic plasticity, Pulse
analysis and classification of structural responses Is presented, excItation : 

-

Then, the presentation I~ broken up along the lines with
stationery fluid, parallal flow, and cross flow. FInally, dealgn Tests are described on plane frames of mild steel and ti-
considerations and futur, research needs are pointed out. tanlum (commercial purity) In which hI~~ Intens ity short
Extensive references are Included, duration pressu re pulses were applied transversely to the
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~~~

beam member either unif ormly over this member or con- MECHANICAL
cantrated at its center. The objective was to examine applica-
ti ons of two estimation techniques (upper bounds on de-
f lecti ons and the mode approximation technique) for major 78-982response feitursa of pulse loaded structures at large dsfisc-
tions, takl,’q account of stro ng plast ic strain rate sensit iv ity . Cam Mecbanian Accuracy
Loads over a range such as to cause final dafiactions up to B. Sandier
about a third of the span were applied by detonating ex- Ben-Gurion Univ. of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israe l ,
plosive sheet. ASME Paper No 77-WA/DE-19

Kay Words: Cams, Geometric imperfection effects

This paper deals with the influence of cam prof lIe accuracy
78-980 on deviations in follower motion from that desired by the
Large-Deflection Response of Square Frame. to designer. The kinematic and dynamic approaches are di.-
Concentrated lmpulàvr loads cussed and a mode for decreasi ng non-desirable deviations
M.S.J. Hashmi and S.T.S. Al-Hassani is shown. An experimental device is descr ibed and the results

of the experimental measurements era discussed. The spectralDept . of Mech. and Production Engrg., Sheffield theory of stationary random functions Is used for the thao re-
City Poiytechnic. J. Mech. Engr . Sci ., 19 (6), pp 243- tlcal consideration. Frequency analysis Is uted to the experi-
250 (Dec 1977) 12 figs , 12 refs mental measurements.

Key Wo rds: Frames, Explosion effects, Elastoplastic prop-
erties 78-983
A study is made of the elastic-plastic responses of ~~~~ 

Vibrations of Cam Me,k...~~. and Their Conae-
and free square frames subjected to concentrated explosive quence. on the Deagn
impulses. A finite-difference method , which reduceS the M.P. Koster
structure to small masses connected by l ight links, is usd Dissertation, Ph.D., Technmsche Hogeschool Eind-
to solve the equations of motion of the deforming frames. haven, Netherlands (1973)The links are assumed to have the seme strength properties
as the material of the structure. Dynamic strain Is measured UM 1 /2928c
experimentally, instantaneous profiles are obtained from
high-speed photographs and the final defiact ions substantiate Kay Words: Cams, Transient response, Design techniques
the predictions of the analytica l method .

Cam mechanisms and their drivi ng components, i.e., the
camshaft , the reduction gear, and the driving asynchronous
motor are Investigated. Transient vibrations characterize
the dynam ic bahsvlor of cam mechanIsms, Several mathe-78-981 matical models have been developed and tested. Detailed

Numerical Simulation of Forced Vibration Teats analysis of machine vibrat ions can be obtained by means of
on a Busied Arch a digitlal simulation program based on a modal with four
J . isenberg , H.S. Levine , and S.H. Pang degrees of freedom. Follower and shaft vibrations end the
Weid linger Associates, Men lo Park , CA., Rept. No. effects of nonlinear phenomena, i.e., backlash, squeeze, and

impact irs simulat ed. Based on a model with one degree7712 , DNA~4281F , SB IE-A D-E300 021 , 98 pp of freedom a rule of design for the shaft and the other
(Mar 1 , 1977) drivi ng components i~ added to the existing rules concerning
AD-A047 38618GA the follower linkage and the effects di backlash. Rules of

design are formulated which can be used by a designer who
is rota specialist in dynamics.Key Words: Arches , Undergrou nd st ructur es, Vibration

damping, Resonant response

Finite element simulat ion of a burled arch structure shows MEMBRANES, FILMS, AND WEBSthat the effect ive damping dapenda on backfill conditions.
This information is used to explain the occurrence of reso-
nance In forced vibr ation tests of burled rectangular stnlC-

78-984tures and Its absence In tests of the arch. Implications of
the findings for developing singl, degree of freedom models The Response of an Aaseotropically Preate-eased Thick
of complex structures are examined. Rectangular Membrane to Dynamic Loading
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I
V.O.S. O$un$oyo and K. Hutter PB-275 217,BGA
Faculty of Engrg ., Univ. of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria,
Acta Mech., 28 (1-4), pp 295-311 (1977) 6 refs Kay Words: PIpelines , Piping system s, Underground struc-

tun a, Seismic design, Earthquake resistant structures
Kay Words: Rectangular membranes, Dynamic response.

~~atlon ~~~~~ 
This research attempts to formulate a comprehensive pro-
cedure based on a consistent theory for the analysis and

The dynamic response of a rsctengul.r .nambr.ne to external design of underground lif.lines in seismic environment.
loading Invastigetld Current procedures of engineeri ng seismology are not suf-

bending rigidity ~a ~~~~~~ ~~~. ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
ficlent for this purpose, and the detailed definition of the

niquas an~ ,iutt ipoe tins anir soiwsi ons ~ 
displacement f ield due to seismic motion needs to be cx -

up tO order 5, edsare e measures a ,i.eff be.’d~~ rigld~5y 
tended tO include spatial end tec”oorai var iations in a broader

The perturbation procedure is countsrcaack.d using an frequency range. The displacement i.~ld may interact weakly

example whose exact solutIon can be found o. strongly with a buried pipeline, depending on the pipe ’s
dynamic characteristics as modified by the surroundi ng soil.
The effect of this Interaction is presented Ins ‘Interference
Spectrum’ wh ich gives the peak response of a damped cecil -

PIPES AND TUBES letor . subject to simultaneous excitation at two spatially
(Al so sea Nos 947 1~~~) separated points. Spectral am plItudes are used to determine

the response of the system, in terms of a ‘Damage Matrix’
which quantifies the failure parameters of a system con-
sist lng of various types of pipes , joints and other details.

78-985 For purposes of risk analysis , optimiz ation and cost’benef it
Development of Interference Response Spectra for studies of exi sti ng or planned syst ems, covering large areas,

Lifelines Sei.nic ~~~~~~ a statistical method is developed which provides the ex~
I . Nelso n and P. Weidl inger 

pected value of free field gradients , as affected by subsur-
face and geology.

Weidlinger Associates. NY , Rept. No. IR-2, NSF /
RA~77031 3, 47 pp (July 1 , 1977)
PB-275 215/2GA

78-987
Key Words Pipelines, Piping systems, Underground struc- Waterhaminer in Non-Rigid Pipest Precursor Wave.
tunes, Selunic design, Earthquake resistant structures and Mechanical Damping

The asthors contend that the dy,~~~ic rs~~ me of ~ pIpe D.J. Williams

network system may be determined by numerIcal intagre- Dept. of Aeronautics and Fluid Mechanics , Glasgow
don of the appropriate equations of motion. An impor- Univ., UK , J. Mech. Engr. Sd ., 19 (6), pp 237-242
tent criter ion fo r failure of underground pipes subjected to (Dcc 1977) 4 figs , 11 refs
alam’st loading Is the strain, or difference In displacement,

between two poInts along the pipe. The concept of inter-
ference spectrum has been introduced to deal with this Key Words: Pipes (tubes), Waterhammer

problem when dynamic effects are significant. Tb. approach
required to analyze a multidagree of freedom ~~~ 

When a pipe can move, waterhammer effects are altered by
work Is outlIned . The ca. of only two connected psp5~ 

the existence of precursor waves, i.e. longitudinal elastic

sagn~ents I. treated In detail, and shown to be equivalent strain waves In the pipe wafls, modified by the presence

to a single degree of freedom system. The mathematical of the fluId. Pipe motion caused mechanical damping of the

treatment is described in detail and the computer ~~~ waterbammer and was studied experimentally. Viscoelastic

developed I. daecrlb.d. Numerical results are presented for p.plng also gave rise to strong mechanical d mping, even

both the El Cantro 1940 and 15250 Ventura Boulevard without pipe motion.
1971 input records.

Pipe Rupture and Steam/Water Hammer Deign
Behaviour of U.derg,uiad Lafelmea in Sesame Joel. for Dynamic Analyis of Piping Systema
78-986

Environment B.R. Strong, Jr. and R .J . Basch iere
P. Weidiinger Advanced Analysis Div ., EDS Nuclear Inc., San
WeidIinger Associates, NY , Rept . No. IR-4 , NSF/ Francisco , CA 94104, NucI. Engr. Des., 45 (2),
RA-770315 . 25 pp (Ju Iy 1977) pp 419-428 (Feb 1978) 9 figs , 9 rets
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Key Words : Piping systems, Nuclear power plants, Water 78.991
hammer Vibro4mp.et Re,on.es of a Tube with Tube-

Baffle InteractionTh. design of restraints end protection devices for nuclear
Y.S. Shin, D.E. Sass , and J .A. JendrzejczykClass I and Class II piping systems must consider severe

pipe rupture end steam/water hammer loadings. Limited Components Tech. Div ., Argonne National Lab.,
streSs margins require that an accurate prediction of these Argonne , IL , Rept . No. ANL-CT-78- 11 , 62 pp (Ja n
loads be obtained with a minimum of conservatism in the 1978) 35 figs, 18 refs
loads. Methods are available currently for such fl uid transient Sponsored by Div . of Reactor Dcv . and Demonstra-load development , but each method is severely restricted

ti on , U.S. Energy Res. and Dcv . Administrationas to the complexity and/or the range of fluid state ex-
cursions which can be simulated . This piper present s a
general technique for generatio n of pipe rupture and steam / Key Words: Heat exchangers, Tubes, Vibration response
water hantmer design loads for dynamic analysis of nuclear
piping systems which does not have the limitations of exist - The relatively small , inherent tube o.beffle bole clearances
ing methods. associated with menufacturing tolerances In ham exchangers

affect the vibrat ional characteristics and the response of
the tube. Numerica l studie s were made to predict the vibro-
impact respons, of a tube with tub.-beffle Interaction.

78-989 The finite element method has been employed with a non-
Nonlinear Attenuat ion of an N Wave Propagatin g in linear elastic contact iprlng.deshpot to model the effect of

a Tube, Includ ing Disipation due to Wall Effects the relati ve approac h between the tube end th, baffle plate.
A. Nakamura , R. Takeuchi , and S. Ole
The Inst. of Scientific and Industrial Res., Osaka
Univ ., Yarnadakami, Suita, Osaka, Japan, J. Acoust. PLATES AND SHELLS
Soc. Amer ., 63 (2), pp 346-352 (Feb 1978) 7 figs , (Also see Nos 908. 947)
l4refs

Key Words: Sound waves , Wave attenu etion, Tubes 78.992
Random Vibration. of Orthotropic Plates Clamped

Theoretic al computat ions are made for the variation of or Sinp)y Supported AU Round
waveform of an N wave propagating in a circular tu be. The Elishakoffchange with distance of the slope of the st raight.line segment
of the waveform at its axis crossing is calculated. Various Dept. of Aero nautical Engrg.. Technion , 1.1.1.,
assumptions are made in the calculati on to isolate the s,p. Haifa , Israel , Acta Mech., 28 (1-4) , pp 165-176
arate contributions of weak-shock theory and tube -well (1577) 25 refs
effects. The change in slope is as predicted by weak-shock
theory. Kay Words: Plates , Orthotroplan, Random vibratIon

When the approximate method presented here is applied to
78-9% cases capable of closed solutions (i.e. plates having a pair

of opposite edges simply supported ), the result coincIdes
Vibration of a Heat Exchanger Tube/Support Impact with that obtained by the classical normal -mode approach.
VS.  Shin , J .A. Jend rzejczyk , and M.W . Wambs ganss
Argonne National Lab., Argonne , IL , ASME Paper
No. 77-JPGC-NE-5

— 78-993
Free-Vibration Analyia of Rectangular Plate, withKey Word s : Heat exchangers , Tubes, Resonant frequencies.

Mode shapes, Damping Clamped.Snnply Supported Edge Condition. by
the Method of Supetpoaition

Experiments were performed to determine the effects of D.J. Gorman
tube/support misalignment, tube/support.hole clearance, Dept. of Mech . Engrg., Univ. of Ottawa, Ottawa,
support thickne ss, exciti ng force amplitude, and support Ontario, Canada , J. AppI . Mech., Trans. ASME .spacing on the vibret ional characteristics (resonant fre-
quencies, mode shapes, and damping) m d  displacement ~~~~ ~~~~~, ~~~~ ~~~~~ (~~~~~~ 

1977) 11 figs, 6 tables ,
response amplitude of a heat exchanger tub.. The test ~~ ref s -

resu lts were compared with analytical results based on a
multb span bean with simp le Intermittent supports. Key Words: Rectangul ar plates , Transient response, Method
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of supe~ osition model phase shifts. The results of the analytical compute-
tions are presented and discussed.

In this paper attention is focused on the free-vibrat ion
analysis of rectangular plates wi th combinations of clamped
and simply supported edge conditions. Plates with at least
two opposite edges simply supported are not considered as 78-996
they have been analyzed in a separate paper.

Dynamic Mastic Analysis Using Strese Resultant
Finite Element Formulation
P. Lukkunaprasit and J. Kelly

78-994 Earthquake Engrg . Res. Center , California Univ.,
Eigenvalue Problem. for the Plate Equation Under Richmond, CA., Rept. No. UCB/EERC-77/2 1, 61 pp
Determinate and Random Perturbations (Sept 1977)
F.D. Zaman PB-275 453/9GA
Dissertation, Ph.D., Cranfield lost, of Tech., UK ,
51 pp (1976) Key Words: Spherical shells, Plates , Dynamic plasticity,
UM 1 /2845c Finite element technique

Key Words: Wave propagation, Rectangular plates. Eigen- A stress resultant finite element formulation is developed
value problems , Natural frequencies , Normal modes for the dynamic plast ic analysis of plates and shells of revolu-

tion undergoing moderate deformation. A nonlinear elastic-
The solution to the problem of propagation of transverse viscoplastic const itutive relation simulates the behavior of

rate-sensitive and -ins ensit ive mater ials.waves in elastic rectangular plates which are both homo-
geneous and isotropic is well known for a variety of bound’
cry condit ions . Many real materials currently in use are
neither isotropic nor homogeneous. The equations giving the
natural fr equencies and norma l modes of vIbration of such 78-997
plates may sometimes be regarded as perturbat ions of the Axi-symmetric Proper Vibrations of a Conic al Shellhomogeneous isotropic equations by introduci ng a small Made of the Compressible Nonlinear Elastic Materialparameter e which is a measure of the degree of aniso-
t ropy or inhomo geneity of the plate. Analytic pertu rb.- F . Twardosz and T. Wegner
t ’ion theo ry may then be applied to obtain express ions for Dept. Tech . Mechanics , Tech . Univ ., Piotrowo 3,
the natural frequencies and normal modes as power series 61-138 Poznan , Poland , Bull . Acad. Polon. Sci.,
in e and to give their range of validity. These res ults are Ser. Sci . Tech., 25 (10), pp 225-233, 533-541 (1977)
appli ed to vibrations of two distinct typ es of comp osite 6 ref splate. An orthotropic plate with clamped boundary condi-
tions I, considered. A plate with random inhomogeneities,
under simply supported boundary conditions is studied. Key Words: Conical shells, Axisymmetric vibrations

The paper presents an analysis of exi-symmetric proper
vi bratio ns of a thin-walled truncated conical shell. It is

78-995 asaum.d that the shell is free supported, and made of iso-
Sound Radiation from a Simply Supported Rec. tropic, homogeneous , compressible and nonlinear elast ic
tangular Plate Vibrating under Complex Modes materiel. The considerations are limited to the small vibra-

S.P. Nigam, G.K. Grover , and S. Lal tion analysis. Under such a restriction it appeared possible
to use the geometrical lInear relations. As a result the set

Government Engrg. College, Jabalpur , (M . P) , India, of two nonlinear partial differential equations of the fourth
Israel J . Tech ., 15 (3), pp 123- 129 (1977) 6 figs , order, describing iongitudina l and tran meered vibrat ions,
13 ref S was obtained. The set of equations was reduced to ordinary

diff eren t ial equations with the help of the Bubnov-Gelerkin
method.Key Words: Rectangular plates , V ibrati ng structures, Sound

waves

Sound rad iation from a sim ply supported rectangular plate 78-998
vibrating under complex resonant or non-resonant modes Dynamic Analy of Shallow Sheila Uamg Finite
is studied. Th. average radiat ion effic iency and sound power Elemesit Mixed Models
radiated is defined and evaluated under such condItIons, S. F . AbbasRayleigh’ s integral a formulated and the far-field acoustic
pressure evaluated after giving due consideration to the Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Toronto (Canada) (1975)
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Key Words : Dynamic stru ctural analysis , Shells, Finite Governme nt Polytechnic , Bombay, India, J. Inst.element technique Engr . (India), 58 (MEl), pp 36-37 (July 1977)
4 figs , 2 refsIn this work , a Finite Element dynamic analysis of shallow

shells has been successfully performed using Mixed models.
The underlyi ng pri nciple used to derive the models was Key Words: Reciprocating engines , Energy absorption
Karnopp’s extension of Reissner ’s principle to elastody-
namics. A development similar to that of Prato ’s in elasto- Flywh eel of any reciprocating engine acts as a rotati ng
statics was perform ed so as to reduce the final variables to energy reservoir and helps to control the cyclic fluctuations
moments and displacements only. of spied of the engine. Equiv alent springs can be used in an

identical manner to achieve the same objective. This paper
gives an account of th. work carried Out In apply ing the
principle to a double acting steam engine. Applic.tion to

78-999 I C engines is also briefly discussed.
Transient Response of Sheila with Intern ally At-
tached Structures
D. Ranlet and FL .  DiMaggio STRUCTURALWeidlinger Associates, NY , Rept. No. TR-21 , 25 pp (See Nos. 920, 925)
(Aug 1977)
AD-A048 167/ 1 GA

TIRESKey Words: Transien t response , Shells , Equat ions of mot ion, (Also see No 955)Shock response, Submerged structures

Equations of motion are derived for the transient response,
78-1002to a shock wave , of a subme rged shell with internal str uc-

tures. A substruct urin g procedure , which does not require The Effec t of Hydroplaning on the Dynamic Charac.
calculat ion of a system stiffness matrix , is employed to ter istics of Car, Truck and Bue Tireaobtain these equations in a general manner for arbi tra ry H. Sakai , 0. Kan aya , and T, Okayamainternal structuret approximated by finite elements. 

Japan Automobile Research Inst.. Inc ., SAE Paper
No. 780195, 24 pp, 61 figs , 9 refs

78-1000 Key Word s : Tir es, Tire characterist ics, Ride dynamics
Dynamic Response of a Submerged Elastic Struc-
ture with Elastic Structures Att ached to It by In- This report deals with the test s made on the hydraplani ng
elastic Springs phenomenon of car, truck and bus tires using the interior

of a dy namic tire testing machine. For car tires, the rela-F .L. DiMaggio tionship between braki ng force and slip rat io and betweenWeid linger Assoc iate s , NY , 1 5 pp (Aug 1977) cornering force end slip angle as affected by hydroplaning
AD~A048 1 66/3GA were investigeted. Studies were also made of the influen ce

of the difference between radial-ply and cross-ply tires,
inner pressure, load, thickness of the water film , etc.. Next,Key Words: Shells , Submerged structures, Shock response a study was conducted concerning the eff ect of hydra-
plani ng on the cornering properties of truck and bus tires.A procedure is described which may be used to obtain the

dynamic response to shock loading of a submerged shell
with internal structur e attached to it by nonlin ear mount-
ings.

SYSTEMS
SPRINGS

78-1001
Spring Equivalent of Flywheel for Reciprocating
Engines ABSORBER
N.G. Vaidya and P.S. Gokh ale (Also see No. 922)
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78.1003 78.1006

On the Dynamic Vibration Damped Absorber of Sound Preemre-Level Prediction in Large Rooms
the Vibration System Containing Barriers
1. Ioi and K. Ikeda T.H. Aishton , M.J. Moran , and L.L. Faulkner

Chiba Inst. of Tech., Narashino, Japan, Bull. JSME, Dept. of Mech. Engrg., The Ohio State Univ., Colum-
21 (151), pp 64-71 (Jan 1978) 10 figs , 4 refs bus, OH, AppI. Acoust., 1 1 (1) , pp 67-72 (Jan 1978)

Key Words: Dynamic vibration absorption (equipment ) Key Wo rds: Noise barriers , Noise prediction

This paper analyzes the prevention of forced vibration of A simple-to-use graphical method for estimat ing the sound
a vibration system with positive or negative damping by pressure level in the shadow zone of a rigid straight’edged
means of a damped dynam ic absorber. Three cases are barrier for sound radiated from a point source located in
treated: the alternative exciting fo rce of a constant meg- a large roo m is presented and discussed. Also presented is
nitude is acting on the mass of the main system , the alter - a means based on the graphs introduc ed for evaluating
native exciting force whose magnitude is proportional to the the noise reduction potential of a barrier in a room or fec-
square of its frequency, is acting on the mass of the main to ry work space.
system , and the alternative dis placement is g iven to the
foundation of the main system.

78-1007
The Contribution of Heavy Vehicles to Urban Traffic

NOISE REDUCTION Noise
B. Bodsworth and A. Lawrence
School of Engrg . and Archite: :ure , Deakin Un iv .,

78-1004 Geelong, Australia , Appi. Acoic~., 11 (1), pp 57~65
Muffler for Pneumatic Drill (Jan 1978) 1 fig, 4 tables 

—

A . Visnapuu and SE . Lay
Dept of the Inte rior . Washington , D.C., PAT~APPL• Key Wo rds: Traffic noise , Noise red -~ tion
815 127/GA , 14 pp (July 1977)

The dominati ng influence of road tr. tic on the noise climate

Key Words: Mufflers , Pneumatic tools , Rock drills of the world’s cities is established 3nd att empts to reduce
the problem follow . The first ir,iolves ameliorating the

This invention relates to mufflers fo r the exhaust of pneu- effects of traffic stream noise; the second an attac k on the

malic tools in general, and more particularly for mechanized , noise levels of individual vehicles.
jumbo mounted percuss ive rock drills employed in the
mini ng industry. The muffler consists of a casing of general
prinnatic shape, adapted for mounting on the drill. 

78-1008
Mater ials for Noise Reduction in Food Procea.ag
Envirosunenta

784005 S.A. Waggoner , J .F . Shackelford , F. F . Robbins , Jr .,
Investigation of Noiae Reduction on a 100 IIVA and T.H. Burkhardt
Transformer Tank by Means of Active Method . Dept . of Agricultural Engrg. and Materials and
N. Hessel mann Devices Res. Grou p and Dept . of Mech. Engrg.,
Institut 1. Technische Akustik , 51 Aachen, Templer- Univ. of Cal ifornia , Davis , CA 95616, Ap pI . Aco ust.,
graben 55 . lAI~~t Germany, Ap pi . Acoust., fl (1), 11 (1), pp 1-20 (Jan 1978) 16 figs, 7 tables , 11 refs
pp 27-34 (Jan 1978) 6 figs , 7 refs

Key Wo rds: Industrial facilities, Noise reduction
Key Words: Noise reduction

Government standards for noise levels in industrial environ-
This pap r describes experiments in reducing transformer menu including the food procening indust ry have led to a
noise by acoustical compensation. For this purpose , two program of materials selection for noise reduction. In eddi-

— loudspeakers have been arranged close to a 100 kVA tran s~ lIon to traditional architectural considerations, the con-
former and fed by a suitable compensation signal. A. a result, stra ints of sanitation and cost were factors. PrImary materials
the noi level in the far field tell by between 20 and 38dB, systems studied were: metal/polymer com pos ites fo r Impact
depending on the di rect ion of observation , noise reduction, polymer film/foam composites for sound
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absorption and transparent polymer barrier/enclosures. Th. equipment, flight test proc dures, and analysis meth-
ods used In the aircraft noise research program at the univer-
sity are described.

AIRCRAFT
lAlso see Nos. 927,929)

- 78-1012
Investigation of Interior Noise in a Twin-Engine Light

7&1~09 Aircraft
Invest igatio n of Acoustic Properties of a Rigid Foam J.S. Mixso n, C.K. Barton, and R. Vaicaitis
with Application to Noise Reduction is. Light ~~~~~. Langley Res. Center , NASA , Hampton . VA, J. Ai r-
aaft craft , 15 (4), pp 227-233 (Apr 1978) 15 figs, 26
c.~. l’~~Imor rets
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA ,
Rept. No. NASA-CR-i 32333; Rept-2558, 79 pp Key Words ; Aircraft noise, Interior noise, Noise reduction
(1972)
M Y O  

~o~ i This paper describes experimental studies of interior noise- “°“ in a twin-engine, propeller.driv,n, light airc raft. An aisalytica l
model for this typ e of aircraft Is also discu esed .Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduction, Foams

An analytic model of sound transmission into an aircraft
cabin wee developed as well as test procedures which ap- 78-1013
proprietely rank order propert ies which affect sound tran s- FIigJ~t.Eff ~~ aoa Predicted Fan fly-By Noisemission. 

M.F. Heidmana and B.J. Clark
Lewis Res . Center , NASA, Cleveland, OH , Rept.
No. NASA-TM.73798 , 24 pp (1977)

78-1010 N78-1 3060
A Parametric Invest igat ion of an Existing Super-
sonic Relative Tip Speed Propeller Noise Model Key Words; Aircraft noise, Engine noise, Fans
J .H. Dittm ar
Lewis Res . Center NASA . Cleveland , OH, Rept . The impact on PNLT (Perceived Noise Level, Tone corrected)
Id,.. MA C A III ‘7’~~~1O. E fl4fl~ ‘~~~ lId 1Q7~ i 

and FIy.by EPNL (Effective Perceived Noise Level) when- - - PP OV forward motion reduces the noise generated by the bypassN78i 3854 ten of an aircraft engine was studied. Calculated noise spec-
tra for a typical subsonic tip speed fan designed for blade

Key Words ; Aircraft noise, Noise reduction passage frequency (BPF) tone cutoff were tranaleted In
frequency by systematically varying the BPF from 0.5

A high t ip speed turboprop is being considered as a future to 8 kHi.
energy conservat ive airplane. The noise reduction possibili-
ties of decressing relative Mach number were further Inves-
t igated during the interdependent variations.

Methodology for Determi ning, Isolating, and Cor
rectusg Runway Roughness78-1011 
D.R.Seeman andJ.P. NielsenDeacriptio. of Noise Measurement and Analyá. Civil Engrg. Research Facility Rept . No. AD-A044-Procedure. Developed for L*t General Aviat,o* 328/3; CER F-AP-24; FAA-A D-75-1 10-2, 33 ppAircraft 
(June 1977)D,W. Andrews and D.W. Durenberger N78 1 3078Dept . of Aerospace Engrg., Techn ische Hogeschool,

Deift , Netherland s , Rept. No, VTH-LR-246, 82 pp Key Words: Runway roughness, Aircraft response(Apr 1977)
N 78-1 4874 

Elevation and acceleration profiles were generated to deter-
mine the relationship between runway roughness and aircraftKey Words: Aircraft noIse, Noise m.enarement response. The aircraft respons. Is specified In terms of plIot~
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station vertical accelerations, which are determined from M. Marchand
computer simulation. Corrections to the profiles are then Abt. Flugmechanik der Flaechenflug zeuge , Deutsche
made to reduce the aircraft response. Forschungs- und Versuc hsansta lt f. Luft - und Raum-

fahrt, Brunswick , West Germany , Rept . No. DLR-
FB-77•26, 23 Pp (June 20, 1977)
(In German)

78-1015
______ N78-1 4044

Analytical aad Experkuental Fatigue Program for
the KIIr Main and Noes Landing Gears Key Words; Aircraft , Dynamic properties, Computer pro-
B. Abraha m grams
Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd. , Lod, Israel, Israel
J. Tech ., 15 (1-2), PP 70-78 (1977) 12 figs, 6 tables , An evaluat ion procedure for the d termination of dynamic
9 ref s characteristics from flight test data was developed. The

procedure uses a gradIent method for the evaluation of
•lgenvaluee and a regression method for the calculation of

Key Words: AIrcraft equIpment, Landing peer, Fatigue 
~~~~ 

.
~~~ p~~ sfu~ was programmed in FORTRAN

teStS and was successfully applied duri ng a handli ng qualities
assessment of a fighter aircraft. The procedure Is described

This paper describes the program that was carried out on and some results from both simulation and flight testing are
the Kfir main and nose landIng gears in order to Insure
adequate service life. The fatigue program began in thi
detail design phase; next came the development of loading
spectra used for analysis and test. A fatigue analysis was
then performed for several suspected critical locations on BIOENGINEERING 

—

both gears. A fllght.by-fiight fatigue tees was performed on
both landing gears with the aim of demonstrating four
ss,vicS’lifstimS* of operation. Design modifications were
Introduced, based on the results of these tests. FInally, 78-1018
rational Inspection and replacement intervals were established Compliance of the Human Ankle Joint
for the main and noes gear, some of whIch require moni. G.C. Agarwal and C.L. Gottlieb
earing of aircraft op.r.tion$. Uctw. of I)I~nois at Chicago Ctr cte , Chicago, IL, ASME

Paper No. 77-WA/Bio-2

78.1016 Key Words; Biosngineering, Ankles, Dynamic response

An Asymptotic Method for Predicting Amplitude s The dynamic response of the human ankle joint toe band-
of No.~~~ar Wheel Shunisey lImited (0 to 50 Hz) gaussian torque disturbance super-
J.T. Gordon, Jr. and H.C. Merchant Imposed on a constant bias torque is observed at different
Science Applications, Inc., Oakland, CA, J. Aircraft , level s of voluntary contraction of the lag muscles acting
15 (3), PP 155-159 (Mar 1978) 5 figs, 10 reft about the ankle . The compliance of the ankle joint , defined

as the ratio of the )olnt rotation and applied torque is model-
ed by e second-order, lInear dynamic model.

Key Words; Landing gear, Wheel shimmy, Amplitude snaty-
us, Nonlinear analysis

An aay”iptotic method involving the multiple Ilme-acale BRIDGES
perturbation technIque is presented for nonlinear stability
snelyels of landing peer wliael siuimmy models th at include
a valocity-equared damper. General expressions for the limit
cycle amplinide and frequency ai~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~ 

784019
Ny ot the limit cyclee determIned by st’s sign otS computed Au Analyis of the Dynamic Characteristics of a -

Suapemion Bridge by Ambient V ibration Measure.
ments
A,M. Abdel-Ghaffar and G.W. Housner

78-1017 Earthquake Engrg. Aes. Lab., California Inst. of
D~~j 1 al5a of Dy~~~.c ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ Tech., Pasadena, CA, Rept . No. EERL.77-0 1 , 86 Pp
FIi it Test Dsta (Jan 1977)
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PB-275 063/6GA condition of nearby struCtures and states that humans, be-
cause they are more sensitive to vibration than are structurei,
can be the controlling factor In blest design .Key Words; Su~~ension bridges, Natural frequencies, Mode

shapes, Traffic-Induced vibrat ions, Exper imental data

Extensiv e experimental investi gations were conducted on 7&1O~~the Vincent -Thomas Se~ ension Bridge at Los Angeles s~~. U - R h Related to Bndd Striet-Harbor to determine natural frequencies and mode shapes a
of vertical, torsionel and lateral vibrations of the structure. tural Identificatson
These ambient v ibration tests Involved the simultaneous F.E. Lidwadia and O.K. Sharmameasurements of both vert ical and lateral vibrational motions Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Southern California,caused by traffic. Measurements were made at selected Los Angeles, CA 90007, SIAM J. Appi. Math .,points on different cross sections of the stiffening structure. 34 (1 1, pp 104-118 (Jan 1978) 1 fig , 1 table, 12 refs

Key Words; Seismic design. Buildings, Parameter identifaca-BUILDING tion tecisniques
(Also see No. 929)

This paper studies the nature of uniqueness in the identifica-
tion of building structural systems subjected to strong ground

- shaking. Characterization of the stiffness distribution In~8-I020 
- the structure fram e knowledge of reapo ue of one of theDeep of an Elastic Wead Tunnel Model of a Tall floors toe base excitation is investlgeted.Office Buildi. g U ig  a Finite Element Computer

Code
M.P. Felix and WA. Eckerle 

—- . d84023General DynamIcs/Convair , San Diego, CA, ASME 
Inelastic Deiiavsor of Eccentrically Braced SteelPaper No. 77-WA/DE-6 
Frames Under Cyclic Loadings
C.W. Aoeder and E.P. PopovKey Words; Multistory buildings, Test models, Wind tunnel 
~ h L’ 

~~ R ~ n~er Californ ia Uni vtests, Math.matlc.l models, Finite element technique, qua e ngrg. es. ., .,
Richmond, CA, Rem . No. UCB/EERC-77/18, 329 pp
(Aug 1977)

A dynamIc structural model of a 274-rn (900-h) office P8-275 526/2GAbuilding wes designed and built for test in a low ~,eed wind
tunnel. The dsslgn of the model yes aided by a fin ite ~~~~~~~~~ K W rd- Framed structu Buildi Seismic designcomputer code (SAP IV). Tb. design wee based upon bending 

E— ’- -. k  nt str-Jc tand torsional elastic curves of the proposed full-scale building M” e resist. uris
supplied by the StruCtural architects 

A unique, practical structural system, the eccentrIc bracing
system, which poseesses many edvanteges In the seismic
design of steel struc tur es, is described in this work.

78-1021
Deign of Excavation Blasts to Prevent Damage
VS. Chae 78.1024
Rutgers Univ ., New Brunswick , NJ, Civ . Engr. (N.Y.), A Methodology for Sei.uic Deign and Constr uctio n48 (4), pp 77 79 (Apr 1978) 4 f igs of SiIIgIS.Faindy Dwellings

Applied Technology Council, Palo Alto, CA, Rept.Key Words; Blast-resistant structures, Buildings No. HUD-PDR-248-i , 476 pp (Sept 1976)— 

PB-275 099fi)GAThe July, 1908, Issue of CIvil Engineering Included n article
stating crIteria for designing excavation blasts to avoId
damaging nearby structures. Blast, causing particle velocities Kay Words: Buildings, SeIsmic designnot greeter than 2 Injsec were considered safe. Ten years
of additional experience has shown that the 2 ln.lsec criteria This report presents the results of an In-depth effort towas too rigid; same structures have been damaged at smaller develop design end construction practices for single-familyvalues, same have withstood larger blasts. The author rec~ residences that minImIze the potential economIc hose slidon*mands that blast design take Into consideration th the life-loss risk aencleted with earthquakes. The report:
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diesuam the ways structures behave when subject to seism ic ISOLATION
forces; sets forth suggested design criteria for conventional
layouts of dwellings constructed of convent ional materials;
presents construction details th.t do not require the designer
to perform analytical calculations; suggests procedures for 7&1027
efficient plan-checking; and presents recommendations Helicopter Rotor Isolation Evaluation Utaizing the
including details and schedules for use in the field by con- Dynamic Antireeonant V ibration Isolator
structlon personnel and building inspectors. A.D. Rita, J.H. McGarvey , and R. Jones

Karnan Aerospace Corp., J. Amer. Helicopter Soc.,
23 (1), pp 22-29 (Jan 1978) 10 figs, 2 tables, 7 refs

78.1025
A Methodology for Seismic Design and Construction Key Words: Dynamic antlresonant vibration isolator (DAVI),

of SisgIe-Fasu~y Dwelling s, Supplementary E.ngineer- Helicopter rotor s
ing Analysis Report This paper includes the resu lts of the analysis, design, ground
Applied Technology Council, Palo Alto, CA, Rept . tests and flight test phases that were conducted on an Army
No. HUD-PDR-248-2 , HI.. .) IRES-208 , 126 pp (Jan furnished UH-1H helicopter modified with a Dynamic
1977) Antiresonant Vibration Isolator (DAVI) rotor isolation
P8-275 100/6GA system.

Key Words; Buildings, Seismic design
78-1028

This report presents the engineering basis for the Report - . .
titled, ‘A Methodology for Seismic Design and ~~~~~~~ 

The Damp.ig Charactenatica of Vibration Isolatora
tion of Single-Family Dwellings’ (P8-275 099). The purpose Used us Gas Turbines
of that report was to develop seismic-resistive design and R. Holmes
construction recommendations to reduce future probable School of Engrg. and Appi. Sciences, Univ. of Sussex.
earthquake caused damage and hazards for single-family UK, J. Mech. Engr. Sci., 19 (6), pp 271-277 (Dec
residences, Included in this report are the engineeri ng calcula- 1977) 4 f • 

~ 6 refs 
—

tlons, reasoning snd/or reports of field observations that
form the basis for the design and construction procedures
recommended in the Methodology. The theory and design Key Words; Gas turbines, Vibration liolators, Squeeze film
calculations given in this report Includ e considerations of bearings, Damping coefficients
the overall structure, as wall as ipecif ic construction details.

The linear and nonlinear damping performance of a common
type of gas-turbine vIbration isolator, consisti ng of a agueez.-
film journal bearing in parallel with a linear retainer spring,
is computed and used to prescribe limits to the use of linear

78-1026 damping coefficients
Seismic Shears and Overturning Moments in Buddings
A. Smilowitz and N.M. Newmark
Dept. of Civ i l Engrg., Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Cham- PUMPS, TURBINES, FANS, - - 

-

paign, IL, Rept . No. STRUCTURAL RESEARCH COMPRESSORS
SER-44 1, UI LU- ENG-77-201 1 , NSF/RA-77031 7,
145 pp (July 1977)
P8-275 678/1 GA 78-1029

Transient Speed Response of a Gas Turbine
Key Words; Buildings, Seismic ~~~~~ A.K . Mohanty and H.M. Balasubramanya

Seismic force distributions for simplIfied computation of (IT , Kharagpur , J. Inst. Engrs. (India), 58 (MEl),
shears and aver-turni ng moment for preliminary design of pp 49-53 (July 1977) 7 figs , 1 table , 6 refs
buildings have been generated. A parameter study of the
signlficam variables is, been made to determine the ap- Key Words; Gas turbines, Dynamic response
plicabillty of if,. proposed distributions. The results of
the study along with the explanation of the methods by This paper presents a simple analysis of a gs  turbine power
which they were obtained are presented. Tabular and graphic plant under transient operating conditions - In pertlauler,
meterlal are Included, the acceleration at constant load torque. Comparable result,

78
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of experiments performed on laboratory model gas tu rbine I TA-3, 136 pp (1976)
are also discussed, (In German)

NiB-i 4407

78-1030 Key Words; Surges, Compressors, Pumps, Turbomachineiy
Noise Reduction by Suitable Choice of Displacement.
Type Pum ps and Their Parameters Unsteady flow phenomena, so-called surging, are known to

occur in duct systems comprising turbopumps, turbocom-P. Wuestpiof
preseors or fans if the volume flow rate being delivered fall sBritish Library Lending Div ., Boston Spa , UK , Rept . below a certain limi t. Surging is associated with self -excitedNo. BLL -NEL-TT-2719 (6075.461), 17 pp ( 1977) fluctuations of pressu re and flow rate of definite periodici-(Eng I. t rans l . from Oelhydrau lic and Pneumatic , ties. A mathematical description of a surging process is

20 (7), pp 457-461 . 1976) presented In the form of a non-linear differential equation
which Is an extended form of the equation of Van der Pal.N78-14404
Application of the theory to several systems investigated
experimentally by other suthors (involvi ng axial and can-Key Words; Pumps, Noise reduction trifugal compressors and centrifugal pumps) shows very
good agreement of surging frequencies, amplitudes and wave-An attempt was made to examine the noise output of dif . forms. The analogies between the self -exciti ng behavior offeren t patterns of pump comparatively as a function of tunnel (Esaki) diodes, gas compressors, and hydraulic pumpspressure, reaction speed and displaced volume. It was found are also considered .

that as a rule a reduction of reaction speed and a division
of the total oil flow into smaller units are particularly effec-
tive.

78-1033
First-Order Pump Surge Behavior
P H . Rothe and P.W. Runstadler ,Jr .78-1031
Creare , Inc ., Hanover , NH, ASME Paper No. 77-WA/Effect of t he Design of Externaj Gear Pumps on the 
FE-12Noise Emitted by Them in Service

S. Stryczek
Key Words ; Pumps, Piping, Fluid-induced excit ationBritish Library Lending Div ., Boston Spa , UK , Rept.

No. BLLNE LTT -2732 (6075.461), 11 pp (1977) This paper presents the results of an empirical study under-(Eng I. trans. from Oelh ydraulic and Pneumatic, taken to assess the appropriateness and applicability of a
20~ 12), pp 813-8 15, 1976) simp le, analytical model of pump-piping system flow in-
N78- 14406 stability. The analysis is used to deicribe behavior actually

observed In a well defined, simple, pump-piping system.
The frequency and amplitude of the flow oscil lations ob-Key Words; Pumps, Gears, Noise generat ion served duri ng pump surg e and the range of the pump-piping
system characteristic parameters for which unstable flowVarious shapes and sizes of key elements in a gear pump oscill ations occurre d are In good agreement with the be-were used in a test pump constructed to ident ity and locate hav ior Predicted by the analysis. The results of this work

— the most important pump noise sources , thus enabli ng et- provide e quantitative basis for investig ating modificat ionsfect ive noise reduction during pump design. Factors stud ied to the lumped -param eter model In order to make it alsoinclude the effects of different numbers of teeth of a geer appropriat, for the analysis of more complex pump orpair , the end and radial clearances, and the bearing of the compressor systems. Although the analytica l model dis-geers on the pump casIng, played here is not new , a direct comparison of model pre-
dictions against sim ilar measurements of ti m-order pump
surge has not been published prior to this work.

78-1032
Pumping Phenomenon of Compressors and Turbo-
pesupa as Nonlinear O.c~lation (Dee Pumpvorgang RAIL
von Veriliclatern wad Kreiselpumpen als nichtlineate
Schwingung)

• A.J.T. Horvath 78-1034
Inst. de Thermique Appliquee, E~~le Polytechnique Techniques for Meamring Wheel/Rd Forces with
Foderale de Lausanne, Switierland, Rept . No. EPFL- Trackside Instnimentation
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IO.R. Ahibeck and H .D. Harrison reactor) core support structure duri ng seismic excitation.
Battelte-Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, OH , The model contains a perforated aluminum plate with a

diameter of 20 in. and 285 model core elements constructed —
ASME Paper No. 77-WA/RT-9 from 7/8 in -diameter aluminum tub es. The proper fre-

quency and mass ratios of the core elements and the per-
Key Words ; InteractIon; rail-wheel, Measurement techniques forated plate was ensured by placi ng steel inserts in the tubes.

The natural frequencies, m ode shapes and dampi ng factors
In this paper , techniques for the measurement of wheel /rail were individually measured for each of the comp~ .nts
loads using trackside instrumenta t ion are discu ssed, based and for the complete system . Harmonic arid simplified tie-
on experience accrued over two years of field measurements. mic forci ng functions were applied to study the dy namic
These tracks ide measurements have provided a basis for behavior of the core and its support structure. The test
the evaluation by Amtrak of new locomotives and passenger results were compared with both analytical and comp uter
equipment, and were used in a Department of Transports- Code results.
tion-sponsored program for evaluating loads on concrete-
tie track. Wheel/rail load data representative of freight
and passenger traffic are presented to il” erate an applica-
tion of the measurement techniques. 784037

Dynamic Analysis of a Pressurized Water Reactor
Coolant System Subjected to Postulated Loa.-of-

REACTORS COolant Accident Transient Loads
(Also see Nos.916,945.988) R.E. Mathews, B. F . Saffell , Jr., and R .K. Mattu

EG & G Idaho , Inc., Idaho Falls , ID , ASME Paper
No. 77-WA/DE-23

78-1035
The Analysis of Dynamicall y Loaded Non-Linear Key Words ; Nuclear reactors , Piping, Transient response
Structures

An independent, time history, dynamic analysis of a three-). Davidson and J .N. Bradbury loop pressurized water reactor (PWR ) has been performed
9 Dale Lane , Appleton , Warrington , UK , NucI. for a postulated rupture of the cold leg primacy coolant
Engr. Des., 45 (2), pp 399-410 (Feb 1978) 6 figs, piping at the reactor pressu re vessel nozzle. This postulated ,
7 refs instantaneous (less than 0.020 s) rupture of a reactor system

primary coolant pipe is a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCAl.
Such an event causes large magnitude thort-duretion me-Key Words; Nuclear reactors, Containment structures , chan ical loads on piping components , and component sup-Dynamic tests , Computer programs ports. The structural response of the primary coolant system
is defined by first formulating a finite element repre,enta-Small models of a proposed pres.tressed concrete contain - tiOn of the loop piping, major comp onents in the pipingmerit structure for a sodium cooled fast breeder reactor have loops , reactor vessel with internal s, and the major corn -been made and tested. They were partly filled with water ponent suppo rts. The transient forci ng funct ions which areand loaded interna lly by detonating explosive charges. utili zed to excite the system are developed from plantPrior to the tests the model was analyzed by an sxieymmetric hydraulic analyses.dynamic relaxation computer program.

78-1038
78-1036 Standardized Seinnic Design Spectra for Nuclear
Seiunic Model Teat of the CCFR Core and Core Plant Equipment
Support Structure NC. Tsa i and W.S. Tseng
L.E. Penzes and R.L. Bedore BechteI Power Corp., San Francisco , CA 94119,
General Atomic Co., P.O. Box 81608 , San Diego, NucI. Engr. Des., 45 (2), pp 481-488 (Feb 1978)
CA 92138. NucI. Engr . Des., 45 (2), i~ 471.480 8 figs , 1 table , 4 refs(Feb 1978) 5 figs, 3 tables, 8 refs

Key Words; Nuclear power plants , Seismic design
Key Words; NucI*.r reactors, Seismic excitation, Resonant
frequenc ies, Mode shapes, Model testing Standardized seismic design spectra were developed for the

nuclear plant equipment . Presented here are idealized design
A 15% scale modal was constructed to study the dynam ic spectrum peek envelopes for different types of structure
structural behavior of the GCFR (gas cooled fast breeder materials and for both the SSE and OBE conditions. Pro-
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cedures are also provided for the application of the design Mechanical response analysis of 15 adjacent fuel assemblies
spectrum peak envelopes to the seismic qualification of subjected to postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
equipment either by dynamic analysis or testing, loadings is described in thi s paper. A structural and mass

model is developed for each fuel assembly. The gaps be-
tween adjacent fuel assemblies and between the fuel and
baffle plates are included in the structural representation.

78-1039 Spacer grid impact forces are defin ed withi n these gap
Proving Teat of Earthquake-Resistant Pipings, Equip- elements by springs which become active when contact
went and Active ~~~~~~~ is made between adjacent grids.
H. Shibata
Inst . of Industrial Science, Univ . of Tokyo , 22-1 ,
Roppongi 7. Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan, Nuci.
Engr . Des., 46 (1), pp 169-178 (Mar 1978) 5 figs , 78-10421 table , 6 refs 

Environmenta l Noise Study for a Nuclear Power
Plant

Key Words ; Nuclear power plants , Earthquake resistant E,E, Dennjson, R.E. Maier , J.W. McGaughey, andstructures , Test facilities
S.P. Y ing

A shaking table for testing earthquake-resistant properties Gilbert /Commonwealth , Comm onwe alth Associates ,
of key items in nuclear power stations ia described. Inc., 209 E. Washington Ave., Jackson , Ml 49201,

Noise Contro l Engr., 10 (1), pp 33-39 (Jan/Feb
1978) 7 figs , 31 refs

78-1040
Regulatory Requirements for Blast Effects fr~~ 

Key Wo rds ; Nuclear power plants , Noise reduction, Stan-
dards and codesAccidental Explosions

J . O’Brien This paper describes an enviro nmental noise impact tech-
Nuclear Regulatory Commission , Washington , DC nique intended to fulfill federal , state , and local require-
20555, Nucl . Engr. Des., 46 (1), pp 145-150 (Mar ments for constru cti ng a large nuclear power plant in the
1978) 3 figs , 9 refs United States.

Key Words ; Nuclear power plants , Explosion eff ects

Procedures and cri teria acceptable to the USNRC for veri-
fying the adequacy of nuclear power plant structu res, sys-
tems and components to resist the effects of acc idental 78-1043
explosions outside the plant are presented. A method of In SITU Dynamic Tests and Seinnic Records oncomputing the probability of an accidental explosio n is also the RUR s~at~~ Building EN El.. IV Nuclear P)ant/given. The relative importance of blast generated missiles, 

~~~wind. overpresni re and ground shock is treated . The in-
herent strength of Nuclear Power Plants to resist b l5 ~ ~~~~~ 

A. Castold i. M. Casirat i, and F. L. Scotto
due to imposed design requirements for other extreme en- Dynamic Dept. ISMES (Istituto Sperimentale Modellivironmental loads, iuch as tornadoes , is considered. Short- e Strutture), Bergamo, Italy, Nucl . Engr . Des., 45 (2),comings in the previous practice of comparing aw blasts pp 497-506 (Feb 1978)10 figs , 1 tablewith tornadoes are outlined.

Key Words ; Nuclear power plants, Buildings , Dynamic
tests, Testing techniques, S.ismic excitation

70-1041
Non-Linear Lateral Mechanical Response of p

~ e- The tests on the RI-IA Buildi ng of the Caorso Nuclear Plant
nirized Water Reactor F~al AWII%hlieS are part of a program of dynamic tests on targe structures

sponsored by ENEL, which ISMES is presently carryingR . L. Grubb and B. F . .Seffe l , Jr. out. The main purposes of this program are to collect in’EG & 0 Idaho , Inc., Idaho Falls , ID , ASME Paper formation on the effectiveness of different exci tation math .
No. 17-WA /DE-18 ods, set up the most suitthle recording and processing tech-

nique, and compare the experImental results wIth the com-
puted ones, in view of the validation of the adopted corn-Key Words: Nuclear fuel elements, Nonlinear response puting schemes.
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78-1044 Group, East Hartford , CT , Rept. No. NASA-CR-
Seinnic Analysis and Design of Electrica l Cable 1 35313; PWA-5543, 166 pp (July 1977)
Trays and Support Systems N 78-13059
R.M. Shahin , R . Manuelyan , and C. Jan
G ibbs & Hill , Inc., 393 7th Ave., New York , NY Key Words ; Turbofa n engines . Digita l simulatio n, Dynam ic
10001, NucI . Engr. Des., 45 (2). pp 515-522 (Feb properties

1978) 3 figs , 5 refs
A digital computer simulation of a mixed flow , twin spool
turbofan engine was assembled to evaluate and improve the

Key Words; Nuclear power plants , Seismic design, Trans . dynamic characterist ics of the engine simulation to dis-
mission lines turbance frequencies of at least 100 Hz. One dimensional

forms of the dynamic mass , momentum and energy aqua-
Most cable trays in nuclear power plants are classified tions were used to model the engine. A 1F30 engine was
as seismic category I components. Current safety require- simulated so that dynamic characteristics could be evaluated
mints dictate that all such components be adequately de- against results obtained from testing of the TF3O engine at
signed in order to remain funct ional during and after the the NASA Lewis Research Center.
most severe possible earthquake, so that a safe and orderly
plant shut-down can be ensured. The design aspects of
electrical cable t rays and support systems are discussed from
the seismic and structural stand point. The effect s of the 78-1047
inherent flexibili ty of commonly used cable trays is con- An Examp le of Addit ive Damping as a Coat Savingssidered. A procedure for the selection of trays and the Alternati ve to Redesigndesign of their support structure is recommended. 

M L . Drake and J.D. Sharp
Univ. of Dayton Research Inst., Dayton. OH , A SME
Paper No. 77-WA/GT-2

RECIPROCATING MACHINE
(Alio see No. 1001) Key Wards: Engine vibratio n, Vibration damping, Testi ng

techniques. Resonant frequencies, Mode shapes , Fast Fourier
transform

78-1045
Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Aerodynamic Ac a cost savings alternative to complete redesign of the TF-

Performance, Steady and Vibratory Loads, Surface 41 engine inlet extension , the Air Force Materials Labora-
tory, in conjunct ion with the University of Dayton Research

Temperatures and Acoustic Characteristics of Institute, conducted a program demonstrating the practical-
Large-Scale Twin-Engine Upper-Surface Blown Jet- ity of applyi ng a multi-layer dampi ng treatment to the
Flap Configuration existing inlet extension to replace the current fiberglass
Langley Res. Center , NASA , Langley Station , VA , wra p. The fiberglass wr ap was des igned to eliminate high

Rept. No. NASA-TM-X-72794 , 163 pp (NOV 1975) cycle fatigue failures in the extension; however, the wrap
incurs disbo nd s and delaminet ions which in turn cause

N78i 4031 local high temp erature spots resulti ng from frictional heat.
ing. This paper describes in detail the experimental methods

Key Words: Turbofan engines, Wind tunnel tests used to determine dynamic characteri stics iif both the
damped and unlamped structure, including dig~tel fast-

Tests have been conducted in full- sc ale tunnel to determine fourier analysis for determination of resonant frequencies
the esrodynemic performance, steady and vibratory earo- and mode shapes, the techn iques used to damping treatment
dynamic loads, surface temperatures, and acoustic charac- optimi zatio n, and correlation of test cell and laboratory
terlstics of a large scale, twin turbofan engine, upper surface da~a.
blown ise-flap configuration. The tests were made for an
a n e  of attack range from 4 dig to 28 deg and a thrust
cneftlal ene rang. from 0 to 4 for traili ng edge flap deflact ions ‘I
~ ROAD

(Also see Nos. 918. 921 . 922 , 1014)

78-1048

*~~ ~~~~~~~~~ i The Performance of Conventional and Energy Ab-
- . - . 4 ~l . •~ ‘~4 - 4•~Jh~~ ~~.hsng Rest raint, in Sinulat,d Crass Tests
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Aeronautical Res. Labs.. Melbourne, Australia , Rept. internal damping on the stability is also studied.
No. ARL/STR UC 359 , 35 pp (Sept 1975)
AO-A04 7 532/7GA

78-1051
Key Words: Dynamic tests . Collision research (automotive), Influence of Oil Squeeze-Film Damping on Steady-Seat belts , Energy absorption 

State Response of Flexible Rotor Operating to Super-
Dynamic tests wer e done us ing conventional isp sash seat cntical Speeds
belt restraint s , and assemblies incorporating energy ~~~. R E. Cunningham
sorbers in the sash st rap. Three restraint geometries, rigid Lewis Res. Center , NA SA . Clevel and , OH , Rept .and cushioned seat s and assemblies with the straps slack, No NASA-TP-1094; E-9091, 44 pp (Dec 1977)tight and preloaded were tested . 

N78-1 3064

Key Words: Squeeze-film dampers, Flex ible rotors, Piriadic78- 1049 response, Unbalanced mass response
Response of Belted Dummy and Cadaver to Rear

Experimental data were obtained for the unbalance response
of a flexible rotor to speeds above the third lateral bandingA.S . Hu . S.P. Bean, and R .M. Zimmerman critical. Squeeze-film damping coefficients calculated fromPhysica l Science Lab., New Mexico State Univ .. measured data showed good agreement with thortiournel-University Park , NM, Rept . No. PSL-PR00848 . beari ng approx imations over a frequency range from 5000

DOT-HS-803 028. 444 pp (June 1976) to 31,000 corn. Response of a rotor to varying amounts of
PB-275 472/9GA unbalance was investigated. A very lightly damped rotor wee

compared with one where oil-squeeze dampers wars applied.
Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Anthropo.
morphic dummies

78-1052
Sled impact tests ware conducted to simulate the motion A~al~a. of the Noise Generated by Axial Ventila-of a standard siz, car at rest impacted from the rear by a to re Resultin g from Rotor-Stator Interactionsecond car of equal weight travelling at 32 mph . The test
subjects were anthropomorphic dummies end unembalmad J. JOdP5~SZ~k
cadavers. They wer e seated in a bench seat (headrest in Dissertation , Ph.D., Polytechnik a Wrocla swka , Po-its down position) and were three-point beltid, land, 138 pp (1976)

(In Polish )
UM 1/2906c

ROTORS
(Also see Not 951, 958 . 1027) Key Words: Interaction: rotor-stetor, Noise generation,

Noise reduction. Computer programs

An analysis of the no ise generated In an axial ventilator by78-1050 rotors and stators blade I. presented In this dissertat ion. TheProblem of Rotor Pasaing Through Critical Speed ventilator’s acoustical model Ii glvin. Stator blad, altitudewith Gys-oacopic Effect (Analys is by Asymptot ic are received like geometrical spot of ecoustical dlpol Source.
Method and Experiments)
K . Nonami and M. Miyashita
Faculty of Engrg., Tokyo Metropolit an Univ ., Seta- SHIPgaya-ku , Tokyo , Japan , Bull . JSM E , 21 (151) ,pp 56- (See No. 917)
63 (Jon 1978) 19 fig s , 13 ref s

Key Words: Rotors , Critic al speed s, Gyroscopic effect s SPACECRAFT
The nonstat ionery vibration of a rotor with a gyroscopic
effect in passing through its critical speed Is studied by
using the asympt otic method. Two cases are examined in 781053
detail : c constant accelerat ion and the Interaction between Some Aspect, of the Dynamics and Stability ofthe drivi ng source and the vibratio n system . The effect of Spinning Flexible Spacecraft
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R K. Williamson bility was introduced into the system equations in a hybrid

Engrg. Science Operations , Aerospace Cor p., El coordinate formulation, La., a combination of discrete and
distributed (modal) coordinates. Some simulation results

Segundo, CA , Rept . No. TR-0077 (2901 -03)-8, SAM- of the whole system using a digital computer numerical
SO TR-7T210, 63 pp (Sept 12, 1977) Integration are thown.
AD-A047 502/OGA

Key Words : Spacecraft, Rotating structures, Wobble, Dy- 78-1056
namic stability Resonant Behavior of a Symmetric Misaile Having

The hybrid coordinate approach combines discrete coor- Roll Orientation-Dependent Aerodynamics
dinates describing the tranalations and rotat ions of some T .R. Pepitone
bodies or reference frames of the system with distr ibuted Ph .D. Thesis , Univ. of Virg in ia , 179 pp (1977)
or modal coordinates describing the small relative motions UM 78C)0425
of other p*i- of the system . This approach is illustrated by
application to a simplif ied spinni ng spacecraft syst em.

Key Words: Resonant response, Missiles

The transient response of a symmetric, cruciform missile,

78-1054 having roll orientation - dependent aerodynamics, is studied.
Stabdity and Control of flexibl e Spacecraft with The asymptotic method of 8ogoliubov and Mitropolsky is

P.ametric Excitation 
employed, in the cnn of muds planar mot ion, to invest igate
th. parametric resonance instability which exists at one-

C.J. Harris half the fundamental resonance rol l rate.
Enqrg. Lab., Oxford Univ ., UK , Rept . No. OUEL-
1193117 . 22 pp (Apr 1977)
N78-131 20 USEFUL APPLICAT ION

Key Words: Spacecraft, Lumped parameter method. Math.-
matical models, Parametric excitation

78-1057
The analysis and control of flexible spacecraft has attracted Dynnaic Techsiquea for Detecting and Tracing
considerable attention in recent years ; with ever incresaing Tunnel Complexes
demands for fine pointing accuracy and larger and more R . F. Ballard , Jr.
coespleis vehicles, this problem is becoming more significant.
The lumped parameter modeling approach is used to find Army Engineer Wate rways Experimen t Stat ion .

a simple but repreaentative three.dlmensional mathematical Vick~~urg, MS, Rept. No. WES-MP-S-77-25 , 17 pp
modal of S generalized f(exib le satellite with momentum (Dec 1977)
exchange avid body fixed gas jet reactor attitude controller’. AD.A048 415/4GA

Key Words: Tunne ls. Detection, Vibratory techniques.

78- 1055 Acoustic techniques

Dynamic Model of a Three Axis Stabilized Geo~ a- The purpose of this Invest Igation was to determine the
tiosary Satellite with flexible Solar Arrays in Nor- feasibil ity of using various types of dynamic test techniques
sisal Operation to detect and trace tunnel complexes.
G . K. Heimbo ld
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsansta lt f . Luft-
und Raumfahrt , Oberpfaffenhofen , West Germany,
Rept. No. OLR-lB-552-7717 , 129 pp (Mar 16, 1977)
(In German)
N 78-14082

Key Words: Satellites, Dynamic structural analysIs, Mathe-
matical models

The equations of motion were derived from the total syst em
energy by application of Lagrange’s method. Structural flexi-
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